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ABSTRACT
A STUDY OF SURRENDER IN THE PROCESS OF TRANSFORMATION FOR THE
RECOVERING ALCOHOLIC
SEPTEMBER 1988
JANE MARIE HART, B.S., ST. LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY
M.ED., ST. LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY
ED.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: John W. Wideman

The objective of this study was to respond to two primary
questions:

(1) What is the process of self transformation for the

recovering alcoholic? and (2) What is surrender and what role does it
play in that process of transformation?

Eight subjects were interviewed

who have maintained abstinence from alcohol for over ten years and who
are active members of Alcoholics Anonymous.
Subjects were chosen through two key informants who participated in
a pilot study.

Key informants were long-term recovering alcoholics and

referred the researcher to individuals who could provide in-depth and
process-oriented reflections about their experiences.
Subjects were asked to tell their story of addiction and recovery
in their own terms.

An interview guide with focal and follow-up

questions insured that each subject gave his/her own authentic and full
account of the process of self transformation and experiences of
surrender.
Grounded Theory guided the collection and analysis of the data
generated in the interviews.

Analysis of data revealed common themes
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and patterns in regard to the recovery process and the experiences of
surrender.

A common pattern of recovery,

process model,

involved four components:

connectedness,

and choice.

illustrated as a gestalt
action, awareness,

These components were found to be highly

interactive, each contributing to or augmenting the other three.
common sequence was found;

No

instead, any one of the components could

serve as an entry into a cyclical, multileveled system of interaction of
all four components,

in ways that led to crucial experiences of

surrender.
Although surrender was found to be the necessary and critical core
experience in all the sustained recoveries, differing forms of surrender
were described, and various names for the experience were identified.
All subjects described the process of recovery and the experiences of
surrender as what led them to new "ways of being ,
and different modes of consciousness.

vin

forms of

knowing ,
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OF STUDY

Overview of the Study

In the past several decades studies of human nature and development
have expanded from a focus on personality to a more extensive
perspective on the whole person and the intrapsychic processes of growth
and change.

Theories which have emerged from different schools of

thought have come to view human growth throughout an individual’s life
as an interactive, dynamic process of "becoming", a perspective that was
originally set forth by humanistic psychology.

This perspective has

filtered into an increasing number of studies presented by the schools
of:

psychoanalysis;

sociology; anthropology; educational, developmental,

and transpersonal psychology.

Grounded in a process-oriented point of

view, and incorporating a range of those theories, this study examines
the field of substance abuse treatment and its approach to recovery from
alcoholism.

The objective of the following research is to provide

insight into the experience of a selected population who have undergone
a radical change in behavior,
sense of identity.

belief, thinking,

feeling, and personal

The process investigated in these chapters is

believed to be a continuing phenomenon of transformation as revealed in
the lives of alcoholics who have surrendered to the reality of
alcoholism and to the hope of recovery.

The primary focus of this study

is on the meaning of recovery and the impact of surrender as understood
by recovering alcoholics with long-term sobriety.
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This chapter presents the problem investigated;

the purpose and

significance of this research; and the descriptive, qualitative method
of investigation used to study a process of transformation for men and
women recovering from alcoholism.

Background of the Problem

Since the 1960's the fields of psychology and education have
witnessed a shift in the paradigms and definitions of the "normal",
healthy and well-adjusted adult.

Previously,

theories about the growth

and personality of the adult were generalizations based on the Freudian
psychiatric approach or on hierarchical developmental stage theories of
infancy and childhood.

These schools of thought defined the healthy

personality as a contrast to a "sick" or abnormal standard of
measurement.

Most models of health were generated from psychoanalytical

or medical definitions—descriptions which depicted healthiness as a
static condition to be achieved.

Deviations from some global norms of

acceptable healthiness were brought to experts for intervention,
diagnosis and "fixing" at ever increasing costs.

The limits inherent in

these theoretically derived practices were boundless.
Yet in the past half century, new paradigms have been generated
from schools of thought that range from physics to psychology and have
challenged traditional scientific logic.

Psychologists and educators

have begun to investigate processes of normal and healthy growth which
emphasize an on-going evolution of the person.
the definitions of person,

self,

Within these paradigms

psyche, and identity have expanded into
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a holistic picture of development on many levels.

Theories are

continually proliferating, and yet more recently clinicians and
educators have called for the need to put theories into practice and to
develop clear,

measurable, achievable objectives and forms of

application in treating individuals.
Some of the fields where new models have surfaced are in
psychoanalytic, developmental, sociological, humanistic and
transpersonal schools of thought.

Their insights have filtered into

particular areas of treatment and education.
substance abuse treatment field.

One such area has been the

Substance abuse has created endless,

costly, and fatal problems of epidemic proportion.
dilemma,

Faced with this

researchers and practitioners have reached to any and all

theories for insight into successful treatment for substance abusers.
And researchers from new and traditional schools of thought have looked
to the challenge of applying their discoveries to substance abusers.

A

thread has been connected between the various fields yet is kept taut
and tense as theorists compete against one another in looking for the
most right and true answer to alcoholism and its arrest.
At the time that these new paradigms and approaches were emerging
in the professional and academic arenas, a collective form of treatment
for a specific population was gaining momentum and range within the
international,

social, layperson arenas.

Yet this movement remained

anonymous and was not allied with any organization,
school of thought.

sect,

religion, or

This movement originated between two men, a

physician and an accountant—two men who, because of desperate need,
came to found the fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous.
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Throughout the past 50 years the prejudice, stigma and ignorance
that surrounded the alcoholic has started to dissipate as the media,
religious, medical and scientific communities have looked to treatment,
education and research, rather than condemnation and exclusion.

While

psychological theories have offered insight into change and growth for
healthy, as well as sick,

individuals. Alcoholics Anonymous has been

facilitating concrete and enduring changes for alcoholics that extends
much further than "controlling" the abuse of alcohol.
From the time of its origins Alcoholics Anonymous has been able to
take the best from medicine, psychology, and religion to "treat"
millions of alcoholics and has diligently looked to creating clearer
understandings and partnerships with experts from all fields.

Yet many

sterotypes and judgments among professionals about alcoholics and A.A.
have endured throughout the years.

Particular professionals have looked

to weaving more and stronger threads between A.A. and their fields.

One

such researcher, Stephanie Brown has linked the cognitive/structural
theories of Piaget to the nature, progression, and structural dimensions
of alcoholism.

As a psychologist in substance abuse treatment, Brown

focused through a process-oriented, developmental lense to view identity
transformation for the recovering alcoholic.

Her model presents an

understanding of phases of identity change throughout the progression of
alcoholism,
recovery.

the point of becoming sober, and the progression of
Brown looks at the interpersonal dynamics, environmental

contexts, cognitive structures and paths of adaptation that both
challenge and support active alcoholism and recovery.
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In addition research insights have been offered by object
relations,

phenomenological, and psychosocial theories which illuminate

the complexities and multidimensionality of an identity crisis and
identity transformation for the alcoholic.

They have looked at

alcoholism in depth and theorized about the dynamics of breaking through
alcoholic denial and starting on a path of sobriety.
As a result of the attention on alcoholism a veritable explosion of
theories has occurred.
profession,

Theories have been offered by the medical

the psychoanalytic field, sociologists, and theologians.

Yet these attempts to understand alcoholism and recovery have created
factions within the field of substance abuse treatment, a split in
perspective that works against treatment of the alcoholic—an individual
who already is split and torn within.

The glut of theories has also

left practitioners blinded and split by the multiplicity of issues and
multilayered dynamics of alcoholism and effective treatment.
Professionals,

therapists and researchers are

going through their own

’’identity crisis” when it comes to roles, relationships and
understanding of their alcoholic clients.
That psychology and education have opened to viewing the alcoholic
as a person experiencing identity transformation is surely promising.
Yet,

this is still a meager perspective in fields which have been

instructed and defined by more traditional models of medicine and
psychoanalysis.

Much research has been conducted to look at alcoholism,

how a person becomes addicted and how to stop a person from drinking.
Yet little has been done to look within the personal dynamics and
transformation phenomenon the alcoholic experiences in striving towards
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sobriety.

The focus has been on "let's get them to stop drinking", and

once that's accomplished,

therapy and intervention are termed successful

and complete.
Most recently the substance abuse field has become engaged in
taking up a new battle with an old issue as propagated by the insurance
companies, hospitals, and federal commissions that regulate the
treatment process.

The long debated controversy over whether alcoholism

is a disease or not has been once again brought to the forefront.

There

seems to be a regression back into the problem rather than advancement
with the solutions.

Fortunately A.A. has not suffered this regression

for it has stayed dedicated to the common goal of helping the alcoholic
recover.

And it has stayed focused on the spiritual foundation of

physical,

emotional, and mental recovery from alcoholism.

Basically

A.A. has sidestepped the problem of alcoholism in order to spread its
faith in the solutions found in simple, fundamental guidelines for
recovery.

Those solutions have produced transformations within millions

of individuals—a process that cannot be sabotaged whatever the other
controversies may be.

Statement of the Problem

The potential of a greater understanding of the process of
transformation which occurs within Alcoholics Anonymous is apparent.
recovery can continue within the structure and forms of an
"organization" that demands no fees, no membership obligations, and
ascribes to no particular political ideology,

then perhaps staying

If
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within the solution is wiser than debating the problem.

If solutions of

an anonymous "institution" are available for any and all alcoholics why
are these solutions so quickly overthrown or discounted in lieu of a
fruitless debate?

This study examines some of the solutions within A.A.

that have remained buried in the professional literature.

Referencesto

a process of spiritual transformation and the phenomenon of surrender
have surfaced in several schools of thought.

Yet the understanding has

thus far been superficial or has only been given figurehead importance.
To this author the process of surrendering appears to be a critical
turning point in the complex dynamics of significant and lasting
growth.

Thus scant and vague descriptions of the process and of

surrender leaves practitioners at a great loss.
In investigating the recovery process for alcoholics who
participate in the Alcoholics Anonymous program surrender appears to be
quite central.

However, it is not obvious as to whether surrender is a

larger process within their identity change or an accumulation of events
or moments of surrender.

References to surrender made by members of

Alcoholics Anonymous are often abstract or diminished by the drama of
their verbal or written stories.

The minimal attention given to a

central phenomenon of recovery leaves the new A.A. member or the
substance abuse clinician confused about the necessity and significance
of surrender.
The problem addressed in this study is the fact that surrender, as
experienced in the process of transformation, is abstract and hidden
within the personal experiences of alcoholics and the published theories
about recovery.

This study hopes to bring to light a clearer
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understanding of surrender and its role in the developmental and
spiritual dimensions of recovery.

Purpose of the Study

This study looks at an active, dynamic process that creates a new
way of knowing the world and one's place in it, as well as a new way of
valuing and experiencing a felt sense of psychological wellness.

As

posited by Holmes (1974) and Kegan (1982), the tension of self¬
transformation can be an activity of hope, a "dialectic of limit and
possibility".

This study looks at that tension, activity, and the

internal and external limits and possibilities within individuals who
are members of a group dedicated to growth.

The process of

transformation and the phenomenon of surrender will be investigated
through the actual experiences of long-term recovering alcoholics.
These individuals all utilize the psychological, emotional, behavioral,
and spiritual principles of the Alcoholics Anonymous program.

Common

themes about the process of transformation and experiences of surrender
will be presented for use by substance abuse clinicians, researchers,
educators, and recovering alcoholics in their search for a deeper
understanding of alcoholism recovery.

Assumptions and Limitations

This study draws from a wide and complex range of major theories of
identity and developmental growth.

Thus it is necessary to set clear
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boundaries as to the assumptions and limitations germane to the purpose
of this research.
A fundamental assumption in choosing to study a sample of
recovering alcoholics is that recovery from addiction is in actuality a
process of self and identity change.

In working with recovering

alcoholics in long-term therapeutic relationships it was evident to this
researcher that major changes were taking place in behavior, cognitive
patterns of reasoning, and personal value systems; and of a magnitude
far greater than the scope of therapy.

This observation was affirmed

through Brown’s (1985) research with alcoholics at Stanford University.
The theoretical and conceptual framework for her qualitative and
quantitative study was based on the development perspectives of Piaget
(1954).

Using Piaget's principles and theory of development Brown

viewed the alcoholism recovery process as ”.

.

. one of construction and

reconstruction of a person’s fundamental identity and resultant view of
the world" (p.55).

In concurrence with Brown's perspective, this author

believes it is more valuable and relevant to view alcoholism recovery as
a process of transformation of the total self.
Another primary assumption of this study is that a focus on the
process of identity transformation, rather than on the content of
particular stages of development, will facilitate a clearer and deeper
understanding of recovery.

While it may be valuable to look at how

alcoholism recovery may influence developmental stage change, this
approach appears to be premature in light of the multiple and basic
questions still unanswered in the stage development literature.
clarity of where alcoholics are developmentally;

The

for instance, if they
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are arrested in a particular stage or regressed to a lower stage; would
be much too complex to address in a singular research endeavor.

Thus an

address to the characteristics of transformation for the recovering
alcoholic may work as a beginning point in formulating additional
developmental research.
A final research assumption is the premise that self and identity
transformation is a recursive, dynamic, interactive process which
encompasses behavioral, cognitive and affective domains of the self and
the self-in-relation.

This assumption stands in contrast to the

hierarchical and sequential order of developmental stage models.

It is

this researcher's belief that a sequence of phases occurs throughout the
alcoholic's process of change and that these phases are continually re¬
experienced in varying degrees and depth.

The Method of Study

This study approaches an investigation of self transformation
through the door of an established group of individuals clearly
committed to personal change and healthy functioning.

The sample

investigated is that of recovering alcoholics who have been active in
the self-help group of Alcoholics Anonymous.

It is a study which merges

theory from diverse schools of psychology, medicine, sociology, and
education to gain perspective on the concrete experience of a process of
change.

In order to describe the process of change for the recovering

alcoholic this researcher focuses on two primary questions:

(1) What is

the process of self transformation for the recovering alcoholic?

(2)
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What is surrender and what role does it play in that process of
transformation?
The primary source of data comes from structured interviews with
alcoholics who have at least ten years of recovery.

A pilot study was

conducted on two individuals in order to assist in the development of an
interview instrument.

The main portion of the study proceeded through a

case study approach of the experiences of eight subjects.

Outline of the Study

The scope of this inquiry is confined to interview data collected
through a case study approach (Yin,

1984; Patton,

1980).

Interview data

which reflected common themes and patterns were employed to elaborate
components of the transformation process described and forms of
surrender referred to by subjects.

Anecdotal excerpts were used to

enrich basic understandings of the meanings and processes which
recovering alcoholics experience during recovery through using the
Alcoholics Anonymous program.
course of the pilot study,

Analysis of data proceeded throughout the

review of the literature, interviews of the

eight subjects, and organization of the data.

The method of research

and analysis of data followed a grounded theory approach, as presented
by Glaser & Strauss (1967), and substantiated by Miles and Huberman
(1984).

There was no predetermined order to analysis;

it was assumed

that no order fits perfectly in analyzing the extensive data generated.
Yet as analysis proceeded, certain patterns and commonalities emerged
from the data.

Out of these patterns certain repetitive components of
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the recovery process gave indication of a recognizable process within a
process.

These patterns were gathered into a process model of recovery

as one possible form of conceiving a complex and many layered
phenomenon.

Still this researcher agrees with the statement by Lofland

(1971) that all order is provisional and partial.

This researcher

remained committed throughout the study and analysis to approaching the
data with a flexible and creative eye in order to sufficiently and
adequately describe the phenomenon this study investigated.
The complex issues surrounding addiction, developmental stage, or
quality of sobriety for the recovering alcoholic are not addressed in
this research.

The model which emerged is not an ultimate or conclusive

perspective.

Design and Evolution of the Study

This study is concerned with the perceptions of alcoholics
experiencing a process of internal and external transformation.

The

case study method employed attempts to look at a process of change over
time and explores questions about shifts in perceptions, beliefs and
attitudes.

This study looks at how these shifts came about, how they

impacted on the process of change, and why these shifts in perception
had meaning and significance.
The study consisted of two parts.
with two "key informants”,

The first was a pilot case study

that is, two recovering alcoholics who

practice in the substance abuse field.

The second was a more elaborate

case study of eight recovering alcoholics with over ten years of
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recovery.

The following sections describe the on-going design and

evolution of a grounded theory approach to research.

The headings used

in the remainder of this chapter outline the steps of investigation
which proceeded from the use of a case study format, the choice of
subjects, the study instruments employed, and the process of data
collection, to the analysis and reporting of data.

The Case Study Approach
Because the focus of this study is on the how and why of a
phenomenological experience the case study approach was the most
appropriate.

A case study could encompass exploratory questions about

what were significant influences on self change for the recovering
alcoholics interviewed.

As well, a case study approach could adequately

address explanatory questions about how and why influences had meaning
throughout the process of change investigated.

Thus, for the purpose of

comprehensively describing a process of change and the change of a
process, both exploratory and explanatory questions could be merged
through a case study approach.

Since the investigation of a process can

yield an abundance of amibiguities and variables, a qualitative case
study approach provides the most flexibility and specificity.
(1984) states, a case study is technically most suited in that:
A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates
a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context;
when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are
are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources
of evidence are used. (p. 23)

As Yin
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Because this study explored the unclear dimensions of a phenomenon
of change mixed with real-life contexts, structure and focus was
necessary.

Thus, a highly structured interviewing approach was

utilized.

As stated by Patton (1980), a standardized interview

minimizes interviewer effects, makes the instrument accessible for
confirmability, reduces variation between those interviewed, and narrows
the possibilities of irrelevant tangents.
Yet, as tightly as the interview was structured the questions
employed were designed to be as open ended as possible in order to
assure responses in the subjects' own terms and meanings.
interviewed acted as teachers for this investigator.

Those

Through the use of

descriptive open-ended questions, interviewees educated this researcher
about their intimate, personal cultures of meaning.

Thus, this

qualitative interview methodology speaks to a naturalistic inquiry in
order to assist the interviewer in maintaining sensitivity to the
process shared (Guba & Lincoln, 1982).

The Choice of Subjects
In choosing the subjects to interview in this study, important
issues were considered; such as, monitoring researcher bias,
interviewing articulate and process-oriented individuals, and utilizing
"key informants" of the cohort to be studied.
This researcher chose to interview members of Alcoholics Anonymous
from various locations around New England.

The researcher has been

professionally involved with A.A. for almost ten years.

As an educator

and therapist, I found that Alcoholics Anonymous served as a significant
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resource for referred students and clients.

My professional involvement

has included attendance at A. A. meetings, in-depth familiarity with A.A.
literature and the principles of recovery, and a professional commitment
to utilize the program of Alcoholics Anonymous as a foundation in this
author's therapeutic practice.
Bogdan and Taylor (1975) believe the data generated can be better
understood by a researcher who is a part of the studied group. They
state:
In qualitative methods, the researcher is necessarily
involved in the lives of the subjects . . . And even more
than this involvement, the researcher must identify and
empathize with his or her subjects, in order to understand
them from their own frames of reference, (p. 8)
Since the researcher had intimate familiarity with the context-bound
language and concepts of Alcoholics Anonymous and the intellectual
paradigms and models brought to the conception of this study,
understanding the subjects'

frames of reference was a beneficial tool

for inquiry and analysis.
Choosing candidates to be interviewed demanded clear discrimination
and discernment on the part of the researcher.

Since the study is a

description of a process and changes within that process, viewed
internally and externally by those interviewed,

the ability to take

perspective on oneself and to articulate a personal process is crucial.
To guide selection,

the researcher employed Weinstein and Alschuler's

(1985) model of self-knowledge development.
past ten years,
elemental,

Based on research in the

four stages of self-knowledge were identified.

(2) situational,

the pattern stage,

(1)

(3) pattern, and (4) transformational.

In

individuals have the capacity to describe internal
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responses to events and perceive personal traits, causes, and
implications.

In this stage:

People see patterns of overt behaviors, but descriptions
of covert patterns—personality traits, psychological
characteristics, dispositions, ongoing inner conflicts—
are the hallmarks of this stage, (p. 21)
In the transformational stage people can describe how they "consciously
monitor, modify, or manage their inner patterns of response" (p. 21).
Here they are able to perceive inner processes and reinterpret their
personal meanings.
Since this study investigates an inner process and perspectives on
that process,

subjects needed to be firmly established in the

transformational stage.

Knowing that members of Alcoholics Anonymous

strive for the ability to identify dissonant and dysfunctional patterns,
and consciously make changes in those patterns in order to maintain
stable sobriety,

this researcher assumed that subjects chosen for this

study generally function in the transformational stage.

This assumption

will be made more concrete in the presentation and analysis of data.
Because of the familiarity this researcher had with Alcoholics
Anonymous,

potential bias was a primary concern in choosing subjects,

developing the interview instrument, and analyzing data.

Traditional,

rationalistic research methods call for researchers to stand apart in
the interests of neutrality and objectivity.

Yet,

the perspective

presented in qualitative research literature suggests that researchers
get close to the individuals and the communities studied.

Because this

author had extensive professional involvement with the program of
Alcoholics Anonymous, retaining a level of objectivity was paramount.
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Both sides of the argument for neutrality were investigated to inform
the researcher about the appropriateness of this study.

Yet whether the

interviewer was in or out of the group studied there would be inherent
bias on some level.

As Guba and Lincoln (1982) state in their defense

of naturalistic inquiry:

"Inquiry is inevitably grounded in the value

systems of the inquirer, respondent,

paradigm chosen, methods used and

social and conceptual contexts" (p. 242).

Further, Argyris (1960)

believes that uncovering in-depth issues would be difficult by a
neutral" researcher,

for he posits that:

"A neutral researcher runs

the risk of being alienated from his subjects" (p.

115).

In choosing to approach this study from a stance of naturalistic
inquiry,

this researcher wished to be particularly rigorous in regard to

validity, dependability, and objectivity.

For this purpose the

following section describes how a set of criteria for research was
incorporated into various aspects of the study.

Criteria for Naturalistic Inquiry
This researcher made a commitment to remain aware throughout the
study of potential in-group bias which could taint the trustworthiness
of the chosen interview questions, as well as subsequent data analysis.
In order to facilitate this awareness, Guba and Lincoln's (1981)
criteria for rigorous and quality research was examined, utilized, and
cross-checked throughout the study.
posit are as follows:

The four criteria Guba and Lincoln

(1) credibility,

reliability, and (4) confirmability.

(2) transferability,

(3)

This researcher addressed these

criteria in many different parts of the method of study.
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Credibility.

Credibility was strengthened through the researcher's

extensive and in-depth involvement with members of the group studied.
Because the researcher and subjects shared an understanding of the
jargon associated with Alcoholics Anonymous;

in other words,

they shared

a common "culture of meaning", more precise interpretations could be
made.

Throughout the study, credibility was further insured by having

all subjects review the transcriptions made from tape recorded
interviews.

All feedback offered by subjects was incorporated into the

final sets of data.
Transferability.

The criteria of transferability was attended to

through purposive sampling for the eight subjects in the main part of
the study.

Subjects to interview were recommended to the researcher,

and from this sample a cross-section of ages,
educational backgrounds was chosen.

perspectives, and

The researcher attempted to

maintain an equal balance of males and females to interview.

In the

data analysis, a focus of interpretation was kept on "thick
descriptions" in profiling the subjects, categorizing the data,
attempting pattern clarification, and identifying components of the
recovery process.

"Thick descriptions" allow for commonalities to be

applicable to a larger and more diverse population for future study.
Reliability.

This criteria was addressed through maintaining a

clear description of the process of the study, methodological steps, and
decision points.

(See "Process of the Investigation

Confirmability.

section).

The final criteria of confirmability was

maintained through the use of triangulation in data collection methods
(structured interviews,

data face sheets, and contact summary forms),
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and in on-going reflexivity as to implicit and explicit assumptions,
propositions, and biases of the researcher.

This mandate appears

consistent with Sellitz’s (1967) belief:
A review of the investigator's own experience and a
careful examination of his reactions as he attempts to
1 project" himself into the situation of the subjects he
is studying may be a valuable source of insights . . .
Here is a source of ideas that ought not to be neglected.
(p. 64)
For the purpose of addressing credibility and tranferability in
this study and in designing a qualitatively sound interview instrument,
key informants were utilized throughout the process of investigation.
As posited by Goetz and LeCompte (1984), key informants tend to be
atypical subjects and need to be chosen with care in order to get an
adequate representation of the possible subjects for an investigation.
Key informants are those who have had long-time residency in the group
or locale, hold key institutional positions, and have in-depth
knowledge of the group’s cultural ideals.

It is this researcher’s

belief that key informants chosen for the pilot study could assure a
wider perspective than the researcher might be capable of on her own.
They were able to contribute insights about interviewing alcoholics and
were valuable in order to ".

.

.

sensitize the researcher to value

dilemmas within the culture and the implications of specific findings"
(p.

120).

Because of the depth of their personal and professional

involvement in Alcoholics Anonymous, the key informants interviewed
were highly reflective and invaluable in a variety of functions within
this study.
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Design of the Instrument
Due to the nature of this study, a standardized research instrument
was not available.

Before proceeding with research it was necessary to

design an instrument which could adequately address the objectives of
this study.

It was apparent that the depth of reflection needed to

address a process which involved behavioral, cognitive, emotional, and
spiritual dimensions demanded a carefully structured instrument for
interviewing.

The interview instrument designed underwent a number of

drafts before this researcher decided on a standard to be maintained
throughout the study.
With the goal of refining an adequate interview instrument, a pilot
study was conducted.

A highly structured, though open-ended interview,

was initially drafted with 13 questions.

After a self-interview, a

second draft was made and used for interviewing two key informants of
the group studied.

Key informants chosen for the pilot study were

active members of Alcoholics Anonymous who maintain a clinical practice
with recovering alcoholics.

Thus they could draw on their own

experience as well as anonymous clients they work with in therapeutic
and educational environments.
Throughout the process of revising the interview instrument a
variety of qualitative research guidelines were utilized.

Patton's

(1980) recommendations regarding standardized open-ended questions were
useful for the purpose of:
1.

Reducing interviewer effects.

2.

Allowing the instrument to be available for confirmability
and credibility.
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3.

Minimizing variation between interviews.

A.

Maintaining a highly focused interview session.

Questions were meant to be as open-ended, neutral,
clear as possible.

singular, and

This is especially important in order to keep with

Schatzmann and Strauss’

(1973) belief that the primary objective of

qualitative interviews is the acquisition of data which accurately
represents participants’ meanings.

Questions were focused to elicit

how subjects conceive their world and explain these concepts.
Prefactory statements to alert interviewees and direct their
awareness and attention were made throughout the interview.

The

sequence of questions was structured with descriptive present-oriented
questions first,
of emotion,

followed by past remembrances and more complex issues

belief,

LeCompte (1984).

and explanation, as recommended by Goetz and

Probes were written into the interview schedule to

elicit details, elaboration, and clarification.
Patton (1980),

the interview started with a preface which stated the

purpose of the research:
shall be used,

And as encouraged by

what would be asked, how the information

the importance of their responses, the flow of the

interview, and a strong assurance of confidentiality and non-judgmental
interpretation (see Appendix C).
As the interview moved from present to past and to present again,
transition and summary statements were used to give closure, allow
added thoughts, and prepare the interviewee for a shift in focus.
progression of the interview is further clarified in an upcoming
section on data collection.

The
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The settings for the interviews were the subjects’ homes or
business offices.

Each interview was tape recorded after the option of

recording was suggested.

Tape recording allowed the interviewer to

remain more attentive and present to the depth of what was shared.
In summary,

the interview used was deliberately structured in order

to facilitate rigourous and critical collection of data and
interpretation.

Yet,

the researcher remained aware that each subject’s

account would have many idiosyncratic elements;

therefore openness to

the uniqueness of each person's experience was maintained as well.

Data Collection
This research design demanded flexibility on the part of both
researcher and instrument.

Because the areas explored were those of

respondents' meanings, symbols, and processes of change, a naturalistic
inquiry mode and attitude was of primary significance.

Guba (1978)

looks at naturalistic inquiry as ’’movement like a wave" requiring a
researcher to remain open to discovering what emerges and verifying
patterns which unfold throughout data collection.

This demands

openness to the flow of parts and wholes; separate variables; and
complex, interrelated constellations of meaning—a process of on-going
discovery and verification.

With this more holistic approach in mind,

several data collection instruments were employed.
Face Sheet.

Basic demographic information was collected on a face

sheet rather than as part of the structured interview (see Appendix
B).

The recorded data was to be used for providing general profiles of

those interviewed.

Information included:

age,

sex, marital status,
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present employment, town of residence, and education.

Specific

information regarding sobriety and recovery included:

years free of

addictive substances, years and level of participation in Alcoholics
Anonymous, and utilization of treatment—therapeutically and
educationally.

The face sheet data allowed the researcher to

distinguish among subjects, and maintain anonymity within the interview
transcriptions.
Interview Schedule.
variety of inputs.

The standardized interview evolved from a

A self-interview gave insight to the manageability

of the questions and the interview time frame.

Feedback from the pilot

study's key informants increased the clarity and nature of the
questions,

the relevancy of the probes, the sequence and flow of the

questions, and the level of reflection demanded.

As recommended by

Patton (1980) an interview should be divided into sections in order to
maintain distinctions between the different time periods to be
investigated.

The sections of this study's interview were organized to

present descriptive questions, questions on the beginning of alcoholism
recovery, and summary questions on the phases and time periods of
recovery.

Categories of questions were also developed from literature

on developmental identity change (Bridges,
1977; Kegan,

1979,

recovery (Brown,

1982,

1984; Schneider,

1985; Maxwell,

1984).

1980; Hopson and Adams,
1984) and substance abuse

The interview schedule is in

Appendix C .
Interviews lasted from one and a half to two hours.

With the

respondent's consent all interviews were taped in order to keep to a
comfortable and focused flow of questions and interaction between
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researcher and interviewee.

Minimal notes were taken and were used to

assist the researcher in noting particular idiosyncracies and in
further probing for the sake of clarification.
Contact Summary Form.

Bogdan and Taylor (1975), and Miles and

Huberman (1984) strongly recommend the use of a research journal to aid
in guiding future interviews and in latter interpretation of data.
This researcher also believed it necessary to maintain perspective on
her own subjective feelings and "judgment calls" throughout the
duration of the interview.

Such a strategy assisted in checking

research bias and examining any divergences from the standard
interview.

Thus, after each interview, notes were reviewed and a

contact summary form completed.

This form was useful for recording

general impressions, questions needing clarification,

interesting

points, unanticipated responses, and questions that were not adequately
responded to (see Appendix D).
In summary, data collection, though structured on paper, was in
fact continually undergoing refinement and elaboration.

The pilot

study conducted was a formative tool to develop relevant questions
which could cover both substantive and methodological issues for the
main body of research.

As Yin (1984) discusses,

the final research

design and methodology of this study would be informed by both the
prevailing theories brought to this research and a

fresh set of

empirical observations" gathered both during the pilot study and the
larger collection of data which follows.
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Process of the Investigation
The procedure for contacting subjects and conducting the structured
interviews differed for each part of this study; the pilot study and
the major research study.

Decisions regarding procedural guidelines

for the main part of this study were made in response to the experience
the researcher had in conducting the pilot study.
The subjects chosen for the pilot study were professional
acquaintances of this researcher.

They were selected because of the

length of their sobriety and the extensive experience they had in the
substance abuse field as educators and therapists.

In addition,

they

were easily accessible and invested in the implications of the study
since the findings could inform their own practice in the field.
Contact was made personally or by phone and appointments scheduled for
up to two and a half hours.

After the formal interview was completed

there was a brief conversation and recommendations were made for other
potential subjects who could be articulate, reflective, and diverse in
their responses.
Contacting subjects for the main body of research was an on-going
process throughout this study, dependent on accessibility, distance to
travel, and coordination of schedules.

After a phone or personal

contact, each subject was sent a letter delineating the nature of the
study,

the scope of what the study will attempt to address, a general

overview of the interview questions, assurance of confidentiality, and
confirmation as to the time agreed upon to meet for the interview (see
Appendix A).

Such an introductory letter was crucial because the

topics addressed in the interview required in-depth introspection and
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remembrances over a long period of time.

In addition, it seemed

imperative to be absolutely clear that this study did not address the
quality or nature of alcoholism recovery or sobriety.

Rather, this

study concentrated on the process of transformation and the role that
surrender played in discovering a new sense of self.

Reporting and Processing Data
While selecting strategies for the analysis of acquired data,

it

became evident that there are few fixed formulas to capture qualitative
research of this nature.

As described by Yin:

Much depends on an investigator's own style of rigorous
thinking, along with the sufficient presentation of evidence
and careful consideration of alternative interpretations.
(1984, p. 99)
Considering the multiple sources of theory brought to the study and the
richness of the data generated, the potential for "paralysis of
analysis" loomed if not guided by clear cut parameters.

Yet,

designating categories for organizing and coding individual's spiritual
experiences would have violated the integrity of each person's unique
story.

While acquiring and organizing the data it became evident that

this study could only offer one researcher's perspective on
speculations that may be useful in understanding a complex phenomenon.
As posited by Pelto and Pelto:
. . the truth value of our information is best measured
by criteria of usefulness—in predicting and explaining our
experience in the natural world.
Criteria of usefulness
are derivable both from theoretical domains of science and
from people’s practical experience and problems. (1978, p. 1)
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Because the original objectives of this study were generated from
synthesizing theoretical models from several distinct bodies of
knowledge, it was unclear as to whether a true verification of
established theory or a generation of new theory was possible.

Neither

of these positions adequately captured the intent with which this
researcher approached this study.

It became evident that this research

could lead to a theoretical leap into new territory with the potential
of generating a new model of developmental growth.

Bogdan and Biklen

(1982) and Glaser and Strauss (1967) frame this leap as the generation
of grounded theory.

For them grounded theory is derived from

substantive data and then illustrated by characteristic examples from
the acquired data.

Speculation and theoretical propositions emerge

from the "down to earth" responses to substantive questions versus the
deductive approach of fitting data into formal theoretical frameworks.
As stated by Bogdan and Biklen:
Generating a theory from data means that most hypotheses
and concepts not only come from the data, but are
systematically worked out in relation to the data during
the course of the research.

(1982,

p. 6)

This discovery of a "working" theory demands increased sensitivity in a
researcher's approach to data and informing theories.

It is not meant

to be a debunking of competing theories or a synthesizing of opposing
theories.

Rather:

The grounded theory approach is transcending. ... It
does not deal with theories but simply relevant variables
from wherever and integrates them into a broader theory.
Grounded theory transcends preceding theories by placing all
relevancies in a multivariate scheme, or process of greater
scope and higher conceptual level,

(p.

14—15)
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As each interview was reviewed an enormous amount of data started
to appear relevant to the objectives stated by this researcher.

It was

clear that some parameters had to be chosen to give some manageability
to the amount and depth of data.

Each interview was entirely read

through once in the process of transcription from tapes.

On the second

reading phrases were highlighted which indicated an internal response
to events that interviewees mentioned.

During this reading the

researcher paraphrased the primary message within clusters of phrases
highlighted.

In the third sweep of data, highlighting and paraphrasing

was read and recorded on separate data collection sheets.

The target

for this organization of data was phrases that signified references to
the process of transformation,

to meanings of surrender, and to

internal psychological interpretations.

Finally,

the researcher took

those recorded notes from each interviewee and synthesized specific
themes on a separate data collection sheet.

These sheets were scanned

and discussed with colleagues in order to identify commonalities in the
subjects’

experience of the process of transformation.

From this

sequence of organizing and interpreting data a constellation of themes
began to emerge which spoke to a process model of recovery and
differing forms of surrender.

Outline of the Dissertation

It was decided that in order to first view the process of
transformation each subject's data would be summarized in a story of
transformation (see Chapter III).

This would allow readers to follow
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the sequence and nature of changes the subjects experienced and form
their own interpretations.

The stories incorporated interview

questions which dealt with how it was before recovery, what happened to
facilitate the beginnings of recovery, and who they are today.

Chapter

III was placed after the Literature Review (see Chapter II) so that
readers could have a sense of the range of interpretations and
perspectives on alcoholism,

the alcoholic, recovery, and surrender;

consider in formulating their own understandings.

to

Chapter IV, A

Grounded Theory of Recovery, then framed the commonalities of subjects’
experiences in a form which could illustrate a grounded theory model of
recovery and forms of surrender.

Finally, Chapter V, Implications,

addressed the possibilities for clinicians to consider in
conceptualizing the process of transformation, understanding phases of
recovery, and opening up to the significance of surrender.

This

chapter concluded with implications for further research.

Summary

A qualitative research study was conducted, using the case study
approach to collect data through the use of a structured interview.
The study proceeded in two parts: a pilot case study on two key
informants, and a major case study on eight subjects.

Those

interviewed were recovering alcoholics who utilize the psychological,
behavioral, emotional, and spiritual principles of the Alcoholics
Anonymous program.
The purpose of this study was to discover and describe the
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experience of identity and self transformation for recovering
alcoholics over an extended period of their lives.
and analyzed was framed to elaborate the subjects'
spiritual dynamics,

The data collected
psychological and

the impact of the Alcoholics Anonymous program, and

components of a process model of recovery.

Analysis of data was

designed around a grounded theory framework and involved qualitative
categorization and coding of the interview data.

Several instruments

for data collection were employed in order to maintain a set of
rigorous criteria for naturalistic inquiry.

CHAPTER

II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

A wide and diverse address to alcoholism has left researchers and
practictioners boggled by the morass of theories and models.
the amount of study, medical,

Despite

psychological, and sociological experts

have committed themselves to few solutions and have offered a plethora
of questions yet to be clarified.

As noted by Bean (1981), most

researchers refuse to recognize a generic understanding of alcoholism
and yet insist that their perspective is the one credible and accurate
description.

The field remains confused and competitive.

This review of the literature regarding alcoholic addiction and
recovery does not purport to offer a correct or more specific theory.
It focuses solely on two questions to explore:

(1) What is the process

of self transformation for the recovering alcoholic?

(2) What is

surrender and what role does it play in that process of transformation?
The following review does not intend to offer a conclusive definition or
description in regard to these questions.

It aims to situate the reader

in the simpliest understandings of alcoholism, the addict, recovery and
surrender as viewed by major theorists and researchers.

These

fundamental perspectives will thus serve as a backdrop off which one may
contrast and compare both a singular and universal process of
transformation.
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This chapter is composed of three sections.

The first will provide

a historical overview of traditional theories about substance abuse with
particular emphasis on the medical model,
the Alcoholics Anonymous model.

the psychological model, and

These particular theories have held the

most enduring stature and have made significant contributions to the
understanding and treatment of alcoholism.
that model’s representation of:

Each overview will focus on

what is addiction, who is the addict,

how is recovery understood, and what place does surrender have in
recovery.
The second section will critique the traditional models through
illustrating the strengths of the medical and psychological models and
presenting the gaps which remain in understanding alcoholism recovery.
Traditional models and their relationship with Alcoholics Anonymous will
also be explored in this section.

Finally a rationale calling for

additional perspectives will be presented.
The third section will overview a selected assortment of emerging
contemporary theories.

Those chosen are not necessarily inclusive or

even representative but are unique in that they do not insist on framing
the alcoholic as sick or mentally ill.

Instead they base their

perspectives on a view of an alcoholic process of addiction and process
of recovery and propose a wider vision of the social, interpersonal,
cultural,

psychological,

alcoholic state of being.

emotional, and spiritual dimensions of the
This section will as well focus more

specifically on an interpretive portrayal of alcoholism, the addict,
recovery,

surrender, and treatment.
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Each section will provide a summary of the noted research and those
questions generated as a step toward a comprehensive perspective.

With

this literary and research grounding the reader will be led into the
rich terrain of personal stories of transformation in Chapter III.

Traditional Models of Alcoholism

The following review of three schools of thought will describe
interpretations of alcoholism and recovery which have had the most
impact in shaping approaches to research and treatment.
used to represent the medical,

The theorists

psychological, and Alcoholics Anonymous

models have quite diverse opinions on the primary concepts and
definitions of alcoholism.

Medical Model
For many decades the increasing presence of alcoholism in our
society has provoked a range of responses.

Many saw the alcoholic as

among the category of "thieves and lynchers", as morally bankrupt, weak
willed,

or mentally ill.

In literature, advertising, and the media

there were many conflicting messages toward what it meant to be
intoxicated or to be a drunkard.

The drunkard was treated with disgust

and rejection and often shipped to secluded sanitoriums, drugged,
imprisoned, and condemned.

In 1919 the Temperance Movement sought to

remedy the "evils connected with alcohol abuse" through the legislative
solution of the Prohibition Amendment.

The drunkard, alcoholic, or

"wino" was thus cast as criminal or used as a target of jokes,
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euphenisms, and ridicule.

Not until the 1940’s did alcoholism gain the

attention of the medical profession; a turn of events that in fact was
influenced by the publicized emergence and success of Alcoholics
Anonymous.

Participants and proponents of A.A. referred to alcoholism

as a physical, mental, and spiritual illness that had the potential to
afflict men and women from all classes, races, and religions.
physician, E. M. Jellinek, collected data through the A.A.

In 1946 a

publication

Grapevine from a return of 98 questionnaires originally sent to 1600
A.A. members.
(1946,

1952,

alcoholism.

This led to his proposal of a phase model of acloholism
1962) which became the standard textbook description of
The phase model characterized the alcoholic in terms of

degree of addiction and categorized four types:
symptomatic phase,
chronic phase.

the prodromal phase,

the prealcoholic

the crucial phase, and the

He as well described forty-three behaviors that occur in

a determinant sequence which range from blackouts and heavy consumption
in the prealcoholic stage; loss of control in the crucial stage; to
daily drinking,

isolation, collapse of rationalizations, and decreased

tolerance in the chronic stage.
collected between 1946 and 1952,

After further research with data
from 2000 male alcoholics, Jellinek's

publication of The Disease Concept of Alcoholism (1960) became the
reigning standard.
Since Jellinek’s ground-breaking work there have been numerous
replicated studies that provide challenging or conflicting evidence as
well as criticism of Jellinek’s model.

In Becoming Alcoholic (1986)

Rudy writes a comprehensive review of studies based on Jellinek s phases
to find that the general conclusion among researchers is that there may
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be as much variation within alcoholic and nonalcoholic groups studied as
between them.

As well, the subjective nature of self-reporting, through

questionnaires used in the Jellinek's studies,

sheds doubt for

researchers on how consistent and honest the reported determinants may
be.
In an effort to provide more objective guidance for the medical
profession in diagnosing and treating alcoholism the National Council on
Alcoholism published an extensive guide of criteria in 1972,

This

reinforced the physician as the primary therapist and demanded extensive
history taking.
stages,

This criteria also categorized alcoholics in specific

and since early phase alcoholic behavior was so easily disguised

or minimized alcoholism often was not diagnosed until very advanced
stages—a dilemma that reinforced the stereotype of what an alcoholic is
like.

As noted by Gitlow (1983) physicians were at a grave disadvantage

for they were trained extensively in the complications arising from
alcoholism but minimally in the medical aspects of the disease of
alcohol addiction.

It might be that 30-50% of the hospitals beds

occupied were by individuals diagnosed with illness and injury related
to alcoholism,

yet not diagnosed or charted as alcoholics.

Bissell

(1980) notes that diagnosis and treatment of alcoholism may be further
impeded through the physicians'

reluctance to confront patients, to

examine their own use and beliefs about alcohol and alcoholism, or to
open the door on a disease they would be responsible to treat—an
enigmatic disease that could challenge their own sense of competence.
In light of the physician's lack of training and understanding,
alcoholics entering a doctor's office were approached with foreboding
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and a sense of futility by their medical healers.

Many were disregarded

or diagnosed as hopeless or untreatable.
To combat this frustration a rash of studies emerged which
reflected attempts at teaching "controlled" or "social" drinking and
negated the profession’s emphasis on the claim that abstinence was the
sole criterion of recovery from the disease.

Genetic models also

emerged which posited the alcoholic as genetically defective.
Unfortunately this renewed the stereotypical response to alcoholism as a
moral, weak willed, inherently deficient problem.

It also implied that

alcoholism was an acute rather than chronic medical condition and could
be treated to produce a recovered patient.

The controversies that raged

in the profession led researchers to narrow their focus to the
pharmacology of alcohol, the withdrawal syndrome, changes in tolerance,
and the nature of the dependency state.
With this mix of perspectives within the medical profession concise
definitions of the addict, the addiction, and recovery are difficult to
settle with.

The following definitions reflect those of some of the

foremost practitioners and researchers in the field and provide wide
enough parameters to include the multifactored aspects of alcoholism.
Alcoholism.

As officially stated in 1968 by the American Medical

Association, alcoholism is a disease able to be diagnosed and treated.
Based on an illness concept, Gitlow (1980) has compiled a definition
that does not depend on the amount of alcohol intake and permits some
variation in its expression.

For Gitlow and colleagues alcoholism is a

disease characterized by the repetitive and compulsive ingestion of the
sedative drug ethanol:
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... in such a way as to result in interference with some
aspect of the patient’s life, be it health, marital status,
career, interpersonal relationships, or other required
societal adaptations.
As with any other illness, alcoholism
represents a dysfunction or maladaptation to the requirements
of everyday living, (p. 3)
The Alcoholic.

Far from the stereotype of the gutter bum who goes

into delirium tremens and hallucinations when the wine bottle is empty,
types of alcoholics have been categorized.

Although research

has been unable to quantify or characterise a distinct profile of the
alcoholic it is accepted that alcoholism can afflict an individual of
any gender, race, age, or ethnicity, and manifests in varying degrees.
Several cultures have shown a higher incidence of alcoholism;
and Scandinavian,

i.e. Irish

and others have shown a lower than average incidence.

Over 18 million Americans are known to have serious drinking problems
and of that only 15-20% receive any form of treatment.
Recovery.

(Desmond,

1987).

Up until recently treatment was restricted to medical

intervention as early as possible, arresting the disease, and reducing
the symptoms and disabilities that result from the disease.

The initial

goal of medical treatment was to control the withdrawal syndrome and
abort severe withdrawal;

such as, delirium tremens and life threatening

convulsions, through drug therapy in a controlled environment.

After

detoxification in a medical setting the potential of relapse could be
addressed through the ongoing use of Antabuse, a drug which produces an
adverse physical reaction if any amount of alcohol is used.

It has

generally been the rule that physicians aim to bring the alcoholic to
the point of remission or arrest of the disease and refer the patient to
psychologists,

psychiatrists, social workers, or alcoholism counselors
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for treatment related to significant life problems.

There are also

those who believe that a return to normal or social drinking is possible
after a period of abstinence, through treatment using adversive therapy
and behavior modification.

In the past decade it has become more

evident that treatment just for the sake of abstinence from alcohol, or
for a return to controlled drinking, is a short sighted goal for those
physicians who come to the whole person experiencing a progressive
recovery from a progressive disease.
Surrender.

Any reference to surrender in the medical literature is

even more infrequent than uses of the term recovery.

It is a concept

that has not gained a place in the field.
In summary, the medical model has pragmatically limited its address
to alcoholism to assessment, diagnosis, treatment of withdrawal, and
intercurrent illness.

A growing interest in the field has been toward

researching whether alcoholics are predisposed towards alcoholism.

Many

studies have examined if the alcoholic biochemistry is different than
the social drinker.

Substantial research has been directed toward

whether the heredity of the alcoholic is significantly and identifiably
different.

Most recently researchers have started to examine the

neurochemical roots to identify genes which influence the development of
alcoholism.

It is hoped that through laboratory research genetic

markers may be identified in testing given to young people to warn them
of their potential of alcoholism.
The possible discoveries of continued research from a medical
perspective; in regard to cause, predisposition, progression, and
efficacious recovery, is unlimited.

For each glimmer of an answer a
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multititude of questions have been generated.

A further look and

critique of the medical contributions made in understanding alcoholism
and addiction recovery will be presented in an upcoming section, as
compared with the following psychological perspective.

Psychological Model
The earliest address to alcoholism was in psychoanalysis and is
found in the personal correspondence of Freud in the early 1900's.
Emerging from Freud's theory of sexual development and early childhood
deprivation, the concept of addiction started with the "primary
addiction" of masturbation.

Other addictions, such as alcohol or

morphine, were viewed as a substitute or as reenactments of the
addiction to masturbation.

In describing the vicious cycle of addiction

Freud wrote of the struggle between instinctual gratification and
internalized prohibitions, and the resulting guilt and loss of self¬
esteem when a return to self-pleasuring was used to assuage the anxiety
of the taboo against the "one great habit".
compulsive, addictive activities;

In 1928 Freud elaborated on

i.e. gambling, and added that

addiction may serve as a form of self-punishment for forbidden wishes
and desires.
One of Freud's early students, K. Abraham,
is a nervous and sexual perversion".

stated that "alcoholism

His studies were based on male

alcoholics and suggested that heavy drinking allowed the expression of
repressed homosexuality.
century,

Further writings in the first half of the 20th

by a variety of analysts, correlated alcoholism with

narcissistic regression, oral regression, oral rage, anal sadism, empt)
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and angry depression, and maladaptive defense mechanisms.

0. Fenichel

in 1945 was the first to elaborate on narcissistic regression in
alcoholism and looked at the relationships between the ego, superego,
id, and alcohol.

For Fenichel the superego was defined as the "part of

the mind which is soluble in alcohol".

The conclusion was that the use

of alcohol could indulge forbidden desires and resolve superego
conflicts.

Thus, from this perspective, alcoholism was seen as a

symptom of underlying psychic conflicts which called for treatment
through resolving early interpersonal conflicts and relational deficits,
particularly between infant and mother.
Under the psychological umbrella are the schools of behaviorism,
object relations, and self-psychology, each with extensive theories on
alcoholism.

In general alcoholism was viewed as a psychopathology, and

causes for the development of the addiction ranged from repressed
dependency needs, obsessive-compulsive personalities, narcissistic
trauma in infancy or early childhood, and egoistic needs for power.
Behaviorism believed that alcoholics were sociopaths—impulsive and
antisocial—and treatment focused on operant and classical conditioning,
tension-reduction, and aversive therapy, in order to return the drinker
to moderate use of alcohol (Marlatt & Donovan, 1982).

Object relations

theories posited addiction as a regression or fixation in which the love
object becomes an inanimate object—alcohol—which comes to symbolize
the actual love object of the self—isolated, self-consumed, and highly
narcissistic.

Treatment was aimed at providing replacements for mature

object love and the abandonment of infantile egoism (Mack, 1981).

Self—

psychology viewed addiction as resulting from ego impairments, lack of
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emotional tolerance, and affect regression, which were seen as deficits
in the self (Levin,

1987).

In believing that narcissistic pathology is

at the root of alcoholism the cure was seen as a merger with an
omnipotent self-object through in-depth, long-term psychotherapy.
Over years of attempting to treat the alcoholic therapists in
clinics, hospitals, or in private practice approached treatment for the
patient

usually only diagnosed when in advanced stages—as fitting an

"alcoholic personality".

Forms of treatment looked to the past for

causes of the alcoholic personality, as well as causes of alcoholic
drinking.

It was believed that if these underlying conflicts could be

brought to conscious awareness and resolution that the need to drink
alcoholically would subside.
generally considered.
abstinence.

Abstinence throughout treatment was not

Rather, success with treatment would result in

Consequently, psychiatrists came to view the patient as

more critical, defiant, alienating, and resistant to cooperating within
a therapeutic transference relationship.

These judgments reinforced the

model of an alcoholic personality, and the resulting frustration and
impotence felt by psychiatrists fueled the tendency to view treatment
for the alcoholic as a hopeless endeavor.

As stated by Kolb (1973) the

alcoholic was described, through retrospective studies, as being
premorbidly passive, dependent, latently homosexual, sociopathic, "oraldependent", and fearful of intimacy.
Within the past decade the psychiatric profession has come to a
wider view of the alcoholic.

It was found that alcoholic personalities

were not a premorbid condition, but rather that

uncontrolled alcohol

ingestion is both a necessary and sufficient cause for much of the
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psychiatric disability associated with so-called ’alcoholic
personalities’” (Vaillant, 1981, p. 40).

As to causative factors,

recent theories suggest that alcoholism is not driven by instinctual
drives.

As stated by Khantzian (1931), a theorist who takes a more

traditional psychiatric stance:
More recent approaches have better taken into account
the alcoholic’s impairments and disturbances in
identifying and tolerating painful feelings, and have
a clearer appreciation of the nature of alcoholic's
dependency needs and major problems around self-esteem.
In contrast to early psychotherapeutic models, more
recent approaches have appreciated the importance of
structure, continuity, activity, and empathy in
engaging and retaining alcoholics in treatment, (p. 176)
The field has begun to look toward the psychodynamic and
interpersonal aspects of alcoholism in psychiatric treatment.

Kissin

and Hanson (1982) have offered the perspective that alcoholism is a
syndrome multiply determined and developed through a combination of
biological, psychological, and social factors.

They do not believe that

there is any one adequate theory about alcoholism, but a "perspective
within which we can organize our knowledge about alcoholism” (p. 5).
Rather than generalizing alcoholics as psychotic or neurotic it is now
understood that 2-12% of those diagnosed as alcoholics have complicating
psychiatric problems; such as, schizophrenia or a bipolar affective
disorder, and require additional treatment (Forrest, 1983; Gitlow,
1980).

This statistic correlates with percentages in the general

population.
In order to present a range of the most accepted definitions of
alcoholism, the addict, recovery, and surrender, specific theorists have
been selected.

These practitioners and researchers are those who have
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investigated alcoholism in more extensive and comprehensive forms, from
clinical case studies to longitudinal research.
Alcoholism.
psychological,

As presented by Zinberg (1981), the combined

psychiatric, and medical definition states that

alcoholism may be a disease in its own right or a symptom of other
underlying psychological diseases.
progressive illness.

As a disease it is a chronic and

As a symptom alcoholism is characterized by:

(1) dependence on alcohol for the relief of psychological
or physical distress or for the gratification resulting
from intoxication, and (2) the consumption of alcoholic
beverages in sufficient quantities and with sufficient
consistency to cause physical, mental, social or economic
disability, (p. 100-101)
The Alcoholic.

There is a large and vocal segment of the

psychiatric community which believes that alcoholics should be correctly
diagnosed as "narcissistic personality disorders".

From an object-

relations perspective the alcoholic is believed to be interpersonally
disturbed (Forrest,

1983).

Alcoholics are seen as always emotionally

upset or disturbed and as products of family systems which reinforce the
"alcoholic symptom choice".

As Forrest states:

The alcoholic sustains devastating narcissistic injury
within the realm of mother-infant-significant other
relationships.
Painful interpersonal encounters of this
variety continually teach the individual to be anxious
in all human relationships and encounters.
Feelings of
inferiority, inadequacy, worthlessness and a generalized
personal sense of non-well-being are associated with
prolonged narcissistic injury, (p. 7)
Generally speaking it is still not agreed whether ego deficits are
the result of inadequate development due to childhood trauma or are a
result of the alcoholic disorder.

Levin (1987) has come to conclude

through clinical experience that most alcoholics are regressed/fixated
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to the "minimal psychopathology of narcissism", or further regressed to
borderline or psychotic states.

Levin’s definition of narcissism is

credited to Kohut’s (1977) premise that narcissistic disturbances are
central to the psychopathology of addiction.

As stated by Levin (1987),

pathological narcissism is seen as regression to the stage of the
archaic self.
It is characterized by the presence of a cohesive, but
insecure, self which is threatened by regressive fragmenta¬
tion; grandiosity of less than psychotic proportions, which
manifests itself in the form of arrogance, isolation, and
unrealistic goals; feelings of entitlement; the need for
omnipotent control; poor differentiation of self and the
object; and deficits in the self-regulating capacities of
ego (self).
Further, affect tolerance is poor. (p. 231-232)
Numerous psychoanalysts,

psychologists, and therapists still cling

to a definition of a pre-alcoholic personality despite extensive
research that suggests the concept of the "clinical alcoholic
personality" as a consequence of prolonged alcoholism.
Recovery.

(Barnes,

1980).

Many theorists look at recovery as abstinence or a

return to "social drinking" and resumption of former roles, behaviors,
and lifestyles.
illness,
modes.

There are those who look to a cure, as from a mental

through pharmacological and long-term psychoanalysis treatment
For Vaillant (1983) "cure" appears to be synonymous with

remission or stable abstinence, yet he takes a wider view of several
factors which are crucial for sustained abstinence.
Namely, recovery is associated with the alcoholic
discovering: (1) a substitute dependency; (2) external
reminders (such as disulfiram ingestion or a painful
ulcer) that drinking is aversive; (3) increased sources
of unambivalently offered social support; and (4) a
source of inspiration, hope, and enhanced self-estesm
(such as religious activity),

(p. 315)
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Vaillant noted that various forms of treatment may provide some of
the above factors and that Alcoholics Anonymous has the most
comprehensive address to all four of the crucial needs for continued
abstinence.
Surrender.

The primary reference to surrender in the field is

found in writings by Tiebout (1944,

1949,

1953,

1954).

Tiebout was a

psychiatrist credited as a pioneer in the field of addictions and is
often referred to by contemporary analysts, as well as by Alcoholics
Anonymous members and associated professionals.

It is only quite

recently that further reference has been made to surrender in
psychological literature.
Tiebout was interested in the dynamic between conscious and
unconscious awareness regarding two generalized characteristics of
alcoholics:

defiance and grandiosity.

In his definition of surrender

Tiebout presented it as a cessation of the internal fight of control and
denial within the alcoholic.
It is to be viewed as a moment when the unconscious forces
of defiance and grandiosity actually cease effectively to
function.
When that happens, the individual is wide open
to reality; he can listen and learn without conflict and
fighting back.
He is receptive to life, not antagonistic.
He senses a feeling of relatedness and at-oneness which
becomes the source of an inner peace and serenity, the
possession of which frees the individual from the
compulsion to drink. (1949, p. 54)
For Tiebout the moment of surrender was most valuable and enduring
when the conscious act was accompanied with an unconscious connection to
powerlessness over alcohol.
from the compulsion to drink,

This would then not only lead to release
but openness to a new way of life.
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Tiebout was the first psychoanalyst to give a comprehensive address
to what happens to and for the alcoholic from the point of "hitting
bottom" as an active addict to entering the "conversion phenomenon" of
recovery.

His major concepts of control, alcoholic characteristics,

surrender, and recovery serve as a strong thread in the Alcoholics
Anonymous approach to addiction and recovery and to the contemporary
theorists of the past decade.

These will be further elaborated in the

upcoming sections.

Alcoholics Anonymous Model
A.A.

is said to have come into being as a result of four "founding

moments" from 1931 to the summer of 1935.
1931 when, Rowland H., a wealthy,

The first of these was in

financial wizard,

put himself under

the care of Dr. Carl Jung in Switzerland after exhausting all other
attempted "cures" for his out-of-control drinking.

After a year of

intensive therapy a return to drinking soon followed.

Rowland resumed

therapy and as later communicated to another alcoholic friend, Bill
Wilson, Jung told Rowland of the hopelessness of his "state of mind" and
the futility of further medical or psychiatric treatment.

In a query

whether there was any possible avenue of hope, Jung did speak of "a
spiritual or religious experience—in short, a genuine conversion,"
cautioning, however,

"that while such experiences had sometimes brought

recovery to alcoholics,
6).

they were comparatively rare." (Kurtz,

1979,

p.

In response Rowland found the release he sought through the Oxford

Group,

a non-denominational,

theologically conservative, evangelically

styled group which attempted to capture the spirit of early
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Christianity.

The Oxford group, founded in 1908, emphasized principles

of self-survey, confession, restitution, and service to others.
The second founding moment came through Rowland’s service work when
he attempted to sober up a man named Ebby, another alcoholic "hopeless
case , who was able to maintain temporary sobriety through his
affiliation with the Oxford Group.
failed Wall Street broker,

In 1934 Ebby met with Bill Wilson, a

faced with the possibility of being

institutionalized due to the hopelessness of the treatment he had been
receiving from a Dr. Silkworth.

Through extensive reading and many in-

depth conversations with his doctor Bill Wilson came to know alcoholism
as a physical allergy coupled with a mental obsession, which condemned a
man to drink against any will of his own.

Stunned with Ebby’s sobriety

when they met in 1934 Bill was open to the possibility of sobriety
through the Oxford Group although he had exceptionally strong resistance
to the concept of a power greater than man.

The third founding moment

happened in Town’s Hospital, a "drying out" clinic in 1934.

There, as

written by Bill in 1955, he had what has come to be called a spiritual
experience:
My depression deepened unbearably and finally it seemed to
me as though I were at the bottom of the pit.
I still
gagged badly on the notion of a Power greater than myself,
but finally, just for the moment, the last vestige of my
proud obstinacy was crushed.
All at once I found myself
crying out, "If there is a God, let Him show Himself!
I
am ready to do anything, anything!"
Suddenly the room lit up with a great white light.
I was caught up into an ecstasy which there are no words
to describe.
It seemed to me, in the mind's eye, that I
was on a mountain and that a wind not of air but of spirit
was blowing.
And then it burst upon me that I was a free
man.
Slowly the ecstasy subsided.
I lay on the bed, but
now for a time I was in another world, a new world of
consciousness.
All about me and through me there was a
wonderful feeling of Presence, and I thought to myself,
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So this is the God of the preachers!"
A great peace
stole over me and I thought, "No matter how wrong things
seem to be, they are all right.
Things are all right with
God and His world."
(Kurtz, 1979, p. 20)
Soon after this experience, Bill studied William James’ works,
particularly The Varieties of Religious Experience (1929).

James spoke

of spiritual awakenings of sudden illumination or gradual awareness.
Here Bill found clear affirmation of his indescribable experience.
The synchrony of all the contacts, events, and awarenesses he had
brought him to the resolution that he was meant to help other
alcoholics,

incorporating Oxford Group principles and the psychological

insights of Carl Jung, Dr. Silkworth, and William James.
The fourth, and "official" founding moment of A.A. was in 1935
when two alcoholics discovered that in their mutual support of each
other they were able to stay away from picking up a drink.
was introduced to Dr. Bob Smith,

Bill Wilson

in Akron, Ohio through acquaintances

and coincidence.

Over the course of two months, and attempts to

detoxify Dr. Bob,

both came to find that through effort and involvement

in helping another alcoholic,

they felt a strong kinship, understanding,

acceptance, and a release from the compulsion to drink.
Presenting the history of the founding of A.A. is more a matter of
stories of individual lives than abstract theories.

It is in the nature

of the experiences felt that one finds the foundation of Alcoholics
Anonymous.

In the exchange between Rowland and Carl Jung the necessity

of a "vital spiritual experience" or conversion was made explicit.

Jung

also emphasized that recovery does not occur until the alcoholic has
experienced "deflation at depth" of the ego and control that keeps the
alcoholic imprisoned.

William James clarified recovery as a process and
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specified the various routes and roots of spiritual experiences.
Ihrough Drs. SilkworLh and Jung the illness concept and hopelessness of
the uctive alcoholic condition became understandable and acceptable.
And finally, in all these experiences it was shown that the process of
recovery is possible through one drunk helping another drunk in an
honest and equal relational sharing, one that facilitates
identification at depth".

These founding experiences birthed the

cardinal principles" underlying A.A.'s success:

the hopelessness of

alcoholism, deflation at depth, spiritual experiences,

Identification,

and the on-going process of recovery.
l'oi

several years A.A. remained a word—of—mouth program between

Bill s efforts in New York City and I)r. Bob’s medical work in Akron,
Ohio.

Through trial and error the ingredients oT the A.A. approach

became clear enough to put

in print in the main "textbook" of Alcoholics

Anonymous (Wilson,

The book was a compilation of t lie history and

1939).

understanding of one alcoholic helping another as shown throughout 43
personal stories of recovering men and women.
pages medical,

Within the first 104

psychological and spiritual perspectives were presented

by professional experts and "personal experts" who had experienced t Ik*
ravages of alcoholism and every conceivable resistance to recovery.
These I i rsl

chapters were* compiled by Wilson through what

shared with him by the first

103 alcoholics of A.A..

had been

Together,

in

striving lor sobriety, they had come to an agreed upon course that had
worked for each of them, and termed this a "suggested program of
recovery".
Steps:

The core of the recovery program was presented as the Twelve
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.

1

We admitted we were powerless over alcohol—that our lives had
become unmanageable.

2.

Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could
restore us to sanity.
Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the
care of God as we understood Him.

A.

Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.

5.

Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the
exact nature of our wrongs.

6.

Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of
character.

7.

Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.

8.

Made a list of all people we had harmed, and became willing to
make amends to them all.

9.

Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except
when to do so would injure them or others.

10.

Continued to take personal inventory, and when we were wrong,
promptly admitted it.

11.

Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious
contact with God as we understood Him praying only for
knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry that out.

12.

Having had a spiritual awakening as a result of these steps we
tried to carry this message to alcoholics, and to practice
these principles in all our affairs.

The above Steps were precisely worded in such a way as to allow
latitude and range for personal conceptions of a "God", to open the
alcoholic to the despair of powerlessness and deflation at depth, and
yet to carry him/her with hope through the Steps toward a clearer
consciousness of self, others, and a higher power.

As presented to the

American Psychiatric Association and the Medical Society of New York in
1973 these Steps may be best summarized as admission of alcoholism,
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personality analysis and catharsis, adjustment of personal relations,
dependence upon some higher power and working with alcoholics (Wilson,
1973).
After the publication of Alcoholics Anonymous. A.A. was found by
the media, and the church and hospital halls where alcoholics gathered
to share their
crowded.

experience, strength and hope" became increasingly

By 1945 the General Service Office in New York counted 550

groups with about 15,000 members in the United States and 250 in
Canada.
money,

Major changes in size and membership introduced problems of
status,

prestige,

pride, and control and exploitation started to

creep into meetings and groups.

This heralded the publication of the

Twelve Traditions (see Appendix F), a set of guiding principles to help
focus the "primary purpose" of helping another alcoholic to recover, and
to maintain unity.

The Steps spoke of personal recovery within the

collective of fellow alcoholics, and the Traditions addressed the
interdependence and autonomy between A.A. groups.

In 1955 Bill Wilson

summarized the intent of the Twelve Traditions and the principles needed
to actualize them:
If, as A.A. members, we can each refuse public prestige and
renounce any desire for personal power; if as a movement,
we insist on remaining poor, so avoiding disputes about
extensive property and its management; if we steadfastly
decline all political,sectarian, or other alliances, we
shall avoid internal division and public notoriety; if as
a movement, we remain a spiritual entity concerned only
with carrying our message to fellow sufferers without
charge or obligation; then only can we most effectvely
complete our mission. . . . Unity is so vital to us A.A.'s
that we cannot risk those attitudes and practices which
have sometimes demoralized other forms of human society.
But A.A. unity cannot automatically preserve itself.
Like personal recovery, we shall always have to work to
maintain it.
Here, too, we surely need honesty, humility,
open-mindedness, unselfishness, and above all
vigliance.
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So we who are older In A.A. beg yon who are newer to ponder
toge^Tp^r

3lready h°d °f tryinR

“°rk “■>“*•

Out of collective experience through times of change and turmoil
A.A. continued to grow.
the reference section),

The Twelve Steps,

the publications (noted in

the Twelve Traditions; and a simple structure of

offices which channeled referrals,

information,

literature, and

schedules of meetings, offered a non-hierarchical, anonymous,
confidential link and reaching out to alcoholics—on an international
level.

The structure of A.A. is from bottom to top.

Local groups

funnel suggestions and needs to officers and to a General Service
Office.

A board of trustees, of 14 A.A. members and 7 nonalcoholics,

experts in medicine,
support.

Specific,

law,

banking and social work,

lend guidance and

verifiable statistics are not possible due to

anonymity but at this point there are over a million and half A.A.
members around the world in 115 countries.

Many additional millions

have passed through the halls of A.A. meetings but A.A.

periodically

counts only those who regularly attend meetings (Robertson,

1988).

There have been extensive sociological, psychological and literary
addresses to the scope of A.A. over the years.

Of the numerous studies

conducted some have examined the therapeutic nature and structure of the
group process (Bales,
1962;
1986).

Kurtz,

1962;

1979; Madsen,

Denzin,

1987a,

1974; Maxwell,

1987b; Gellman,
1984; Taylor,

1964; Kessel,

1977; Rudy,

These have affirmed the effectiveness of five specific group

functions built into the structure of A.A.:
stimulation,

permissiveness, support,

verbalization, and reality testing (Gellman,

Twelve Steps have been the focus of research,

1964).

The

particularly in regard to
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the admission of powerlessness over alcohol (Bailey and Leach,
Bell,

1970, Brook,

1962; Connor,

1962; Gynther and Brilliant,
et al.,

1961; Roth et al.,

1962; Emrick,

1967; Latimer,

1971; Trice,

1965;

1970; Gerard et al.,

1953; Maxwell,

1957).

1954; Palola

These studies have

demonstrated the importance of recognition of powerlessness over
drinking and the significance of self-honesty as a turning point in
recovery.

As reviewed by Leach and Norris (1977), who have also

conducted extensive survey research on the effectiveness and changes
resulting from A.A. membership (Bailey & Leach,
1973),

1965; Leach,

the literature is too enormous to cite here.

1968,

1969,

An important point

to mention is that many of the studies based their measure of success
primarily on abstinence from alcohol or looked to external indicators:
job stability,

interpersonal relations, community involvement,

life, and leisure activities.
such as ego-strength,

family

Research done on internal phenomenon;

self-reliance, and aggression impulses; were based

on MMPI, Gestalt-Bender, Rorschachs, and projective test results, and
have suggested greater improvement in alcoholics actively affiliated
with A.A.

than those in other forms of therapy.

And yet there has been

as many studies which discredit conclusions made in favor of A.A.
membership,

frequent attacks on the "non-scientific" nature of A.A., and

critiques of the validity and verifiability of research conducted.

It

has often been proclaimed that the possibility of longitudinal research
on A.A.'s success is a crucial direction to explore.
"internal evaluations" of A.A.
done by Bill C.

(conducted by A.A.

So far two

participants)

were

(1965) and Jindra and Forslund (1978) with follow-up of

one year to 30 months.

But due to the anonymity of A.A. members
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research has been done primarily with recovering alcoholics in treatment
facilities or has only included small samples of individuals with
substantial length of sobriety.
The above numbers speak to an A.A.

program that has significant

appeal and attraction to an extremely diverse range of individuals.
That appeal has ushered in a tremendous amount of lay and scientific
investigation, much of which has been controversial or has inordinately
complicated aspects of a simple, person-to-person, "self-help" program
organized around the
achieve sobriety.

primary purpose" of helping another alcoholic

In the past decade media,

literary, and professional

attention has been drawn to the phenomenon of A.A.

In-patient and out¬

patient treatment centers for alcohol and chemical dependency have
quadrupled.

Anderson (1933) has noted an explosive growth in self-help

groups, a movement unto itself,

to help "people with socially

stigmatizing shame and guilt-inducing problems,
psychological,

or both" (p.

223).

be they physical or

For Anderson and many other

investigators, A.A. has proven to be the prototype for most of the
newest self-help groups and has been able to synthesize the best of
"religious" and medical insight into a philosophical and practical dayto-day program of free, happy, and sober living.

It is said to be the

single largest unorganized organization in the world.

It is a program

of paradox and mystery, a way of life that both accepts and transcends
the limitations of human nature and the bounds of worldly living.

It

ls

truly a phenomenon that "no one claims perfectly to understand" (Kurtz,
1979).
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In light of the plethora of perspectives on A.A.

the address to

definitions of alcoholism, the addict, recovery, and surrender will be
from a selected pool of resources.

This pool will include the A.A.

literary perspective as approved by the General Service Conference of
A.A. and by selected authors who have extensively studied the history
and significance of A.A..
Alcoholism.

In 1949 Bill Wilson, co-founder of A.A. was invited to

bear witness for Alcoholics Anonymous to the American Psychiatric
Association.

At that juncture,

the field of psychiatrists and

physicians were locked into endless debate about whether alcoholism was
truly a "disease".

The early members of A.A. regarded this debate as an

outside issue, one beyond the primary focus of their efforts.

Instead

they referred to alcoholism as a "malady" or "illness", a tactical
approach used to confront the condition directly while not reinforcing
the shame and guilt that were so pervasive in the alcoholic.

Through

direct experience with members who proceeded with recovery and members
who relapsed multiple times, the founders of A.A. came to understand the
true nature of alcoholism through the experience of "true sobriety".
They came to see various states of alcoholism: active alcoholism,
"merely dry",

"dry drunk", and true sobriety which led to a two-fold

distinction between "living sober" and "thinking and living
alcoholically"—the later whether actively drinking or not.
perspective A.A. understood alcoholism as three-dimensional:

From this
(1) a

physical allergy which results in predictable stages of withdrawal and
medical complications,

(2) an obsessive compulsion to drink from a

stance of self-centeredness and grandiose ideation which dictates the
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belief that drinking and living can be controlled, and (3) a spiritual
illness which deteriorates one’s values, personality, character and
interpersonal relations.

This view incorporated the physical, cental,

emotional, and spiritual aspects of alcoholism and affirmed the depth of
the illness and the hopelessness of recovery if left untreated.

The

moral accusations and societal stigma attached to alcoholism for so long
and from so many fronts were muted through the understanding of
addictive drinking as an illness, one that the individual afflicted is
not responsible for acquiring.

Since addictive drinking itself was the

disorder, then drinking one drink was a symptom of that disorder.

Thus,

in confronting the illness and the hopelessness of the condition—the
pouerlessness of the individual to stop drinking—hope could be offered
to the alcoholic by others who had come to ’’arrest" active alcoholism by
not taking the first drink, one day at a time".
The Alcoholic.

Over the past 53 years of A.A.’s existence, the

term alcoholic has shifted from the negative connotation and stereotypes
of the "drunk" so often imagined as the unkept skid-row bum and
unemployable eyesore.

In the 1940's alcoholic started to gain a new

image, one that implied an over-zealous bore obssessed with details
about a salvation from "booze".

This new stereotype shifted again as

A.A. became more familiar with the spiritual principle of anonymity, as
emphasized in the Twelve Traditions.

However, as A.A. gained more

credibility and became the object of research efforts a new stereotype
was created by the popularization of the "alcoholic personality" which
cast the alcoholic as an immature, dependent and deficient individual.
All in all, A.A. was able to use the lack of understanding reflected in
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the popular generalizations about alcoholism, as well as pieces of
insight from research on the alcoholic, to bolster a unity and honesty
among them as they shared their vulnerabilities and become more aware of
their emotional reactions to criticism and/or praise.
As seen by the founders of A.A. in response to interactions with
Carl Jung, Drs. Silkworth and Tiebout, and William James, and through
personal experience,

the alcoholic can be from any social, educational

or religious background, of any age or sex who is afflicted by a
physical allergy to alcohol coupled with a compulsion to drink.
reasons why one becomes alcoholic are not of importance.
honest appraisal of one's condition,

The

Rather the

the admission of powerlessness, and

ultimately the acceptance of the alcoholic identity are crucial steps in
opening up to recovery.

In A.A. literature there are many different

descriptions of the alcoholic as evidenced in the 43 personal stories
presented in the "Big Book", the Alcoholics Anonymous text.

This

literary stance is one example of A.A.'s stress on the fundamental need
for identification, also facilitated through meetings where recovering
members share "now it was, what happened and what it's like now".

In

sharing their stories, diverse characteristics of the active alcoholic
state become evident:

social and self-isolation, grandiosity,

ego coupled with an inferiorty complex,
obsessive control,

inflated

false pride, self-pity,

ideations of "impending doom", egocentricity, and

denial. These characteristics vary between and among individuals as
speakers tell their unique stories in the first person.

As experiences

are honestly shared, as members expose their vulneralibilities and
insecurities,

identification is possible,

particularly in relation to
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shared feelings and belief systems.

This first step of identification

allows the alcoholic to honestly connect to oneself and the true nature
of his/her situation, connect to others who grow in a new way of living,
and connect to a higher source of goodness and care beyond the limbo of
self-hate and self-centeredness.
Recovery.

As stated above, A.A.

looks to alcoholism as an illness

of addictive drinking and focuses on the symptom of picking up the
first drink".

No where in the literature does it state that the

alcoholic has to stop drinking forever for it is believed that the idea
of living without alcohol is too repugnant or incomprehensible for the
newcomer.

Thus encouragement and support is located around not picking

up the first drink and going to meetings, a day at a time.
suggestion,

Beyond that

often repeated at meetings or one-on-one, the main emphasis

is placed on learning to live sober, a task of un-learning old patterns
of obsessive thinking, compulsive action and "power driven" methods of
fulfilling instinctual desires.

Recovery is looked to as a process and

can best be presented through the personal sharing of one member as
printed in the "Big Book".
As the sober days grew into sober months and then into sober
years, a new and beautiful life began to emerge from the
shambles of my former existence. ... I have learned how
to relate to people; before A.A., I could never do that
comfortably without alcohol.
I have learned to deal with
disappointments and problems that once would have sent me
right to the bottle.
I have come to realize that the name
of the game is not so much to stop drinking as to stay
sober. . . . God willing, we members of A.A. may never again
have to deal with drinking, but we have to deal with sobriety
every day.
How do we do it?
By learning—through practicing
the Twelve Steps and through sharing at meetings—how to cope
with the problems that we looked to booze to solve, back in
our drinking days. ... We are taught to differentiate
between our wants (which are never satisfied) and our needs
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(which are always provided for).
We cast off the burdens
of the past and the anxieties of the future, as we begin to
live in the present, one day at a time.
We are granted
the serenity to accept the things we cannot change"—and
thus lose our quickness to anger and our sensitivity to
criticism.
J
Above all, we reject fantasizing and accept reality.
.A. led me gently from this fantasizing to embrace reality
with open arms.
And I found it beautiful!
For, at last
(ppaS559-561)6 With mySelf'

And With °thers.

And with God.

Another important distinction in recovery is on practicing a
program of recovery through applying the suggested Twelve Steps to one’s
daily life, or stated as,
affairs .

practicing "these principles in all our

The steps speak to right action, awareness, emotional

sobriety and spiritual awakening.

In Step Twelve,

the process of

transformation of the personality, a process which occurs through
"working" the Steps, is detailed.

For A.A. a personality change is

equated with spiritual progress or the building of character through
practicing spiritual values.
consciousness and being".

This is referred to as "a new state of

As stated in Twelve Steps and Twelve

Traditions (1953):
In a very real sense he has been transformed, because he
has laid hold of a source of strength which, in one way or
another, he had hitherto denied himself.
He find himself
in possession of a degree of honesty, tolerance, unselfish¬
ness, peace of mind, and love of which he had thought himself
quite incapable.
What he has received is a free gift, and
yet usually, at least in some small part, he has made himself
ready to receive it. (p. 107)
In summary,

sobriety in A.A. goes beyond being "merely dry" and is

an essential aspect of a process of recovery—in effect a new way of
life.
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Surrender.

The concept of surrender was first referred to in the

early days of A.A.

through the story of the twelfth member of A.A.

The

of surrender originated in "the alcoholic squadron of the Oxford
Group" who initially viewed surrender as a religious act.
taken on one's knees surrender was a complete disclosure,

Formally
sharing, and

prayer between two alcoholics, often done when leaving the
detoxification center or before a gathering of other sober alcoholics.
This act was the lead-in to a total commitment to staying sober and
living a Christian way of life.
gatherings in members

In the beginning this involved daily

homes sharing their stories and their current

fears, hopes and feelings.

Readings and prayers accompanied this and

led to deep personal disclosures.

In 1937 the growing number of sober

alcoholics withdrew from the Oxford Group, a move which separated them
from the "religious" implications of membership.

Alcoholics Anonymous

became then an entity of itself and carried along with it many of the
fundamental concepts and principles derived from the Oxford Group
origins.

The decisive distinction at this juncture was that A.A. was

not a religious organization,

but rather a spiritual program based on

anonymity—a spiritual principle which encompassed humility, service and
unity—for the primary purpose of helping alcoholics achieve sobriety.
It was at this point that the preamble read at every A.A. meeting was
composed:
Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women
who share their experience, strength and hope with
each other that they may solve their common problem and
help others to recover from alcoholism.
The only require¬
ment for membership is a desire to stop drinking.
There
are no dues or fees for A.A. membership; we are selfsupporting through our own contributions.
A.A. is not
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rCt’

denomination.

politics, organization

nPiih!
HXOn; d06S n0t Wi3h t0 enga8e in any controversy;
neither endorses nor opposes any causes.
Our primary
purpose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics fo
achieve sobriety.
With the publication of Alcoholics Anonymous and the Twelve Steps,
the concept of surrender was built into the first Step:

We admitted we

were powerless over alcohol—that our lives had become unmanageable.
Through taking this step the alcoholic gave up any claim to absolute
control over anything starting with the admission of loss of control
over alcohol.
Dr. Tiebout, a psychiatric analyst who worked both therapeutically
and supportively with individual members and A.A. as a whole, wrote
extensively on surrender in the "therapeutic process" inherent in A.A.
His clearest definition of surrender was in comparison to submission.
*or Tiebout,

submission is a superficial yielding, a conscious

acceptance of reality, yet one that continues to fuel internal tension
and strain.

Surrender,

in contrast, is followed by a deep inner

relaxation, an acceptance without any reservation or conflict and an
openness to the need for help.

The surrender experience can be the

beginning of true growth and maturity, heralding positive feelings and
thinking.
lasting.

Tiebout further elaborated that surrender is not always
The positive phase after the act of surrender may eventually

become just a memory, a memory substantial enough to reinforce continued
support and help for the alcoholic, or one that may fade completely.
Thus there is an act of surrender,
surrender.

selective surrender, and the state of

Tiebout sees surrender as a psychic event in response to

internal resistance, an act that precedes true internal and behavioral
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changes, an act that may be selective in regard to alcohol, situations,
or life, an act that upon continued experiencing may lead to a more
enduring state of surrender.
Tiebout (1954) further elaborated what it is that the individual
must surrender and depicted the change of the inner psyche in response
to surrender.

Borrowing the phrase "His majesty the baby" from Freud,

Tiebout claims that the adult ego of the alcoholic is composed of
elements of the nature of the child, i.e. omnipotence, intolerance of
frustration, and excessive drive.

He explains the internal dynamics of

these elements and the outward manifestation of immaturity.

For the

active alcoholic, the ego has been supreme ruler, and in order to open
to sobriety, the supreme ego must step aside in response to a conscious
and unconscious act of surrender.

As stated:

The effects of surrender upon the psyche are extremely
logical: the traits listed as characteristic of the Ego
influence are canceled out. The opposite of king is the
commoner.
Appropriately, Alcoholics Anonymous stresses
humility. The opposite of impatience is the ability to
take things in stride, to make an inner reality of the
slogan, 'Easy does it". The opposite of drive is staying
in one position, where one can be open-minded, receptive,
and responsive, (p. 11)
The process of surrender necessary before alcoholism can be
arrested, is in direct relationship to the inflated, grandiose ego of
the alcoholic.

If the ego can step aside and open up to new ways of

interpreting reality, then surrender is more likely.

Tiebout saw the

possibility of surrender within a psychotherapeutic alliance between
client and therapist, when the client can acknowledge the interpretation
of the therapist as accurate and valid, and put his/her own form of
interpreting reality aside.
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In the program of Alcoholics Anonymous, surrender is built into
many of the components of the program of recovery, i.e. admission of
powerlessness over alcohol, slogans, the Twelve Steps, etc., and upon
frequent repetition these forms of surrender are more likely to l?ad to
an enduring state of surrender.
In summary, the Alcoholics Anonymous model is one based on a
synthesis of medical, psychological and spiritual insight, applied in
daily, practical living, and composed into a program of recovery, a
program of action, and of mutual help between/among alcoholics of
varying degrees of alcoholism and experience in recovery.
most illuminating

One of the

slogans" often used in A.A. speak to recovery as

acting oneself into right thinking rather than thinking oneself into
right action.'1

Thus through repetitive, conscious action, a new way of

life is internalized which transforms the alcoholic into a radically
different consciousness and way of being.
The descriptions of the A.A. program of recovery and concept of
surrender, as stated above, will be further clarified in the upcoming
Chapter III of Stories of Transformation.

More literary explanations

may follow, yet, it is the belief of this author that the personal
sharing of the subjects interviewed in this study can provide an
invaluable bridge from theories about surrender to personal experience
and meaning.
The following section will provide a general summary of the models
described above, particularly in regard to major concepts and issues
which have proven to be controversial over the past several decades.
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Critique of Traditional Models

A thorough analysis and critique of the most researched models of
alcoholism and recovery would fill volumes.

In that the objective of

this study is not meant to confirm one right theory, a critique of
enduring perspectives is addressed only for the purpose of demonstrating
the need for additional perspectives.

A formal critique of Alcoholics

Anonymous will not be included in this section.

Throughout the

descriptions of traditional models references have been made in regard
to criticisms of A.A.

A number of theorists cited throughout this study

have reviewed the range of criticisms of A.A.
Norris,

1977; Thine,

these criticisms.
of:

(Brown,

1985; Leach &

1977) and have presented intriguing analyses o^

These researchers see many critiques as reflections

professional misunderstanding of what happens in A.A., of

intellectual paradigms which cannot measure the spiritual and
intrapersonal dynamics of recovery through A.A., and of the use of
analytical,

positivist models which are unable to incorporate the

phenomenological,

subjective meanings and experiences within A.A.

Fortunately this disparity has begun to surface and recent medical and
psychological studies have called for more investigation into the
phenomenon of alcoholism.

Research has started to extend beyond

intentions such as measuring degrees of alcoholism,
controlled drinking,

studying groups of

designing substitutes or deterrents for abusive

drinking, or hypothesizing why the alcoholic drinks.

Thus this section

will outline the major strengths offered by the medical aid
psychological models and summarize those gaps which still exist in
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understanding the nature of alcoholism recovery.

The growing alliance

between scientific models and Alcoholics Anonymous will also be
addressed.
Although currently in another intensive phase of debate, the
disease concept of alcoholism has been of much value in validating the
possibility and need for treatment and in shifting the stigma and
steretype of alcoholism.

Due to Supreme Court decisions in the past

year alcoholism has once again been relegated to the interpretation of
willfull misconduct".

Yet in direct response medical societies have

reinforced their support of alcoholism as a primary disease "which may
have genetic components,

symptoms,

physical and psychological findings,

a course, response to treatment, complications, and—with treatment—an
excellent prognosis" ("Physicians Furious". June 1938),

Although some

behaviorists and psychoanalysts still doubt the disease paradigm,
Zinberg (1982) views the disease concept as a heuristic device which
confirms the need for further investigation beyond standards such as
"alcoholic personality" or treatment through controlled drinking.
Yet there are disadvantages inherent in the disease concept as
well.

From a medical perspective Clifford (1983) notes that placing the

physician in the role of primary healer may sabotage the patients'
responsibility in recovery, reinforce a dependency on pharmacology, and
emphasize the avoidance of doing something (drinking).

This form of

doctor-patient relationship suggests that authorities and experts are in
charge of successful diagnosis and treatment.

The disease concept as

well may serve as an excuse for repeated relapses and potential abuse of
the treatment system.
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Psychological perspectives have expanded insight on addiction and
elaborated the emotional, cognitive, and self-construct dimensions of
alcoholism.

For example, Levin (1987) sees the address to alcoholism by

self psychology as building a bridge between counseling and
psychoanalytic traditions.

Self psychological approaches places

intrapsychic conflict as secondary to the alcoholic's need to be a
participant in a "growth-promoting psychological environment".

As well,

psychologists and psychiatrists have begun to move away from alcoholism
as a matter of will power.

The "cure" for alcoholism is seen more as an

interpersonal dynamic than as a strictly pathological disorder. Yet, as
noted by Vaillant (1981),

the psychotherapeutic treatment of alcoholism

has significant dangers.

There are ingrained beliefs that the alcoholic

is premorbidly different,

or that they are inherently resistant to

change and growth.

Much of this belief may be fueled by continued

attempts to work with still active alcoholics in intensive
psychotherapeutic alliances.

Due to inadequate training in diagnosis

and the hidden nature of some manifestations of alcoholism (particularly
among women) many alcoholics are not treated until advanced stages.
Advanced stages most likely involve greater life and physical
complications;

i.e.

legal,

familial and occupational problems, that may

divert the therapist and client from focusing on the primary issue of
alcoholism, and thus reinforce denial.

Another significant danger lies

in issues of power between therapist and client.

The alcoholic presents

him/herself to the treatment system from a stance of extremely low self¬
esteem and shame, and too easily may assign power to the therapist which
frustrates mutual responsibility,

communication and healing.

And
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finally,

the prevalent misunderstandings in recognizing alcoholism,

the

depth of history taking and honesty that this requires, and the
controversies surrounding the nature of addiction,

too often sidestep

the necessity for abstinence and the role of spiritual dynamics.
It is unfortunately still widely believed that alcoholism is an
addiction that can be cured or eliminated through one right treatment
modality.

When healers do incorporate other treatment modalities, such

as the highly effective use of A.A., they are often misinformed.

A.A.

has been frequently referred to as unscientific, as one blind man
leading another blind man, a rigid program of adolescent compliance, a
transference of overdependence, a substitute in early sobriety for
drinking,

an acting out of narcississtic manifestations, and such.

It

is only quite recently that perspectives on alcoholism as a "soul
sickness , a dis—ease of humanness,
as a healing process,
researchers.

or a spiritual void, and on recovery

have gained the attention of practitioners and

As stated by Sandor (1987) in regard to aspects of

recovery in A.A.:
Some modern psychologists have wanted to "explain" such
admonitions as "nothing more than" this or that (insert
here a pet theory about how people change), but this only
betrays a general ignorance of the spiritual ways.
What
from the outside may well look like mindless obedience
(and may even feel like it for a while) is really, at its
best, a voluntary surrender to forces that transcend and
transform the self.
I am not referring here to a sudden
conversion based upon a new belief, but rather to a long
and difficult work towards awakening, (p. 23)
It is the hope of this study to suggest a marriage of traditional
perspectives and new perspectives which promote the understanding of the
process of recovery,

the role of surrender and the possibility of

recovery as a state of consciousness and being.

Thus the debates on
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what is alcoholism and the personality of the alcoholic are of little
consequence to this investigation.

This study is meant to scratch the

inner itchings that occur throughout an on-going process of
transformation and to explore the fundamental nature of surrender in its
multiple expressions.

The following sections on sociological/social

psychology studies of alcoholism, developmental perspectives, and
transpersonal models will give greater clarification to the phenomenon
of a process and to the understanding of surrender in alcoholic
recovery.

Emerging Contemporary Models of Alcoholism

In the past two decades traditional models and theories of
alcoholism have begun to recognize gaps in diagnosing and treating the
addict.

Treatment clinics now abound throughout the country which

incorporate medical, psychoanalytic, spiritual and A.A. approaches to
recovery.

One such treatment program, the Johnson Institute, founded in

1962, began experimental studies to design specific programs for
alcoholics through applied research and to educate the public in methods
of intervention (Johnson, 1973).

The Institute’s perspective of

alcoholism as a "100 percent fatal disease" that is primary,
progressive, and chronic is backed up by the view of treatment as a
return to happy and productive lives, a goal which extends beyond
abstinence and arrested alcoholism.

Much of its success is based on the

belief that alcoholism and recovery demand a multidisciplinary approach
which includes medical, psychological, behavioral, and social science
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dimensions; philosophies! and spiritual wisdom; and a practical
understanding of the drug experience.

The Institute's treatment program

includes those two, three or more people immediately around the
alcoholic "who are just as surely victims of the disease" (1973, p.
30).

Participiation in the program involves a two year commitment and

incorporates detoxification,
education, group therapy,

inpatient treatment, outpatient treatment,

family counseling and weekly A.A. meetings.

The Johnson Institute has served as a model treatment program for
numerous other clinics, hospitals, agencies and "retreats" across the
country.
Yet,

true "success" comes hard to define when statistics

continually show that relapse occurrances, after treatment and
especially in the first year of recovery, range from 50 to 80 percent.
The other side of this treatment dilemma is the recognition that
alcoholism demands continued research and understanding.

Thus the good

news is that many enlightening theories and models have emerged.

For

the purpose of this study specific theorists have been chosen for
review.

Social psychology studies, many grounded on Bateson’s earlier

works (1972,

1979) have approached alcoholism and recovery from an

interactive,

phenomenological stance.

Developmental theories based on

Piaget’s thinking (1954) have investigated the phases and process of
developing an alcoholic identity as well as a recovering alcoholic
identity.

And transpersonal models, have looked at alcoholism and the

journey of recovery as parallel to "seeking wholeness" and "filling the
spiritual void".

All these models have looked at the individual in

relation to the culture,

social norms,

interpersonal connections and
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intrapsychic dimensions, a whole person and whole environment view that
has been absent from traditional theories of alcoholism.
The following address to three schools of thought will portray
interpretations of alcoholism,

the addict,

recovery, and surrender.

The

models chosen all stress Alcoholics Anonymous as a vital part of
recovery,

therefore the role of A.A. as viewed by the various models

will also be presented.

Social Psychology Model
The anthropologist, Gregory Bateson,

advanced a theory of

alcoholism (1972) which portrays a model of the unreflective
assumptions, both conscious and unconscious,
construe him/herself and the world.

that the alcoholic uses to

These assumptions are a cognitive

structure that the alcoholic imposes on experience in the effort to
organize and make sense of reality.

They are unspoken ontologies and

epistemologies which function in a dialectical relationship with how the
alcoholic comes to know and experience reality.
seen as interrelational,

The alcoholic self is

a pattern of its communications with its world,

a pattern that Bateson sees as an illusion,

or epistemological error.

For the alcoholic, alcohol offers a corrective to this radical
epistemological error—alcohol breaks down the barriers between self and
the world.

Alcoholism for Bateson is an attempt to correct an

epistemological error, despite the futility of that correction due to
the pharmacological qualities of alcohol.

From this perspective, the

use of will power to acquire sobriety can be disastrous.

Sobriety can

be established only if the alcoholic is able to change the epistemology
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of the sober state and form a complementary relationship between self
and the world.

Bateson sees this is possible through A.A. as the

alcoholic comes to learn to relate to self, others, and a higher power
in a mutually sustaining, complementary way.

He presents sobriety as a

result of the alcoholic spiritually rejecting an epistemology of pride,
control, and dominance.

Recognizing one's vulnerability, dependence and

relatedness to others and to a larger world are charactersitics of this
new epistemology.
From this interactionist stance, various theorists have examined
alcoholism.

In 1977 Mary Taylor's research examined resocialization of

the alcoholic in A.A. and found it to reflect a process of identity
transformation, and a conversion phenomenon.
as a

career

She conceived of recovery

with various stages and saw the alcoholic's interaction

between the process and the organizational context of A.A. as complex.
Taylor found that "depending on the recovery stage of the alcoholic,
organizational context responds differently.

the

For alcoholics at

different stages, A.A. makes different resources available which tend to
sustain and promote recovery.
Taylor observed that a conversion experience might accompany
initial achievement of sobriety in A.A. and also can occur as recovery
proceeds.

Conversion is manifested in a profound identity change and a

life-style reformulation.

Taylor's research was the first sociological

studyto propose phases of recovery and to give insight into the process
of identity change.
I.

Her representation of stages and sub-stages are:

Drinking alcoholic stage
1.

Life problem pre-emption

2.

Readiness for recovery
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II.

Dry alcoholic stage
3.

Simplification

4.

The A.A. Honeymoon

3*

Life problem re—emergence

HI* Sober alcoholic stage
6.

Working the program

In her conclusions Taylor called for continued research into the process
of recovery,

through A.A. and within other contexts.

She also provided

an excellent critique of conventional treatment programs and the limits
of resources provided as compared with on-going resources available
through A.A. affiliation.

And finally, Taylor emphasized the need for

research to explore the points in recovery where failures occur and the
conditions that surround failure.
David Rudy (19S6) conducted an ethnographic study over sixteen
months in A.A. groups in a mideastern city.

Participant observation and

in—depth interviews provided the data for his reflections on the process
of alcoholic self-definition,

particularly in regard to how an ndividual

becomes an alcoholic within the interpretive practices of this society
and the presence and use of alcohol.

Rudy did not place emphasis on the

process of recovery but did provide strong support of a developmental
process of identity change.
The above researchers mentioned but did not elaborate on the
concept of surrender.

However,

from 1949 to 1984, Milton Maxwell wrote

extensively about his ethnographic research and focused on A.A.
operations and dynamics, with particular attention to the personalparticipation experiences of members and the dynamics of A.A. group
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life.

Maxwell pointed out the paradoxes inherent in the A.A. program of

recovery, and came to see new dimensions of the state of sobriety.

As

he states:
... what we are talking about here is a deep-down, inner
shift in .trust and control.
It is not a shift from o^ineurotic dependency to another neurotic dependency—nor a
s ift to external control.
Rather, it is an inner shift frim
a hopeless, alcoholic-centered, self-centered, closed-in
orientation to a fresh orientation of being open to life,
t 1S a_n inner shift from a defensive to a growth orientation
a shift from a negative to a positive orientation to l-i f0
(p. 75)
Maxwell further illuminated this shift through an adept analysis of
Tiebout s concept of surrender and coupled it with "hitting bottom".
One without the other was not seen as sufficient to sustain sobriety.
Hitting bottom, the awareness of the fact that drinking and its
implications have come to a crisis point, is followed by surrendering
the habitual,

ego-centered control of one's life, and a letting go of

the "vigourously defended but depleted self-system" (p. 76).

The result

of which comes to be an emergence of a new and positive set of feelings,
open-mindedness,

release from problems of conscience, a more gentle and

accepting attitude, and a sense of inner peace.

Maxwell followed this

theme through in-depth interviews and came to conclude that surrender
comes in a series of what might be considered smaller surrenders.

He

saw each surrender as precipitated by some degree of "ego-deflation"
which opened the door to the possibility of resources of power greater
and more than the self.

As Maxwell states:

Whether A.A. members conceptualize their own experience
of the life-supporting and integrating forces in
supernaturalistic or naturalistic terms is not a matter
of concern.
What does matter is each person's personal
experience of "something more than self."
And it is this
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common core of experience which, regardless of concepts or
cation.rS(p?81-82)°VldeS ^ baSlS f°r meanin*ful “—»1The strong emphasis above on communication serves as one of the
primary strengths in A.A. as seen by Maxwell.

Whether labeled as self-

help, mutual-help, or peer support groups, A.A.

provides much more and

is likened to a close-knit intimate family, or as a totally new societya tailor-made and very potent new social and cultural environment in
which the requisite new learning takes place" (1984,

p. 38).

Maxwell

strongly believes that professionals can be more effective if they
themselves experience the phenomenon of A.A. and have an applied
understanding of the program and Steps of recovery.
The final and most comprehensive perspective on alcoholism and
recovery by a social psychologist is that of Norman Denzin.

Denzin, a

noted sociologist and researcher approached alcoholism from an
interactional,

interpretive, phenomenonlogical stance.

For five years

he observed and interviewed recovering alcoholics in treatment and A.A.
through interpretive and ethnographic methods.

Denzin looked at the

inner logic and experience of the alcoholic as a "univeral singular", a
single instance of an experienced process, different for each alcoholic
yet similar in its broad outline, no matter the degree or extent of
alcoholism.

Denzin viewed these forms of logic and experience as

relational to larger structures,

that is, as Americans striving to live

out their constructs of freedom, power,

selfhood, faith and worth.

Through phenomenological analysis alcoholism is viewed as a chronic,
progressive dis-ease, an uneasiness of self,

time, and emotionality that

touches every aspect and person within an alcoholic's life.
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In an extensive analysis of genetic,
sociological,

psychological, psychoanalytic,

interactional, and anthropological studies on alcoholism

Denzin found the literature caught in a tangle of who, why, when and
what is or is not addiction-a circular debate of cause and effect.

He

believed that to objectify an alcoholic personality would be to resort
to a fixed, static,

innate personality structure.

The dominating

theories were found incomplete in that they do not centrally locate "the
cognitive, emotional, interactional and self-reflective foundations of
alcoholic drinking” (1986a,

p. 52).

Of all theories reviewed he found

Bateson's "Cybernetics of Self" theory of alcoholism (1972) the most
advanced of any theory in that it deals with the alcoholic’s inner
phenomenological dialogues with self, within a materialistic society,
and in relationship to him/herself, to alcohol, and to others.

As

presented by Jellinek (1962) and emphasized by Bateson (1972) Denzin
found that self-pride and denial lie at the core of the alcoholic's
relationship to alcohol, drinking, and alcoholism.
Though other researchers and theorists have been mentioned,
Denzin's portrayal of alcoholism, the addict, recovery, and surrender
will be elaboarated here.

His work has the most comprehensive and

integrated sense of alcoholism from a sociological perspective and his
extensive writings and experience in the field give him an exemplary
place among the experts.
Alcoholism.

As defined by Denzin (1986a) alcoholism is a

relational phenomenon involving the self,

the physiological and lived

experience of the user, and the drug itself—with all its symbolic
representations.

The disease of alcoholism is seen as a chronic,
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progressive illness which manifests in an interactional form of "self
experience in which negative emotions divide the self into warring inner
factions that are fueled and distorted by alcohol and intoxication" (p.

12).

Because alcohol modifies the emotional and cognitive structures

and processes of interpretation, Denzin found the result to be
disorders of consciousness".

Based on his understanding of the major

theories of alcoholism and empirical observations Denzin posited Six
Theses of Alcoholism which summarize the experiences of alcoholic
individuals.

The first thesis of the "temporality of self" refers to

the alcoholic s fear of time

preoccupation with the past,

projections

into the future and a dis—ease and inability to live in the present.
The second thesis of the "relational structures of self" describes the
dynamics of alcohol-centered social interactions.

In these

relationships alcohol becomes the bond that joins individuals in a
competitive, negative, hostile, combative way, either explicitly or
subtly.

The self thus does not exist in the true self but in the

relational patterns and processes between alcoholic, alcohol, and others
(real and/or imagined).

The "emotionality of self", the third thesis,

describes how the alcoholic is emotionally sick and tries to function in
a world of painful self-feelings and emotional experiences.
thesis,

The fourth

the "thesis of bad faith" points to the function of denial in

distorting and rationalizing the loss of control with alcohol and the
resulting deception which prevails.

The fifth thesis, the "thesis of

self-control" asserts that the alcoholic believes he/she is in control
of self and the world around.

This belief fuels the force of willpower

and manipulation which puts blame for problems created outside the
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alcoholic.

Here self-pride is in control for it ties the alcoholic into

a competitive relationship not only with others and the world situation
but also with alcohol.

The final "thesis of self-surrender" is an

interpretation that posits that recovery from the addictive cycle can
only begin when he/she surrenders to false self-pride,

breaks through

the systems of denial and control, and faces the reality of his/her
alcoholism.

The organizing premise of all these theses is that Denzin

believes alcoholics drink to escape an "inner emptiness of self".

Thus

an unstable sense of self resorts to imaginary and conflicting self-andother ideals in order to provide some basis of a self in the world.
The Alcoholic.
specific profile.
°f

For Denzin the alcoholic is of no certain type or
His five year study observed and interviewed people

a8es> sex, and length of sobriety.

Denzin found the common theme

of "self divided against itself" in the stories shared at meetings and
individually.

Often he heard of a fear of self, of solitariness and

isolation—both internally and externally, and of a fundamental
instability of self-experience.
abandonment, alcoholism,
death.

For some he found histories of abuse,

parental loss,

or early family experiences of

For many he heard of "normal" upbringing and progression of life

as seen in a typical American town.

As stated in the foreword to The

Alcoholic Self by the sociologist, John Johnson:
The values of alcoholics, whether they be men or women,
are those that are found to be ingrained in white male
culture.
We all know, recognize, and value them: indivi¬
duality, control, responsibility, identification with one's
social roles, and the power to achieve social success as
defined in this culture at this point in time.
Denzin's
focus is the alcoholic subject and the experience of
alcoholism, but in this focus we find illuminated these
larger structures and the processes of male culture, (p. 9)
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Recovery

For the alcoholic the divided self experiences recovery

through a deconstruction of that self and an on-going reconstruction of
a self, as encompassed in a "recovering alcoholic" identity.

The

alcoholic self can step outside the instability of a divided self
through interaction with other recovering alcoholics and within one's
self reflection about those interactions.

The process of rebuilding the

self involves a restructuring of the Six Theses of Alcoholism.

Thus for

recovery the alcoholic must come to a new felt perception of living in
time, relating to self and others, relinquishing negative emotions and
relearning the experience of feeling, awareness and movement through
denial, yielding self-control to a collective or "power" greater than
one self, and maintaining a stance of surrender to the process of
recovery and to an identity as a recovering alcoholic.
In addition to his distinct theses, Denzin is one of few theorists
who clarify the paradoxes so often referred to by recovering A.A.
members.

He states these paradoxes as dilemmas encountered throughout

recovery that require internal, structural adjustments.
are:

These paradoxes

(1) alcoholism is an incurable illness and disease; (2) alcoholism

is an illness that stands for something else; (3) effective treatment
requires the 'patient' becomes the therapist to work on the self
throughout treatment; (4) alcoholism is an emotional illness; and (5)
the alcoholic is not unique but rather suffers from an illness that
leads him/her to believe to be unique.
For Denzin, in that alcoholism is a relational, interactional dis¬
ease of self, the most encompassing, flexible and manageable form of
recovery occurs in the fellowship and program of Alcoholics Anonymous.
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—rrender~

As stated above in

Sixth Theses of Alcoholism,

Denzin believes that only through surrender of self does recovery
begin.

This surrender occurs when the alcoholic hits bottom, when

he/she comes face to face with the evidence that he/she cannot control
drinking and cannot control life.

Denzin ascribes to Tiebout's

portrayal of the alcoholic as defiant, omnipotent and narcissistic.

At

the core of the alcoholic's belief system lies the myth of self-control,
a myth that must collapse in the face of the very real destructiveness
of out-of-control drinking.

As Denzin elaborates:

Surrender is a destructive process that requires a
fundamental realignment of every interpretive structure
the alcoholic has constructed.
She must relinquish
her self-centeredness, desire for control, and she must
stop drinking.
The ego, what Freud termed her "majesty
the Baby," must be penentrated so that her systems of
denial, false pride, and bad faith are exposed to the
critical scrutiny of sober, nonalcoholic thinking "
(1986a, pp. 128-129)
When the state of surrender is reached the alcoholic's theories of
causality,

temporality and control collapse within.

The process of

reaching this sate is threefold:

(1) admission of powerlessness and

failure in controlling drinking,

(2) acceptance of that failure, and (3)

a deep,

inner surrendering to that fact.

With the admission of

powerlessness over alcohol comes a sincere, authentic cry for help.
Surrender is the honest admission that only a power outside of the
alcoholic's self-control can possibly help achieve the desire to live a
sober life.
help,

needs to be accompanied by actions which reflect a commitment to

living sober.
self.

For Denzin a verbal surrender, a proclaimed request for

Surrender is more than "fully conceding" to the innermost

"It requires, as well, the commitment to allow into the

alcoholic’s life a power greater than himself or herself." (p.

129)
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In summary, a quote from Denzin’s third book on the alcoholic,
Treating Alcoholism (1986c) can serve as a succinct encapsulation of
Denzin s approach to alcoholism and recovery:
In complete authentic inner surrender, the alcoholic
sets in motion a process that carries the potential for
changing from an active, drinking alcoholic, to an
alcoholic seeking recovery.
He or she slowly transforms
the meanings held toward alcohol, alcoholism, and
alcoholics.
Alcohol becomes a poison, a liquid that
can kill.
The drinking act, long the center of life,
is now defined in negative terms.
Alcoholics and
alcoholism are slowly given new meanings.
In surrender,
alcoholics begin to turn their backs on the drinking self
of the past.
Perhaps unwittingly they seek a new self, not
knowing, however, what this self will feel like or how it
will comport itself in the world.
The act of surrender
brings them to the edge of a new life. (pp. 64-65)
Denzin frequently refers to a shift from an alcoholic identity to a
recovery alcoholic identity.

He speaks of an inner transformation of

feeling and thought structures and of the crucial role of surrender for
on-going recovery.

These aspects of alcoholism and recovery have been

researched from a developmental perspective and will be explored more
fully in the following section.

Developmental Model
As a psychotherapist with the Stanford Alcohol Clinic Stephanie
Brown found evidence of a wide gap between the values and beliefs of
recovering alcoholics and the theories and professional applications of
traditional psychotherapy.

The sober alcoholics she worked with were

frightened of combining therapy and A.A. despite their expressed need
for psychotherapeutic help in addition to A.A.

Brown noted no theory of

recovery and no guidelines for a partnership between A.A. and
professionals.

Over the course of three years (1974-1977) Brown studied
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the experience of recovery from the point of view of 40 men and 40
women, abstinent alcoholics in A.A., with several days to five or more
years of abstinence.

The book which resulted, Treating Alrnh-n—

.

Developmental Model of Recovery (1985) proposes a positive, synergistic
partnership between A.A. and professional helpers.

The developmental

model which emerged views abstinence as a middle phase within a
multidimensional and developmental process of continued change and
movement.
Brown examines the few theorists who have recognized abstinence as
a part of a total process of alcoholism (Tiebout,
and Vaillant,
(Bean,

1944; Merriman,

1962;

1982) and those who have proposed a process of recovery

1975; Blane,

1977; Mulford,

1977; and Zimberg,

1982) and notes

that none of them examine or explain what happens to people and how they
change.

Brown s study and the resulting model

merges the above

theories with a Piagetian developmental perspective to show a
progressive process of deconstructing and reconstructing a primary
identity and world view.

The model Brown proposes show parallels

between her phases of recovery and those of Piaget.
are:

(1) drinking,

recovery.

(2) transition,

The four stages

(3) early recovery, and (4) ongoing

Within these key stages three components of alcoholism

recovery operate simulataneously:

the alcohol component that reflects

the major focus on alcohol, environmental interactions, and the frame of
reference through which the alcoholic interprets self in relation to
others and the world.

Each component operates in each stage yet in

differing complex and dynamic forms.

What is most exceptional about

Brown’s model is that it is structured around a central organizing
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principle-alcohol.

Although the focus on alcohol differs within the

stages, it maintains as the key axis in her cyclical, interactional
model to symbolize the consistent core of an alcoholic identity—a
structure of self.

For example:

ax^s
the drinking phase represents a
mf 16f
control and the identity as a nonalcoholic,
ihe alcohol axis in recovery represents the belief in
loss of control and the new identity as an alcoholic.
(p. 37)
Brown signifies the movement from stage to stage as turning points of
hitting bottom or surrender.

She likens these turning points to

Bateson’s "collapse of the logical framework of control", to Piaget's
grasp of consciousness" and to Tiebout's "point of conversion".

These

turning points are characterized by a sense of and admission of defeat
and by an inability to maintain control of one's drinking or of one's
power over self and the world—which manifest as internal recognitions
or points of despair.
The development which proceeds after hitting bottom and/or
surrender is a fluid, dynamic process, a process benchmarked through
action, behaviors and concomitant restructuring of the belief system.
For Brown newly abstinent alcoholics resemble infants developmentally—
in need of strong, consistent supports and guidance.

Brown parallels

the beginning of recovery to the toddler and adolescent stages and
traces how these stages are responded to through the dynamics of the
fellowship and program of A.A.

She stresses the need for a strong base

in the months and years of early development in A.A. in order to
establish an integrated new identity and sense of self as an alcoholic.
If this learning and restructuring is not reinforced through attendance
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at meetings, working the Tweive Steps, active participation in the
fellowship, and incorporating the principles of living into one's daily
life, the risk of relapse increases.

To clarify this Brown states:

As with normal development, there is no end.
A.A.
remains a concrete and more than ever, a symbolic*home
base to which members return regularly or periodically
throughout their abstinent lives.
A.A.—and later the
principles of A.A.—is the "homebase" from which
individuation occurs.
That individuation can only
proceed on a firm base of early development in which
the identification as an alcoholic and the new
behaviors accompanying that identification are firmly
rooted, (pp. 39)
Through continued identification as an alcoholic Brown believes a
natural interplay may proceed between identification and
differentiation,

dependency and autonomy—an interplay that appears

initially as paradox and grows into balanced and complementary forms of
being,

believing and living.

Based on Brown's representation of a developmental schema of
alcoholism and recovery, pivoted on the consolidation of an alcoholic
identity,

perspectives on alcoholism,

the alcoholic, recovery and

surrender follow.
Alcoholism.

For Brown alcoholism is primarily a behavioral and

cognitive disorder maintained by a faulty core belief.

It is a behavior

disorder based on the act of taking a drink and the inability to stop
drinking.

This disorder is reinfoced and denied by a concommitant

thinking disorder—denial of the loss of control over drinking.

Part of

the thinking disorder is maintenance of the identity as a non-alcoholic.
Denial and control,

the fundamental defenses of alcoholism, exludes and

distorts environmental data down to a narrow, restricted range of what
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can be assimilated about the world, self, and the alcoholic's actions in
the world.

The self system of the drinking alcoholic is a closed,

primitive system, though the individual may have operated formerly at
high cognitive levels of development.

The individual may know at a deep

level that loss of control is the real problem, yet the dissonance and
threat to the personal identity that repeated drinking and repeated loss
of control presents is too great a challenge to internally assimilate.
Thus, in order to alter the underlying faulty belief system a new
developmental process must proceed which reorders the inner structures
of the alcoholic's view of the world, actions in the world, and
definition of self.

This new developmental process allows a gradual

assimilation and accomodation of new structures of belief.

Brown

recognizes that the action orientation of A.A. is a natural
developmental catalyst for this radical change in self.

This process

starts with the action steps of not drinking, going to A.A. meetings,
and identification as an alcoholic.

These steps facilitate a

developmental process capable of building a new self structure, however
tenuous, to displace the collapsed self structure.
The Alcoholic.

Brown views alcoholism as pervasive throughout all

ages, sexes, ethnic, religious, and cultural backgrounds.

She explored

in her study the meanings that "alcoholic" had for her subjects.

Brown

notes that: "Being alcoholic often includes within its meaning the worst
fears a person can hold and therefore ward off." (p.93)

These fears are

often provoked through the stigma attached and the widely held views of
alcoholism as a moral problem.
intrapersonal failure.

Or for some alcoholism can imply an

Some of the quotes that came from her study in
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direct response to a question about what it meant to be an alcoholic
are:
To be "alcoholic" is to be out of control.
To be "an alcoholic" is to have failed.
To be "an alcoholic" is to be just like my father.

whoLaiife? alC°h0liC" 1 uil1 have

reinterpret my

alcoholic can never drink again.
Alcoholics have to join A.A.

(p. 94)

Brown emphasizes how significant it is for the alcoholic to explore the
fears and core meanings attached to this label.
Recovery.

In line with Brown's developmental model recovery is

said to begin during the drinking stage.

In active alcoholism, alcohol

is the organizing principle and the centrality of alcohol is maintained
through accomodating one's life around the accessibility of alcohol and
denying that accomodation at the same time.

Much of the individual's

attention and energy goes into the maintenance of denial in order to
preserve two basic beliefs:
drinking".

"I am not alcoholic" and "I can control my

Brown refers to Guidano and Liotti's (1983) description of a

circular process of perception and cognition which maintains denial and
thus maintains a closed system of personal identity.

This closed system

is not able to register or assimilate "data" contrary to the two basic
beliefs.

Breaking through this system demands direct confrontation

and/or intervention by others who can provide evidence of the behavioral
acts associated with out-of-control drinking and challenge the cognitive
closed system despite the excuses,

denial, or rationalizations.

For

Brown the turn toward abstinence is the next stage of recovery, the
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transition stage.

This movement signals the beginning of cracks in the

rigid system of logic, rationalization, and behavior of the alcoholic.
The disadvantages of continued drinking, the doubts regarding control,
and cracks in the armor of denial,
safety of alcohol.

begin to outweigh the relief and

Movement in this stage leads the individual toward

a "moment of truth" and the beginning of establishing a new identity—an
alcoholic identity.

The safety and support of the surrounding

environment must be evident and enduring, for the perceived potential of
shattering an established identity, belief system, and primary
relationship with alcohol,
alcoholic to entertain.

is one too terrifying and repugnant for the

The transition stage’s task is to move the

alcoholic to the point of despair, enough despair for the alcoholic to
consider trying a different way after the internal structures of
identity and control have begun to fail.
Brown states that even though the act of drinking may have ended
the psychological and physical problems of the addiction and the belief
system which maintain drinking may still remain.

This signifies the

necessity for a shift in the central identity to the beliefs of:
an alcoholic" and "I cannot control my drinking".

"I am

Movement through this

stage of recovery heralds ambivalence, "fits and starts", and internal
struggles as the individual attempts behavioral changes and adjustment
to a new identity.

It is a time of great confusion, vulnerability, and

resistance and requires gradual education about what it means to be
alcoholic and how to stay sober "a day at a time", within a supportive,
interactive environment.

Brown describes the transition period as:
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"often characterized concretely by a split in identity with a sense of
one foot in and one foot out", (p. 135)
The next phase of recovery in Brown’s model is that of early
recovery, characterized by a change in identity and changes in
behavior.

It is during this stage that new meanings of being an

alcoholic, and the symbols of alcohol, start to develop.

It is a time

when the defensive structure is shattered and loss and fear of the
"unknown territory" of living sober is experienced.

Brown believes the

crucial step for continued abstinence is based on action, especially in
the face of the recognition of loss of control and the profound fear and
feelings experienced.

At this point it is necessary to integrate new

behaviors to act as substitutes for taking a drink when feelings and
lack of control become frightening.

Brown likens this developmental

period to infancy characterized by a strong need for reliance and
guidance.

It is also a time of potential depression, loss, and mourning

for the separation from alcohol and the old identity of control and
denial.

The main task of this phase is the integration of a new

alcoholic identity and personal interpretations of A.A.—a process of
individuation—through active participation, use of a sponsor, and
initiating the Twelve Steps.
The final phase is called ongoing recovery and is characterized by
the stability of a new identity, new behaviors, and self-examination.
The action already initiated now is accompanied by reflection and
understanding—tools which allow a greater tolerance of ambiguity, fear,
and anxiety.
process:

Brown views this new perspective on action as a three step

behavior change, accompanied by abstract analysis, resulting
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in new meaning.

The focus in this stage, as was in previous ones, is

directed toward alcohol.

I„ this developmental phase the alcohol focus

serves as a confirmation of the new identity and also aids in shifting
the meaning of control from actions and behaviors to spiritual terms and
principles.

In Brown's model the alcohol focus remains constant in

regard to the alcoholic identity, self-other perspectives and
environmental interactions.

In ongoing recovery these perspectives

expand and greatly enrich the internal and external life of the
recovering alcoholic.

As summarized by Brown:

Ongoing recovery involves the interaction and integration
of all three axes of the recovery continuum and all lines
of movement.
It involves a strengthening of the identity
as an alcoholic through the continuous processes of
construction and reconstruction of one's personal
identity. . . . Finally, the third axis of the continuum,
interpretation of self and others, is much more deeply
developed and influential in coloring the individual's
perceptions, interpretation, and construction.
Spirituality, including the belief in a higher power,
is a key feature of this axis. (p. 234)
Surrender.

Brown's study uncovered a variety of individualized

turning points", both internal and external, which led individuals
toward abstinence.

Statistically Brown states that about half of her

sample experienced a surrender which led to abstinence due to external
direct or indirect intervention.

The other half cited internal, self-

oriented turning points: self-recognition, self-disgust, "I was ready",
tired, desire to live, fear, etc.

In regard to a definition of

surrender Brown refers to Tiebout's concepts of an act of surrender and
state of surrender:
Surrender is the moment of accepting reality on the
unconscious level (Tiebout, 1949). The individual
knows the deepest truth, regardless of wishes
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or explanantions to the contrary.
Defenses used in
the service of denying that reality (denial, rationa¬
lization, defiance and grandiosity) no longer work
; • ‘ When true unconscious surrender has occurred
e acceptance of reality means that the individual
can work in it and with it. Reality is the loss of
control powerlessness over alcohol. . . . The
individual who has accepted the reality’of loss of
control can proceed to live with that reality,
eginnmg the process of recovery. Paradoxically,
the state of surrender is positive and creative. .
Rather than an abnegation of responsibility, the
admission of powerlessness is the first step in the
assumption of responsibility,
(pp. 15-16)
Brown regards surrender as a "shift in epistemology" which is
crucial for a reconstruction of a new stable identity.

This shift

occurs within the transition stage and involves an acceptance of loss of
control and a conversion from a stance of isolation, competition, and
separateness to seeing oneself as part of a larger whole.
of surrender is seen as involving two phases:

The process

(1) recognition of defeat

and acknowledgement that drinking is out of control, and (2) acceptance
of failure of the power of one’s self and reaching for help.

This

acceptance is considered to be an equalizer, a shift from a position of
omnipotence and control to a collective position of shared beliefs,
interdependence, and reliance on a higher power and program of
principles.

Surrender is not viewed as an act of will.

Paradoxically

surrender is seen as a loss of will or "letting go" of control—of
alcohol, others, and self.

For Brown surrender is a process that can

initially lead to abstinence through the admission of powerlessness over
alcohol.

Or carried beyond into acceptance surrender can lead the

alcoholic into a developmental sequence of building a new identity, a
new view of the world and a new epistemology of creative, positive,
responsible, interdependent wholeness.
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In summary, Brown’s developmental model of alcoholism recovery
offers a new paradigm based on a change of identity and frame of
reference.

Throughout her model the focus on alcohol maintains a core

position, a perspective often sidestepped by therapists yet explicitly
emphasized by A. A.

Brown posits a synergistic partnership between

alcoholics, psychotherapists, and A.A. with each partner shifting its
primary position dependent on movement through the process of recovery
The ongoing movement of the developmental process is linear, circular,
vertical, expanding and contracting around the core axis of alcohol.
This movement maps a deconstruction and reconstruction of a brand new
identity, perspective on the world, and interpretation of self and
others.
Brown’s exploration of a developmental process, pivoted on the
principal organizer of alcohol, leads into an examination of a process
perspective which emphasizes spiritual development and alcoholism as a
state of consciousness in response to

"spiritual void".

Transpersonal Model
Most recently the spiritual aspects of alcoholism and addiction
recovery have gained the attention of psychologists, educators,
anthropologists, ministers, scientists, doctors, and therapists.
Theories have been presented which propose that addiction does not
necessarily begin as a self-indulgent search for pleasure or flight from
reality.

It has been said that substance abusers could be seeking

wholeness, resolution of existential crisis, higher levels of
consciousness, or fulfillment of a spiritual void.

Several of these
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theorists will be summarized in this section and one theory set aside to
be used to address transpersonal perspectives on alcoholism, the
alcoholic, recovery, and surrender.
Stanislav Grof, a psychiatrist with 30 years of research background
m inordinary states of consciousness, is one of the founders of
transpersonal psychology.

Through studying and practicing Carl Jung's

works Grof discovered that Jung viewed the craving for alcohol as an
equivalent for spiritual craving that only a profound spiritual
experience can counteract and eliminate (Wilson & Jung, 1963).

Jung

pointed to the fact that in Latin, the term "spiritus" refers to both
spirit and alcohol and he connected the spiritual quest to alcohol in
the phrase Spiritus contra spiritum.

Grof carried this perspective

further through examining cultures' spiritual rites and experiences,
specifically the use of psychedelics and alcohol in the East and in
South America.

Through literary and laboratory research with

psychedelics, cultures, spiritual traditions, and chemically addicted
individuals he found that mind altering substances could lead to other
levels of consciousness.

Grof clarifies this position by stating:

. . . psychedelics are best understood as catalyzing
agents that energize the psyche and make various aspects
of the human unconscious fully conscious. Whether this
leads to healing, spiritual opening, or psychopathology
depends critically on the nonpharmacological factors of
set and setting, (p. 7)
In carefully supervised sessions using monitored doses of psychedelics
in the right set and setting, Grof found that spiritual openings of two
different kinds were experienced: "direct experiential access to
transpersonal realms for some and ego death followed by spiritual
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rebirth and transcendence for others" (p. 10).

Using the insights from

this research Grof proceeded to develop nondrug, "holotropic" approaches
to treating alcoholics and addicts.
Further insight emerged for Grof through investigating Bateson's
synthesis of systems theory, cybernetics, information theory,
psychology, anthropology, and biology.
the concept of

Both Grof and Bateson applied

immanent divine" or "mind of the universe" to the

psychodynamics of alcoholism and the "theology" of Alcoholics
Anonymous.
Him

Surrender to a "higher power or God as he/she understands

involves an internal recognition of being an integral part of a

larger whole to which one has a complementary, open, and free
relationship, and which takes on a mix of experiential, universal, and
mystical dynamics.
Grof further examined the literature and research on mystical
experiences to discover the similarities between mystical openings
following extreme suffering; and the pain, hopelessness, and despair of
"hitting bottom" for the alcoholic.

Through this integrative

perspective Grof came to believe that for many alcoholics a "deep
craving for transcendence is the unrecognized motive behind the need for
alcohol or drugs" (p. 14).

Yet under the influence of substances, the

experience of transcendence remains just a caricature, yet similar
enough to deceive the user.

Based on this hypothesis and his scientific

research, Grof believes that true elemental, vital, and immediate
experiences of the spiritual dimension, "mediated by the ego death", can
be a fundamental tool in sobriety.
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In an analysis of the Twelve Steps of A.A. and the concept of
dependence on a higher power Grof traces a clear, practical,
developmental path to this possibility.

As he states (Fall, 1987):

As fellowships offering free and highly successful
therapeutic help to millions of members all over the
world, Alcoholics Anonymous and related programs
compare more than favorably with the most sophisticated
and highly priced services of trained professionals.
As communities giving spiritual support and guidance,
they succeeded for more than half a century in
avoiding the pitfalls and scandals that have destroyed
many religious groups and damaged the reputation of
others, including the Christian church, (p. 5)
Inspired by Grof’s work other therapists and educators (Carroll,
1987; Small, 1982; Sparks, 1987) have written about their experience
with spiritually-oriented treatment for substance abusers.

They have

gone beyond what psychology has made the primary unit of treatment—the
personality, to acknowledge and treat the "psyche"—the soul or spirit.
Yet they have not negated the wisdom and practical approaches offered
through medical or psycho-social models of treatment.

As stated by

Carroll(1987) transpersonal theorists view addiction as related to ego
and attachment and look to recovery as a process of becoming unattached
from willfulness and open to willingness.

For these contemporary

theorists and practitioners A.A. is regarded as the taproot of a new
paradigm, a collective human movement that provides conscious evolution.
Dr. Charles Whitfield, has been another leader in the substance
abuse treatment field through his synthesis of transpersonal and
spiritual psychology and its application to the recovery process for
alcoholics.

His writings have provided a bridge between Eastern and

Western psychologies and have explicated parallels between hierarchies
of human development and levels of consciousness.
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Alcoholism.

Whitfield views alcoholism as a caricature and

exaggeration of a variety of attachments and addictions.

He sees that

Western civilization emphasizes very specific "ways things should be",
such as relationships, possessions, or personalities.

These "shoulds"

and the control, preoccupations with being "right", and resultant
dissatisfaction induce various forms of suffering and dis-ease.

For

Whitfield, alcohol is a pathway towards relief from the stresses,
suffering, and dissatisfying attachments that arise in many areas of
one’s life.

As the use of alcohol advances into alcoholism alcohol

comes to serve as the "great masquerader".
ield recognizes that the specific etiology of alcoholism is
still unknown, yet clearly can be seen as multifactorial.

Some of these

factors are: parental history of problem drinking; personal history of
heavy drinking; enabling the heavy drinker through denial, avoidance,
and/or lack of training in diagnosis among professionals; biological
phenomena; ethnic background; socio-economic factors; lack of meaning or
spirituality; and unsolved inner conflicts.
alcoholism as a three-fold illness:

Whiftfeld describes

physical, mental, and spiritual—a

disease of the soul, a disease of the whole person.
The Alcoholic.

Seeing alcoholism as multifactorial opens the door

of alcoholism to people from a range of backgrounds, ages, sex, and
ethnicity.

In searching statistics Whitfield found that 15 million

alcohol and chemical dependent people, and conservatively an additional
45 million family members or concerned others—one third of our
population—are preoccupied with alcohol or drug problems.

Only ten
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percent or less of these individuals attend self-help groups or the
Twelve Step fellowships of A.A., A1 Anon, etc.
Whitfield views alcoholics as so discouraged with their lives that
they have lost all meaning and values.
They have lost their spirit for life, they have lost their
Self.
Many are either agnostic or atheistic. Their higher
power has become alcohol, other drugs, and their ego. Thus
for them to surrender to anything is difficult, and to
surrender to a Higher Power or a God is even more difficult
it not seemingly impossible, (p. 19)
A significant aspect of the discouragement and lack of meaning can be
connected to the Western view of God.

The popular and orthodox belief

is that God and man are separated in this life.
heaven or hell is earned.

That an afterlife of

That the other-worldly God is rigid, just,

punitive, or merciful to the "less-than" humans who follow particular
standards and religious rites.

Though this view may be simplistic and

incomplete, it is one which Whitfield found was ascribed to—and
rejected—by most alcoholics in his therapy and research.
Recovery.
illness.

Whitfield believes alcoholism to be a highly treatable

While stopping drinking is the most crucial step, he believes

that much, if not most, of the alcoholic lifestyle, thinking, and
feeling, continues during abstinence and maintains a chronic distress
and discomfort.

Whitfield notes that "spontaneous recovery" ranges from

five to eight percent, those motivated for treatment recover from 40 to
50 percent, and those who maintain an ongoing treatment plan have
chances of 70 percent recovery.

Treatment that involves in-sight

oriented or in-depth psychotherapy in early recovery (first one to three
years) proves to be contraindicated.

For Whitfield, recovery proceeds

in the order of: physical, mental, and spiritual and he believes the
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most effective and holistic treatment possible is through the Twelve
Steps of A.A. or ongoing, long term group therapy.

Other approaches to

recovery may involve diet and lifestyle changes, stress management,
antabuse, recognition of the grief reaction that occurs on stopping
drinking, exercise, and principles and practices of spirituality.
Whitfield presents an exceptionally convincing picture of the advantages
of all these approaches, particularly in showing the parallels between
recovery through the A.A.
of consciousness, and

program, Maslow's hierarchy of needs, levels

'stress management" based on spiritual practices.

Most intriguing in Whitfield's parallels are the similarities between
the alcoholic self/recovering self and the lower/higher self as seen
from a consciousness perspective.
levels of consciousness are:

Moving from top to bottom, these

(1) physical survival;

(2) passions,

including sexuality and emotions; and (3) power, represented by the mind
and ego.

These expressions of the lower self represent those distorted

aspects of the active alcoholic.
"higher self" is:

The bridge between the lower and

(4) acceptance, as represented by the heart and as

extended to others and to all of the self.
are:

Levels of the higher self

(5) understanding, through natural knowing or intuition;

(6)

compassion and love; and (7) unity consciousness or being at one.
Whitfield integrates Eastern and Western philosophies and religions to
find these commonalities and shows how recovery through A.A. moves the
alcoholic through these levels.

He demonstrates movement in recovery

through incorporating a variety of tools:

living in the here and now,

accepting what is and letting be, detachment,
humor and laughter, meditating,

imaging and observing,

prayer, exercising, accepting paradox,
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suspending beliefs, using intuition and imagination,
positively,

thinking

forgiveness, honest communication, risking,

humility, ventilating, accepting one's "shadow",
helping others, and practicing all the above.

patience,

being responsible,

Whitfield sees these

tools as explicit foundations of the A.A. program of recovery, a path
that leads to self-realization, wholeness, healing and enlightenment.
Surrender.
and control.

For Whitfield a major block to recovery is grandiosity

The alcoholic, in the face of gradual deterioration, will

attempt increased control and control him/herself into an emptiness of
self

an existential dilemma.

From a consciousness or enlightened

perspective control is likened to attachment, believed to be the basis
of suffering.

The way through this dilemma is through surrender. In

this context,

surrender does not mean to give up, or lie down to lose

the battle, but rather means that the individual wins the struggle of
trying to control and thus releases him/herself from the resultant and
unnecessary suffering.
Seen from the levels of consciousness presented above, Whitfield
believes that surrender cannot occur in the lower levels, or lower
self.

Surrender comes when the alcoholic's ego defenses are so confused

and frustrated that the person "hits bottom", and out of hopelessness
and despair lets go of those defenses.

As Whitfield describes:

The defenses are rendered completely powerless by the
force of circumstance or reality.
When the person
surrenders, he or she can immediately transcend to the
highest heart level, which is Acceptance.
Such a change
may last for from a few seconds to a lifetime.
Nonetheless,
it opens the channel of consciousness to our Self, our
Spirit,

(p. 47)
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In an inspiring historical description of spiritual consciousness
Whitfield comes to the conclusion that '’there is only one disease-being
separate.

And there is only one cure—unity" (p.

150).

He credits

physical, mental, and spiritual recovery through the A.A. program as a
clear path to full consciousness.

In his conclusion Whitfield states:

The whole spiritual person uses everything that comes
as a teaching and as a learning experience, and thus
goes through a lifelong series of transformations and
personal growth.
The person is not only fully awake,
but fully conscious of everything that is happening,
both outside and inside him or herself.
And at the
same time he or she is no "better" than the person
who is not so aware, only more conscious of life. (p. 150)

Summary

A myriad of psychologies,

theories, and models have attempted to

explain and describe alcoholism and recovery.

The more traditional

medical and psychological models have invested exorbitant amounts of
resources into research on the alcoholic.

Yet the focus of these models

has been bounded by what appears to be impossible expectations of
depicting specific causes and deterrents for alcohol addiction.

A

growing collective of practitioners and researchers have acknowledged
the limits of traditional theories.

It appears that these realizations

are linked to an increasing receptiveness to incorporating Alcoholics
Anonymous in treatment for the alcoholic and education for the
clinician.

An awareness that is being voiced by more contemporary

models of alcoholism is the need to move out of concentration on parts
of alcoholism to viewing the whole—a whole that is larger than even the
most comprehensive and elaborate picture of alcoholism.
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The theories presented in this chapter were chosen in hopes of
encompassing the widest range of perspectives.

And yet the mystery of

alcoholism and recovery still prevails for each model and theorist
described.

This author believes this mystery most likely will endure

and continue to challenge researchers and practitioners to move beyond
their boundaries into realms of wisdom yet to be discovered.
The chapters which follow in this study will present very personal
forms of wisdom from the hearts of men and women who have grown through
their personal boundaries for more than a decade of recovery.

Their

subjective and phenomenological perspectives may ground and enrich the
abstract descriptions presented on the previous pages.
As previously noted, recovery has not been explored in depth for
those with more than 7 years of sobriety.

This study, using the focus

of the experience of recovery and surrender, involves extensive
interviews and communication with adults from 10 to 25 years of
recovery.

They range in age from 39 to 62 years old.

was a "problem" anywhere from five to 40 years.

For them alcohol

The subjects

interviewed range in education from 11th grade to masters and advanced
study degrees.

Today these individuals are teachers, writers,

therapists, adminstrators, directors of treatment center departments,
post office workers,

detox counselors, or retired professionals filling

their days with volunteer work.

As their intimate experiences are

shared it is hoped that the reader will explore his/her own personal
perspectives and interpretations in response to real life stories of a
phenomenon of transformation.

CHAPTER

III

STORIES OF TRANSFORMATION

Annette's Story

Annette is 56, and has been active in A.A. for 25 years.

She was

interviewed in the quaint, homey cottage she comes to each year to visit
family, friends and to receive her anniversary cake from the group she
founded in her tenth year of recovery.

At the time of the interview

Annette was laid up with painful neuropathy, a condition which was
aggravated during her plane trip to the East.

For all the pain she was

in, and had been throughout her five week visit, her serenity, gratitude
and humor remained constant throughout the lengthy interview.
Annette attends several meetings each week, has "home groups" in
Western, Mid-western and Eastern cities, sponsors a number of newer A.A.
members, makes herself available for calls from those needing to talk,
and is frequently asked to speak at meetings.

For 32 years of my life all I knew was despair and insecurity.

I

lived my life—if you can call it a life—as a masquerade, always
pretending that I and everything I did was together, clean, orderly and
due everyone's approval. Ever since I was a child.

The first time I

truly considered getting help I made a call to the AA line and spoke
with a man named Doc.

He suggested strongly that I not drink, and I

wanted to keep that because I told him I wouldn't, and that I would go
to a meeting that night.

And then, my husband came home and mixed a

drink for me and I didn't know how not to take that.

Like he did that
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for me, and if I don't take it that wouldn't be right.
how not to.

I didn't know how to say:

I didn't know

"I can't drink that."

drink that and it was my first real conflict.

I felt that I had told

Doc I wouldn't yet I couldn't tell my husband I won't.
story of my life,

So I did

I always was in a kind of a bind.

And that was the

When I had to take

that drink from my husband I hated the feeling of being controlled and
that was probably the thing that I hated about alcohol.
controlled me.
knew that,

I knew that it

And now I know that not only did it control me but I

in a sense, he controlled me.

And I think that was my first

realization that I was being controlled by a person.

And yet in a very

real way I wanted to be controlled—my insecurity had always been so
strong and being controlled would help me not feel that total
insecurity.

I had never felt secure.

That's the thing that I never had

before I drank, while I drank, when I was first sober.
security in my life ever.

There was no

And even when people spoke of God,

in fact

that's maybe where it first started, because God seemed so irresponsible
and undependable.

There was absolutely no kind of security in my life,

in any area of it.
Back then I was somebody who was trying to be what somebody else
wanted me to be—a different dress style and different ways of acting so
I could fit into the very social world that my husband was in.

He was

very successful in the airlines and I was determined to play all the
roles the right way and do it all on my own.

I was going to be the

perfect mother, and housewife, and work, too.

I was never going to be

stereotyped or blamed, never would anyone say about me that women get
married to get a soft deal,

they get taken care of.

say that she lays around letting him support her.
either.

Nobody could ever
And I never did,

I always worked and I always turned it all into the house.

Even to the point when with the divorce,
have anything set aside.
take care of me.
pride in that.

Because that proved that he did not, in fact,

Nobody ever took care of me.

You know, I took great

Self-supporting by my own contribution.

I felt a great deal about stigma.
weren't clean.

though it was stupid, I didn't

I had seen all that.

For example, I knew drunks
So no matter how I had acted, what
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had gone on,
changed,
else.

I took three baths, at the very least a day, and clothes

taking the pills to polish floors all night and everything

Everything was clean, everything looked orderly, everything was

immaculate.

I disintegrated and fell apart inside, but I was clean-

proof that alcohol was not a problem.

In AA when recovering women

talked about getting sick on themselves, I wanted to scream.

And their

honesty really bothered me and then I remember somebody saying:

If

you re a woman and you drink you know what it’s like to lay around in a
dirty housecoat.

Maybe you did, but I didn’t!

alseep on a clean bathroom floor,

However I'd fallen

I had broken scotch glasses in the

bathtub—while I was dirt clean.
I objected alot to being grouped, that really, really bothered me.
And I wanted to tell you my whole story and I wanted you to know where I
was coming from for your sympathy and understanding.

And I wanted to

tell you about my parents and about the difficulties at home, yet
feeling very disloyal anytime I did tell anything about my background.
I felt like that was wrong to do, but I wanted to tell you because that
was defending the fact that I became an alcoholic.
look at how I grew up!

Could you blame me,

But I had always blamed that way.

out of self-will, or for some motive for self-satisfaction,
attempt to turn into a virtue.

Things I did
I would

It’s like when I quit school, I said I

quit school to help my parents, and admittedly they were in need of help-making it easy to deny my own motives.

However, I quit school so I

could drink in Schwartz's after hours with Jerry and Frank.
going on 23.
that way.

And be 16

But I always would twist the truth, and believe it to be

When I told a lie, I made it come true, no matter what it

was.
I was extremely shy,
by anybody.

I felt very, very awkward, easily embarrassed

I felt so stupid.

Still wanted somebody to pay attention

to me, but didn't know how to cope with any attention.
know how to be at all.

I really didn't

Even in AA I didn't want to be one of those "all

AA people" and I'd ride to meetings and I wanted to talk about anything
except drinking.

I can remember going to parties and pretending that

I'd had a few drinks and just didn't want any more.

Still wanted the
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approval and wanted to belong and wanted to be a part of things.
AA I resisted—I didn't want to be labeled.

But in

I felt that AA labeled me.

And I felt that I had been hurt, and I felt that I didn't have a
background that had helped me and that I ended looking like a bad guy—
totally.

The net result was that now I'm a bad me.

I'm an alcoholic,

and everybody else is going to their pretty, old churches, and I felt
degraded.

I wanted to go on what looked to me a nicer path.

And it

took me quite awhile to dissasociate from that kind of connection.
You know,

that first meeting, that first night I knew I never had

to drink again

one day at a time.

If I didn't want to,

to, and even if I wanted to I did not have to.
power!

I didn't have

Alcohol had lost its

If I would avail myself of a higher power is the way I

interpreted it,
great need.

so I did.

I didn't have any background of faith, it was that need.

Who I am today,
individual,

I couldn't say I had great faith, no, I had

I guess,

is the way I feel and I feel that I am an

I truly don't feel as though I need to group myself or

categorize myself to myself or anyone else really.

As far as the social

structure I don't have any strong affiliations with anyone—as far as to
gain my identity from.

I do feel free and I feel that freedom has been

acquired to the extent that I've allowed my self to yield it to God,
truly, and that that has been my freedom and my liberating force.

And

so far as I avail myself of that, and anything less than that has never
seemed to hold me, keep me.

And that's not to deny that I'm not

affected by other people, very often even.

I still have sensitivity to

people and their view of me, and my view of them, I suppose, but
particularly their view of me.

So I need to keep referring back to that

position that I believe I have in God that renews in my mind the fact
that I am free.
I think in the past few years the change that I've felt the
strongest probably is being open to viewing things and people as they
really,

truly are—being open to acceptance.

really,

truly am.

And myself, too, as I

I see myself and other people as in process, and

being content with that and sometimes being able to say, kinda of
outloud to myself,

I can really see mine and other people s potential
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that will be brought about through the process of living.
much more comfortable with other people and with myself.

It makes me
In the very

now.
Today what is most satisfying probably is the knowledge of the fact
that I don t have to be the faithful,
my higher power goes.
that.

perfect person as far as God and

That God is faithful to me, and that I know

And that I will be brought along in the way and the light.

that satisfying feeling now and in my life, too,

is the people that I

know, without any doubt, that God works through to meet my needs.
they are met.

And

And

Every need is met and I'm so sure within myself that as

long as I don t designate

through who or in what season or any given

moment—God will work very well.

So that it is a total trust in that

sense that the right card, the right letter, the right book, the right
person will always touch me and always feed me.

And that the path that

God works through people that way, as long as
I don't designate, gives me an even greater freedom because it stopped
me from being the demanding person I was.

Even if I never told the

other person I was mentally demanding to meet my crying need.
don't need to do that anymore.

And I

My crying need or my simple needs will

always be met.
I think what's caused me the most pain is the capacity to love
within me,

and I haven't been given what I presume, is the gift of the

person that it can be expressed to.
for that gift.

I don't know.

Or who can be sure enough to care

I sometimes feel like the artist with the

paint brush and the easel and no paints.
beautiful dancer with no legs.

The person who knows they're a

It's been painful emotionally, and I

really think it's been as painful as the legless person who wants to
dance,

or skate or ski.

But I know that now and have so much richness

and fulfillment in my life.

I've been given many, many, many moments of

being a part of bits and pieces of expressions of love that I've been
allowed to share.

That helps me.

Today I am secure.
It's wonderful.

Now I feel secure within.

Free and secure.
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Eddy’s Story

Since the age of 39 Eddy's been active in A.A. for 14 years.

Today

he attends three meetings a week, belongs to a group and "speaks a
little .

He talks of going to A.A. today to identify and listen and

emphasizes how he needs to be reminded over and over who he really is.
The interview was conducted in his office and the interviewer left
not only feeling closer to Eddy but wonderfully educated about the
nature of alcoholism as represented in the Big Book of A.A.

I was a real stoic in some sense.

Being an alcoholic helped me a

great deal to develop a philosophy of stoicism, to protect my infantile
notions of myself and to protect my immature emotional development.
Sometimes it can help me today, but mostly it was negative.
about what not to do, not what to do.

It was

A.A. and that philosophy that I

developed clashed because A.A.'s a program of becoming more vulnerable
and more useful and more, more, more, more, more, more.
book says, you know, "rebellion dogs our every step".

And like the
And so it's not

uncommon to watch a drunk spend ten, fifteen years getting his defenses
batted down, and then spending his days rationalizing about why he does
what he does.

That was me.

I'm introverted by nature.

world has always seemed to be kind of hostile to me.

The external

I used a number of

ways of keeping the world at bay—cigars and bravado, sarcasm and
swearing and dressing with holes in the seat of my ass.
they're maniacs deep down inside.

Cause I thought

Before I would live intellectually,

through the mind and kind of be in inertia.

Protect myself, see?

angry, funny and not using my capabilities.

Blasphemous and

I was

frustrated.
And then I ended up in A.A. at 39 years old.
I was numb.

Much of it was avoidance.

And much of the time

I probably stayed sober for at

least three and half, maybe four years on fear.

I was afraid to drink.
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So anything that for instance worked better than anything else, I began
to do.

So that it was the worst of all worses.

Other things though

they may be worse, I would still choose those over if they gave me any
kind of relief.
cloud".

And that I think is what happened.

I never had a "pink

I never had any great insight.

Even though I had lived all those years in my mind, by my mind—and
booze

I couldn t trust my own mind in the beginning.

And I knew that.

Now what do you trust if you can't trust your own mind?
immature emotionally.

Men are

And what I trusted then was I've always had a

pretty good instinct for people.

I've had this gift—God doesn't deny

everyone everything—you've got a number of gifts.

Sometimes if your

favorite one doesn't work you can fall back upon another one.
fall upon ones you don't have.

You can't

Alot of drunks would like to do that but

unhappily they're not going to get it.

They're all gonna become brain

surgeons, as soon as they go to community college for a few weeks.
I've always had that instinct.

People generally like me.

always been able to warm to them.

So

And I've

And so what it was was the people in

Alcoholics Anonymous who tided me through when I couldn't trust my own
instincts, when I couldn't trust my own judgments and when my emotions
were too bottled up to do anything.
gravitated to.
come into play.

So it was other people whom I

And I just did the leg work until other things began to
So I would trust little Jerry, he was in Athol, Bill

was an electrician, Two Bits was an old drunk, sober nine months longer
than me.

Funny thing was in that group in Athol there were 13 of us and

nine of us are still sober.
steps, we didn't do nothing.

That's all there were.
We didn't know nothing.

We didn't do any
But somehow we

had a kinship with one another.
And then something happened.

I think the first time it happened

when I was about eight months sober and I wouldn't believe in God.

And

because I was an atheist for twenty years— it was a matter of
principle.

My kid brother said to me, cause he was in A.A. at the same

time, and he said to me, "What's keeping you sober, Foggy?"
AA was.
said no.

I told him

And he said, "You still don't believe in God, do you?"
All he says is, "You're an asshole."

And I

And we had a fight and I
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left.

And I was driving from Peabody where I used to live, back to New

Salem where I lived then.
knew^that I’d get drunk.

This is in 1973.

It was either God or I was gonna get drunk.

That’s why I had to say prayers.
to in the worst way.
drunk.

And I started crying and I

I had to ask for help.

But I knew I’d get drunk.

I didn’t want

I didn’t want to get

So it was a matter of picking between two bads.

Either, for

instance I get drunk or I ask God for help, which I didn’t believe in.
So my first prayers were, alright you son of a bitch, keep me sober.
Cause I was so—I didn't know I was that mad at God.
written God off.

I thought I had

And so when the book talks about over 50% of our

fellowship are atheists or agnostics, you know, it really shows how
angry an alcoholic is with life, with his lot, with himself, with the
universe and with God.

And that’s a monstrous, monstrous ego.

That one

who can think he can judge this world, as one insignificant human being
who is 39 years old.

That’s the height of inflation.

human being like that even survive is amazing.

And to have a

So if these things did

not happen to me

and I can take no credit for them.

My brother knew me

so he said this.

I don’t think he realized the impact of it.

And that

has happened to me several times since I came to A.A.
The second time is probably about the steps.
know.

I’d come off a dry bender.

same as I went on wet ones.

I simply didn't

I used to go on dry benders, much the

It was like a biological path, I couldn't

help it.

And I was probably sober maybe a year and a half.

sponsor.

Even always asking God for help I had no direction.

clueless.

I was living not to do something.

satisfaction of not drinking was wearing off.
petrified to live.

I didn't know what to do .

I had no
I was

I was being fried.

The

I was too frightened and
I wanted a sure fire

guarantee that if I tried something that I either wouldn’t get drunk or
I'd like it.

And I didn't know that at the time.

bender one night and I came in the house.
and I'd play cards.

I'd play poker.

the track and smoke cigars.

I used to go down to Peabody

I'd drink coca-cola.

Twenty-five cigars a day.

four days and come back sick, broke and disgusted.
drunk.

So I come off a dry

Same as I did when I was drunk.

I'd go to

I'd go three or

'Cept I wouldn't get

So I come in the house one
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night about two o'clock a.m. and my wife is laying on the couch and
she's drinking a couple glasses of sherry and she looks at me.
"Hi, how are ya?"
you ever were.

And she says, "You bastard.

You're no different than

All you do is you don't drink."

look what I'm doing for you."

I says,

I says, "You bitch,

So I end up going to bed, and all night

long I m thinking and laying in bed tossing and I can't sleep at all.
Cause I thought I got sober for me.
sober for my family.
for.

I found out that I probably got

Which is not the world’s worst thing to get sober

At least I got a little bit, I got a little hope with that.

So

I'm laying in bed, I'm thinking to myself, well, fuck A.A., why should I
go to AA anymore?

I've had enough of this shit.

I'm okay, you know.

I 11 get the hell out of here and I'll go up on a mountain and I'll
build a house and I'll stay in there and be a hermit.
It's too hard anyway.

I've had enough.

And then I remembered I'd given my word that I'd

go on a commitment the next day to New Hampshire.

So I was going to

speak.
The next day I got in the car and went up there and met a lady.
I'd maybe seen her twice.
time, Mary.

And it happened to be Red's girlfriend at the

And I got up, told my story.

story simply because it was so raw.

And I told that part of my

So we come out of the hall and Mary

looks at me and she says, "How'd you like to go to another meeting
tonight?"

"What the hell do you think?

you think I'm insane?"
idea why I said yes.

"Do you want to go or don't ya?"
I just said yes.

contact me and it happened to be Red.
up in Greenfield.

Two meetings in one day.

And I have no

She said that somebody would
And he took me to a Step meeting

That was the introduction to the path of recovery.

didn't have a sponsor—I didn't need a sponsor to get sober.
need a sponsor to take me to meetings.
to give me direction.
alcoholism.
Sunday.

Do

I

I didn't

I really didn't need a sponsor

I needed some kind of a path to recover from

And so I went to Step meetings about seven years every

Like what Tommy says, and Red used to say, "First you read the

steps, then you learn about the steps, then you learn about the
principles, and then you practice the principles, and then the
principles practice you.
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Now today if you asked me who I was I'd tell ya, I'm a garden
variety drunk, middle-aged and I don't sublimate as much as I used to.
I d say I m useful.

I am happy most of the time, I seem to be with it

most of the time, I seem to have gained an ability to be able to respond
and turn-on, turn-off.

I don't carry the past with me a great deal,

even the present past.

I'm not as guilt ridden.

with the past.

I think I've settled

I think I've made my amends, errors made in my youth.

When I sobered up I realized that I had caused alot of damage to people
and that it was not their fault.

I knew that I owed and that there was

no way for me to be narcissistic and stupid and evade my
responsibilities so that I could just skate off into the sunset.
to take care of the affairs that I could.

I wasn't unhappy about it.

I'm probably more emotional now than I have ever been.

Yet at the

same time it's more tied to my brain—my thinking processes.
realistic, I'm probably more fun.
die.

I'm more

I can let people be, even if they

I can get involved and not lose myself in stuff so that it kills

me most of the time.

When I get in trouble I usually, I would say in

less than a month, I'll see what my part is.
week I can see my part.
was.

I had

Sometimes even less than a

I'm still not very goal oriented.

Any quarrels I have today are mostly with God.

I never

You know I'm the

adult child of an alcoholic and in some cases, even though I don't
sublimate as much I have to sublimate in some way.
gooder.

So I am a kind of do-

I have a jaundiced eye to what goes on, but not what can be.

Which is why I don't mind helping drunks.

But I am very realistic about

their chances knowing at the same time that the outcome is up to God.
talk with my kids.

I can be beat.

I can let them make mistakes, same

as I've learned that by helping drunks.

I've gained an ability to

pretty much live in the present, much of the time.

Sometimes that's a

detriment because much of the world lives in the future.
fights anymore about things that are none of my business.
systemic fights.

I

I don't pick
I don't pick

I'm a detox counselor—I don't run the detox.

See,

even if I think that the division of alcoholism is clueless, most of the
time it doesn't phase me at all.
soldier.

I like action.

I like living in the M.A.S.H. unit.

I m a front line

no

I don't know if I've learned to withdraw all the projections but
I've learned to mind my own business.

And by that I don't mean just to

take care of myself or just indulge myself.

A lot of it is based on

what I can do, not what I, sometimes not even what I ought to do.
Sometimes I'm a coward in those areas.

All I see is this huge instincts

going back and forth and back and forth, which I can sometimes call
God's will.

It's like an energy force which is sometimes self¬

corrective.

And as a human being, when I'm caught in it, I hope my

instincts are the same.

And one time they weren't.

They would not

correct themselves, which is why I ended up in Alcoholics Anonymous.

By

spending many years learning and practicing the principles of the twelve
steps I think I've become more conscious.

Which I believe is what the

hell is suppose to happen with a human being.
suppose to be fucking clueless forever.

You know you're not

And as you get older you ought

to be, at least have the ability to tune in to what's really going on.
I m a fortunate man in that I've been granted a second chance.
the longer I stay recovering the more fortunate I see I am.
see what happens to alcoholics who continue to drink.
have no shot, they have no shot at understanding.
understand is the right word.

And

Because I

And that they

I don't even know if

They just got no shot.

You know the

initial high, that wondrous feeling, that being in tune with the
universe and things of that nature.

You know you can chase it forever

and you can't have it—in any kind of addictive process it can't be.
And I'm glad to be out from underneath that.

And yet at the same time

if you'd asked me that years ago, I would have told you you were nuts.
Why should I waste my time spending years not doing something and
thinking I was virtuous because I didn't do this thing that was killing
me?

I don't think I'm quite as nuts as I used to be.
There's really nothing perplexing about recovery anymore.

it works.

I know it can happen.

I know

And even though I'm kind of a

jaundiced bird, I've seen miracles, for instance for people that should
be long dead.
to watch.
at all.

Some of my friends.

So I know there's a God.

And that personal contact is awesome
And none of it is surprising to me—
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Jude’s Story

Jude just celebrated her tenth anniversary of sobriety in A.A.
Single, at 39 years old, she currently attends many meetings each week
of several Twelve Steps Fellowships.

She speaks of A.A. as the

foundation of her recovery and the other fellowships she participates in
today.

The interview was conducted in her home after she had just

awakened from a nap she took because of stomach pain.

Throughout the

interview Jude was extremely succinct and direct in her responses.

At

the end of our time together Jude commented that her stomach pain had
passed, and that she felt that alot had been stirred awake inside of
her.

I was brought up in a working class town—very ethnic, Irish,
Catholic, Jewish town, real blue collar with a pretty heavy Mafia
influence.

But my family lived in one of the nicer sections where image

and money meant everything.

My family could not see beyond that at all—

those were the only goals they could envision conquering.

My parents

and brothers knew absolutely nothing about real love, or physical touch
or comfort or caring.

The only way they could express love was through

money and gifts and through their repeated expectation that I had to
live up to the image.

And over and over I just kept failing with that.

But I knew I couldn't fail with food and alcohol and pills.
In my teens eating could make life feel like it was worth living.
And it could protect me from the awful, awful pain of my father's abuse
and my failures.

And then my mother died and I just could never deal

with all of what that meant for me.
then.

I really started using alcohol

And if drinking wasn't enough protection, I had been able to put

on a very good costume, an excellent facade that I had it all together,
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that I was invulnerable, that I had no needs for any of that love
stuff.
I really thought I needed to have people think that I was
attractive and smart and funny and witty.

I think even more than that I

thought I needed people to see that I had everything under control and
that I really didn't have many needs and that I really wasn't hurting.
And that I was kind of tough.

I was incredibly tough, incrediby loud,

would not allow an intimate, soft feeling to come into being, my being,
at any level.

I was so afraid of what was underneath all of that—the

enormous pain

that I was really spending all my time denying.

terrified of my feelings, the pain from my childhood.
terror of being with me.

I was

My terror—my

You would have observed a very hurt, very well

defended person.
In my late twenties I went into therapy.
adequate, she wasn't that good.

My therapist was

But what it gave me was a place to go

once a week where someone listened to me.

And I think that I really

believed I had to pay someone to listen to me at a deep level.

But I

kept drinking.
Then about ten years ago my drinking got to a point where I was
very publicly humiliated in the city where I lived, which is where I
still live.

And when I was bottoming out alot of ... I mean I got

into an accident, my relationship was terrible, I tried to kill myself.
And I think what finally did it for me was waking up in a dinghy motel
room and just realizing there was a small part of me that did want to
live.

And I guess I got a little bit of willingness then to try AA.
My therapist was the one who got me into AA, who referred me, and

that's why I went.
to AA.

And going to therapy was also reinforcing my going

I didn't go to that many AA meetings my first year, maybe one a

week, one every two weeks.
to offer me.

I really couldn't see that it had too much

I would look at people and think that they were assholes.

They way they looked, how they talked, finding alot of attractions for
people and acting out around them and then seeing kind of .

.

.

. I m a

lesbian and there weren't many lesbians in AA around here and when my
past history seemed to come into AA it was uncomfortable for me.

I had
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a difficult time with all the men.

It was interesting,

I relied on them

more than the women because I was scared of the women but yet I still
knew the amount of sexism, and it was also in AA.
difficult,

it still is.

The sexism was always

I mean I would say it really wasn't for me but

then I really didn't have any sense of a me anyway.
I never allowed myself to be with myself.
had to have a TV on.

Even if I was alone I

I couldn't meditate and I could barely pray.

my sense of self was really always in relation to externals.
TV,

So

Such as

radio, movies, exercise, friends, meetings, activities, eating,

looking for sex—alot.

I really can't say I had a sense of myself other

than maybe in therapy one day a week, one hour a week.

There was maybe

in a therapy session a minute or two where some kind of awareness sunk
in.

And I guess I had an awareness that my therapist felt some sort

love for me.

of

But it was very minute.

In meetings I would hear about surrender—having no idea what
surrender meant.
my guard down.

None.

Surrender meant being weak.

It meant letting

Meant someone else will have power over me.

was dangerous and only weak people would do it.

Surrender

My definition of

surrender back then would probably be people who are too weak or stupid
to live life on their own and they'd surrender to outside forces to take
care of them.
weak.

I_ couldn't be weak.

Surrender was just anathema.

There was ruD way I was going to be
I wasn't going to do it.

surrender to the fact that I couldn't drink.
about it.

I could

That I knew, but that was

And I think probably in the back of my head I knew that

probably I would be able to drink at some point.

I have a very strong

sense of my having an enormously thick wall around me that all those
kinds of new concepts were just bouncing off.

And there was no way that

the word surrender would penetrate into my being.
was the most resistant part.
superior to.

I think my intellect

There were some people in AA that I felt

Some of the concepts AA espoused, and still espouses,

seemed to me to be appropriate sometimes but not all the time.
And then the second year I was in a relationship and it ended.
knew that,

I felt like I was going to die.

I

I remember the night it was

going to end I popped, and it was almost a year to the day of my first
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anniversary,
so great.

I popped a sleeping pill because I knew that the pain was

And the next day I just knew that the only thing that was

going to get me through it was AA.

I felt so devastated.

One thing I

knew consciously was that I wasn't going to get through it and I knew
that if I went to AA I’d feel better.

Even though I was in therapy at

the time I knew that that wasn't going to be enough.
It was hard,

I kept holding back.

I was absolutely terrified to

let people see me as I was and to see my pain.
alot,

I d move.

I'd talk alot, I joked

I was always in motion at meetings,

rocking or shaking my feet.

I was either

Really wanted to put—put alot of effort

into putting on a facade of really being okay when I couldn't even feel
how much I was dying inside.
together.

But going to AA meetings kept me

I saw AA as the only place to go on a daily basis that would

get me through the day.
keep going for life.

And it gave me some reason to keep going—to

And I always felt good.

And I guess I was on a

pink cloud but it was working for me.
I went to lots of meetings and the message I kept getting in AA
helped me finally know that I couldn't drink.
an option by that point.

I knew that that was not

I know I knew at that point if I would've

started drinking again that would be the end of it all.

I guess at some

level I didn't want my life to end although I didn't know how it was
going to turn out obviously.
life,

I knew that AA was a healing sour e in my

probably the most healing source I've ever had.

I knew that.

And

I knew that there were alot of things about me that needed changing.
was real scared of that,

I

but I knew that.

That feels like another lifetime.

Where I am today is so much

beyond my belief of who I could have ever been ten years ago that it's
not easy to describe.
been in my recovery.

I think I'm much more humble today than I've ever
And I think I'm much more aware of the incredible

gift of sobriety and what the repercussions of being sober are.

Today I

am a woman who has realized that the source of my power and joy and
aliveness is the total reliance on my spiritual growth.

I see myself as

someone who's able to inspire people and I have talents at helping
people.

I also feel that I'm not so much afraid of the world as I used
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to be.

I m beginning to realize, and this is recent,

world is pretty much my friend.
been.

really,

that the

I'm much more open than I've ever

And that means that I'm allowing whatever messages or

inspirations from the universe to come into me without judgment.
risk not living in a very structured modality.

And to

And it's kind of

scarey.
But I know for one thing the obvious thing—I can't drink.
I have to love myself whether I want to or not.

Ever.

I can't run the risk of

an indifferent attitude for a long period of time or I'll fall into a
very dangerous place in my life.

And slowly over ten years not only

have I not drunk, but I've had to challenge myself at the deepest levels
of my being in order to not only be sober in life but to feel joy,
power and be helpful.
showed me that life,

AA is the taproot of that for me.

It really

to coin a cliche, can be worth living.

nothing, nothing, NOTHING ever, EVER showed me that before.
was drunk.

love,

And
Unless I
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John’s Story

At age 53 John has been in A.A. for 10 years.

He has been

extremely active in A.A. service work from the beginning of recovery and
his experience and commitment recently worked in his behalf in securing
a position as Director of an Employees Assistance Program for a federal
agency.

Despite the fact that he had less higher education than all

other applicants, his knowledge and approach with alcoholism, and the
fullness of self that he brings to his work with others obviously made
him the best choice.
The interview was given in his comfortable city apartment.

I was 43 and was drinking for 27 years, just like my father, my
brother, everyone I knew.

And things were bad.

I was a guy totally ill

at ease and very cynical—and I didn’t look good, either.
too much regard at all for myself.

Didn’t have

I thought people that had to take

help from other people there was something wrong with them.

And then

one day I had a talk with Pete, this man was an administrator of the
hospital,

and he says, "Jack, it looks like we’ve got a problem here."

I told him,

"No, we don’t got the problem,

I've got the problem and it’s

the booze and I can’t do anything about it."
functioning,
functioning.

but that I knew.

My mind wasn't

But I didn't know my mind wasn't

I had no attitude geared towards real help.

in a decision-making type of thing,

I was still

that I would call the shots.

I couldn't stop but I thought I was still in charge.

I knew

When I walked into

detox I remember having the feeling, how low can I go?

I felt like I d

done the most negative thing I'd ever done in my life.

I know that

feeling was really strong that

I had to ask for help with a problem that

I should've been able to take care of.
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On about the fourth day I was in detox, I heard Father D. talk and
it was just like me and him were in the room and there were thirty other
people in there.
honesty.

And the only thing he talked about that afternoon was

And he says if a person could be honest with themselves on a

daily basis they could stay sober.
be honest with myself.

And that’s what I was trying to be,

And I didn’t know how to be honest with myself.

I didn't know what was truth, what was lies.

I didn't know what was my

feelings or was I getting caught up in a room full of nonsense.
no way of knowing.

I had

I was in a real dilemma whether this was a disease

or just that you didn't have any backbone.

I was in a total unknown.

My life was a paradox.
Then I started going to AA meetings.
people said "Keep coming",

All I knew was that when

"One day at a time" and if I went to a

meeting I wouldn't drink that day.

I had that total belief.

to a meeting that day I wouldn't drink that day.

If I went

It was like my

talisman, my amulet or whatever you want to call it.

There was no God.

At that time my father was really sick and every time I'd go to a
meeting I'd go see him in the hospital or come home.
about the meeting.

And he had to know

So I had to go over that whole afternoon or that

whole night or that whole morning with him.
off from work because of bad legs.

And I had taken some time

So I'd go to three meetings a day.

I had to give him a play by play of each meeting.

And he wasn't

drinking, he didn't drink the last fifteen years of his life and he
never went to AA, but he had to know what went on.
damn if he ever heard anybody's name,
meant.

just what they said, what they

And I didn't know what they meant.

My father would ask me "What did they mean?"
mean, Father,

just said it."

said it for their own reason.

He didn't give a

I was almost like forced.
"I don't know what they

"Maybe they said it for a reason."

"They

I don't need to know their reason."

"Well, maybe it would help you."

"Well, maybe it would."

Some of the AA people I met I responded to, I responded to them
people instinctively and I knew I liked them and I knew they meant well
and I just,
God).

I couldn't look at the blue banner (But For The Grace of

I couldn't say the Our Father.

I was okay until they started
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talking about certain issues and there was just all confusion—total,
total confusion.

One minute I thought there was a chance, and the next

that it was useless.

I was thinking that I couldn't stop.

I had tried

so many other times.
I'd hear them say something about surrender and it seemed like so
much more to them than I could see.
it.

I'd hear it and think: can't do

Surrender to me meant only not drinking.

That I was an alcoholic I

knew that but I didn t think I could stop so that meant I couldn't
surrender.

That s all I knew then.

meant winning,

I couldn't believe that surrender

I thought that's one place that everybody that was in the

room has gone around the bend.

That maybe they brainwashed themselves

into believing that but there was no way, no way that it could ever
possibly be true.
totally,

In the beginning it was just alcohol connected

there was no God in it at all.

My first surrender happened without me even knowing it.
was a slow,
next.

I think it

slow thing and I don't know if it went from one day to the

I think the day that I totally surrendered was the first day that

I woke up without wanting a drink.

I had been praying for six months,

I'd been in the program for around nine months and I still don't know if
I fully believed there was a God.

It was still surrendering the idea to

my—the idea was surrendering to myself.
that I couldn't drink again.

That I just couldn't drink.

question of a God being involved in it.
God,

Really to the inevitable fact
It was no

I might have been praying to a

but I didn't believe in a God.
Today I don't have to struggle with drinking anymore.

that's a different thing.
life tremendously,
the world.

Surrender,

But today I'm a 53 year old man that enjoys

thoroughly enjoys people.

I'm pretty much at home in

I think the world is a great place to be in and I see people

as a means of getting closer to God.

I think I'm growing all the time.

Right now I think my perceptions towards the things in my life involving
every day living are changing.

The need for x amount of dollars to do

this, and x amount of dollars to do that,
better structure for that.
areas.

I see I need to come up with a

I say I need more education in certain

I'm taking a course in writing now, I don't know if I can
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communicate on a viable basis with the written word the same way I know
I can with the spoken word.

So I think things that have happened to me

so far are pointing me in the same direction all along, but it's showing
me I need different tools that I don’t have now.
I'm real different when it comes to relationships today—they're
pretty satisfying

especially with Mary.

That would be tops.

Mostly,

I

think the overall picture of my relationship with God has never been
stronger.

With Mary, it s the first viable relationship I've ever had

with another human being and those two things, especially the first,
allow me to get closer to other people in a more meaningful way than I
have in the past.

I've always touched alot of lives ever since I've

been sober but now I think I touch them in a little more concrete
fashion.

I don't see as much as some of them,

but I think when I do,

the meetings and the dialogue—they're a little more in depth, a little
more meaningful.
see them.

I see the need to make the time more useful when I do

They seem to be just as frivolous and dingy and full of

laughter but I think there's more meaning in the meetings, even though
I'm not looking to put the meaning there.
is—we both come away a little richer.
I value them.

We both come away—whoever it

I want these people in my life,

So I have to make room in my life for the things I need

to do but I don't think it has to be at the price of losing everyone
I've ever known or come across.

They're people that I respond to and

they respond to me, but I think there's a reason for them in my life and
I want them in my life.

So I have to find ways and means to do that,

and that shows me again the importance of them in my life.
To say there's anything lacking in my life it'd have to be alot of
practical ways of doing things that perhaps I could've learned in the
past.

A little bit more surrender in certain ways.

uncertain,

When I feel

I have a tendency I want to take charge and go ahead and do

something—anything.

So that I think I can get rid of this uncertainty

instead of sitting with it because I know that's what I am—uncertain.
And I'm lacking alot of patience, more with myself really than others.
Patience with God—he's not acting on cue.

That's about it though.

knowing certain practical things are probably more a regret.

I think

Not
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they will come, but I see the need for alot more patience in my life, of
not trying to fill what I see as a need when really all it is is that I
just want the discomfort gone, the uncertainty.
I m no different now than when I came into the program of recovery
in a real sense.

I’m a very insecure man with alot of fears and alot of

hangups and the only thing is I've been given some tools to work with, a
God that allows me to use these tools, and the ability to pray and a
certain way of meditating that seems to get me closer to this God.
me closer to my environment, get me closer to people.

And when I came

into the program, I didn't know it but that's what I wanted too.
didn't know it.

Get

I

I perhaps see the needs that I have more realistically

but I have no more ability to get them by myself now than I did then.
It's just that now I know it,

then I didn't.

Now I have more to work

with.
As far as recovery goes it's just going one day without a drink,
but now I have a better understanding of the Twelve Steps that AA gave
me.

The biggest thing that I have is I've been given a God.

I've found

a God and a God that I can work toward and that's really my main purpose
in life is walking closer to God, getting closer to God.
that I've learned in the program,

And everything

through the Steps of the program,

through the people I've met, everything, all of these things, all of
these people,

that's led me to that.

Not only led me to it but allowed

me to continue on doing it and really seeing it as a prime need in my
life—to get closer to God.
thing.

To know that by myself I can't do a damn

And I've got alot of voices inside of me telling me: "No, you

say that,
yourself.

but that's not true.
In fact,

There's alot of things you can do by

there's alot of things you have to do by yourself."

And I know that’s not valid.
times I act differently.

I feel that I almost own it but alot of

That's that total surrender—I don't have it.

Parts of me always take over.

But I know that's the direction to head

in and I pray for that and most of the time I seem to be heading that
way no matter.

I go on detours and I get sidetracked but sooner or

later I get back on the same path again.
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Bob's Story

At 62 Bob's been sober in A.A.

for over 20 years.

Since his second

attempt at sobriety Bob was involved in every level of service work
to positions which involved international policy making.

up

Today he

sponsors many newcomers and stays active in groups.
In his interview Bob emphasized that he tells his sponsees not to
do what he did his first decade of sobriety.

After being around A.A.

for 12 years, sober for nine, he became very depressed after the death
of his sponsor and "crashed" after two months of mourning.

Put on

medication and hospitalized, Bob came very close to drinking again.
A.A.

friends encouraged him to dispose of the anti-depressants, go to

substance abuse treatment, and make a commitment to the Steps of
Recovery—a commitment he had not made before.

Around third or fourth grade the nuns would say, "What do you want
to be when you grow up?"
going to become a priest.
said,

Course your first choice had to be you were
Anything else was not acceptable.

And if you

"Well, maybe I'd like to be a priest but I'm not sure", that was

acceptable and then you could be a fireman or a cowboy or something
else.

You had to be a priest first.

When I was asked I said I don't

know and the real feelings were I'm never going to amount to anything
anyway, what difference does it make?
old,

So even as a kid, nine, ten years

I never had any real belief that I would ever amount to anything.

There was no hope,

no self-worth,

no self-esteem.

The backbone of what

the family was all about was alcoholism and super, super religious
beliefs.

But there was no love there,

love was not expressed.

I cannot

ever remember being held by my mother or father let alone said I was
loved—the word love was not used.

My parents never argued in front of
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us.

My father if he had a few pops in him would start and my mother

could shut him up with just a look.
house.

She controlled everything in that

And she was very dictatorial.

my life.

I’ve seen her cry four times in

She had diarrhea alot.

So I just plodded through life.

I had opportunities to get an

education but I never believed that I would ever amount to anything.

I

come from alot of musical background, both sides of the family and I was
apparently very talented.

I loved to play the piano as a kid growing up

cause I didn’t have to talk to anybody—I could practice by the hour.
Obviously I had some talent but I would never play in front of anyone, I
would never play in a recital, much to the dismay of my teacher and my
parents.

But like I was punishing my parents, I knew I had something

and I wasn't going to give them any credit for it.
I got out of the navy in 1946 and had the G.I. Bill available to me
and this teacher of mine wanted me to go to conservatory.
excited about that.

And I agreed.

I was so

While applying for admission it was

discovered that I hadn't finished high school so he told me that I had
to go back and do one more year.

And panic took over because here I was

21 years old, I had to go back and compete with these teenage kids and I
knew I would flunk out and there’s no way I was going to put myself in
the position to have my parents say, "See, we told you you were stupid."
So I changed my mind abruptly.

And I would not explain to anybody why.

I was brought up in a family that lived by the rules of what the
neighbors think, so that I really never had the opportunity to feel for
myself, to think for myself.
and mine didn’t count.
be somebody else.

I lived up to everyone else’s expectations

So there was no identity—I was always trying to

Almost like trying to put together the bionic person

so that I would fit in anywhere I went.
allowing myself to be me.
want to confront.

And that never happened.

Never

So there were alot of issues that I didn t

I still had alot of trouble with a definition of God,

cause I’d been taught well and was a good student.

I was not taught a

God of love, I was told God would love me if I earned it and that unless
I was in somewhat of a state of grace, don't even bother going near him
because you're not worthy of it.

So I was a perfect set-up for
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perfectionism cause I had this tremendous insecurity,

fear, guilt.

I

was taught to believe what sin was and everything I did was a sin.
Consequently I was always guilty and I couldn't shake the guilt.
became more and more withdrawn.

So I

All my life I never felt like I

belonged anywhere—I had to play the role and that’s exactly what I felt
like

I ve got to act this out.

boy scout,

I've got to be the altar boy and the

I ve got to play ball and I've got to associate—it was

almost like an out of body experience.

I was not a part of it.

It was

almost like let's get this thing over with.
So when I picked up my first drink that became the so-called
lubricant and I was an instant alcoholic.
social drinking.

I had about 15 minutes of

That jug went around four or five times and it was

disaster right from the very first night.
boo,

And the guy who wouldn't say

a very naive 19 year old kid—embarrassingly naive when I think of

it now—would end up in immediate black-out and have no idea of the
events of that evening.

My friends related to me that they had to call

the shore patrol and local police.

I started a first class riot.

And

these guys had to do alot of fast talking to keep me out of jail.
People from the Navy had to intervene, and they told them it was the
first time I ever drank.

They poo-pooed the whole thing.

point on everytime I drank I got drunk.
I would black out.

From that

And at least 8 times out of 10

It got worse and worse.

In fact these guys who

coaxed me to take my first drink, six months later were saying, "Hey
what the hell kind of monster did we create here?"
became a real pain in the ass,

Because now I

borrowing money, sometimes stealing money

from them—contradictory from the way I'd been brought up.

And the

guilt and the remorse—being the emotional sponge that I was.
I got into A.A. through Leeds Veteran's Hospital and that young man
who did the intake.
I was crazy.

I had no idea I was an alcoholic—I really believed

I had just tried to kill myself for the third time and I

was convinced I was absolutely insane.
problem.

All these psychiatrists I’d been to for years and all the

talks with the priests,
minimized.

Had no idea that alcohol was my

if alcohol was talked about at all it was

And I was good at turning it around and saying:

"If you
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were as screwed up as I was you'd drink too".
guess so".

So that people would say,

And they'd say:

"Yeh,

I

"Well don't drink as much", but no

one ever said don't drink.
I was hospitalized many, many times but in those days health
insurance didn t cover alcoholism.
kinds of false diagnoses.
alcoholic

.

So I was hospitalized under all

And no doctor every said to me, "You're an

I was hospitalized and I was packed in ice and in

restraints in the bed, being treated for gastritis.

They knew I had to

be hospitalized and they couldn't put it under alcoholism or they
wouldn't have gotten paid.
hypocrisy and denial.

So the whole system created an awful lot of

So that's the way it was.

I'm not blaming anybody.

It's nobody's fault,

But it was finally at Leeds that I was

introduced to A.A. even though I went out and drank again.
know, the seed was planted.

But, you

And there was a man who lived in the town

of Florence at the time who was very active AA, and Harold used to come
up to the hospital at least three times a week and take us out to
meetings.

At that time even the hospital couldn't provide

transportation. They'd say if you get a ride, go ahead but they weren't
all that interested in helping.
went for the wrong reasons.

So I went to meetings, but you know, I

I went because the union told me to go to

the hospital to save my job and to get the family off my back.

Those

first nine years or so I was sober I was strictly staying sober out of
fear.
In 1967 there were only like 20 A.A. groups in all of Western
Mass.

There were no step meetings.

meetings.

It was cut and dry.

All meetings were speaker

In those days the chairman opened the

meeting, read the preamble and you had three speakers in one hour.
few women speakers,

and most guys thought women had the most to offer.

There was not much discussion about the steps or spirituality.
war stories,

Very

drunkalogues, can you top this?

It was

I did alot of comparing,

cause alot of guys would talk about York St. Jail or Northampton State
Hospital,

but it never happened to me.

Once in a awhile women would

talk and they would talk about feelings more and I found myself
identifying with them and I’d get nervous.

What will the tough guys
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think if they see me react to it?

All that craziness.

And it took a

long time for the step meetings to finally get established and there was
a great furor over that.
14 months sober

But see I got pushed into service work.

the second time.

meetings every night,

though.

I was

I hadn't joined a group, went to

I wouldn't join a group.

The Bridge

Group that I kind of hung around they kind of adopted me, wanted to give
me a cake my first anniversary.

I absolutely refused.

dare try to surprise me, I'll walk out of here.

I said don't you

Without booze or pills

in me I couldn't talk to people, I could not assert myself.
to alot of meetings.

And I went

I didn t have a sponsor, didn't have a group.

Harold called me up on a Saturday night, he says, "Bob, we're going to
have an Institution Committe meeting tomorrow morning in South Hadley,
do you think you could be there?"
didn't want to get involved.
something to offer.

I knew nothing of service work,

I

He says, "Well, we figure you'd have

We'd like you to come up and share with us."

I

took that as an insult but I felt obligated to Harold because he'd taken
me around and spent some time with me.
be there.
Greek.

So out of obligation I said I'd

And it was a small meeting, and they were like talking

Some guy got up to announce that he had been serving as outside

sponsor at York Street for two years and he wanted to rotate out.

And

so they accepted his resignation and they said, "Okay we need a
volunteer".
up.

Harold pokes me in the ribs and he says, "Stick your hand

I stook my hand up.

I was the only one.

I was shocked.

And I was

actually in a state of panic and I turned to him and I said, "Harold I
can't do this,

I never spoke and I never chaired a meeting, I can't do

it".

He said,

"Bob,

you.

You know you'll get all the help you'll need if you ask.

if we didn't think you could do it we wouldn't let

do is ask and you'll get the help."
can't do this,

I'll screw it up."

failing if at least you try."

All you

I says, "You don't understand, I
And he says, "Bob, there's no harm in

It took almost a year before I finally

realized that the whole thing was set up.

These guys saw something in

me and saw that I was hanging back in the corners hiding, and realized
that for some reason or another I had some kind of potential, and
decided to put me to a test.

It was risky but Harold told me,

We knew
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you d get drunk sooner or later, and we knew you were hanging out over
fear

typical 'white knuckle sobriety'.

it."

So they took a chance.

But we knew you could handle

I really first surrendered when I got into the Steps.
knew I'd die.

Because I

I think probably that bottoming out I had in 1980—1 had

been around A.A. about twelve years at that time—that's what I needed
to take a harder look at myself,

to really get more involved into what

the Steps of the program are all about.

So I made a commitment that I

would attend a step meeting, regularly, on a weekly basis and I still
do.

And I go there and by listening—really primarily to the newer

people,

who in their innocence say the most profound things.

Those of

us who have been around awhile have a tendency to philosophise without
realizing it.

But in listening to other people I get the ability to—or

the willingness probably—to get more in touch with myself, to deal with
reality,

to discover that I am first a human being, then I'm an

alcoholic.

And I have to learn to deal with my humanity.

many years in early recovery a well trained parrot.

I was for

I knew the Big

Book, I knew the Twelve and Twelve, I was in service work, I worked on
committees, on General Service in New York, I knew A.A.
what it meant.

I didn't know

I knew the words, I knew when to say it, how to say it,

what context to put it in, but I really had no personal attachment to
it.

And that's why I bottomed out.

I bottomed out at that point and

almost nine years sober and I was planning suicide again.
what my sponsor explained to me.

He said Bob,

And that's

"The whole illness is

progressive—physical, mental and spiritual—and what you have to
understand is that whether you drink or not the mental and spiritual
illness progresses if you don't get into the Steps."

And that explained

why I was willing to commit suicide after almost nine years in this
program.

The progression of the two most important aspects of the

illness.

The physical illness is nothing more than addiction.

I'm

addicted to alcohol and any other mood changing drugs and the end of the
case.

No one can explain why my two brothers are not addicted as I am.

And furthermore it's not important.
about it?

I got it and what am I going to do

The emotional sickness was denial.

I still can get into
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denial

not denial of my drinking, but denial of my defects of character

and shortcomings.

Cause that's human.

I can accept that today.

And

the spiritual sickness has nothing to do with church and religion.

I'm

convinced today that spirituality in A.A. is not vertical, it's
horizontal.

That God works through people.

The spiritual sickness is

the inability to honestly communicate with another human being.
inability to trust another human being.

The

I don't care who it is.

And

it s so subtle and so sub—conscious that I can't see the manifestation.
But looking back in retrospect I can see that it chipped away my self¬
esteem, my self-confidence to the point that I believed, with all my
heart, I'm no goddamn good.
Today I have a degree of self-respect, dignity and integrity.
believe that being responsible is synonymous with sobriety.
to take people for granted.
keep it.

I

I try not

If I make a commitment I work like hell to

I found the greatest therapy in A.A. is to learn how to be

responsible—not to just make commitments, but to keep them.
at making them, they're ego-feeding.

We're good

Isn't it nice to be asked to speak

in Albany, or Cooperstown, N.Y. and then later to say, holy shit that's
a long goddamn ride.

Well I could tell them I got the flu.

thinking comes right back.

The old

But I know that if I follow through I feel

better and I need to learn how to feel good without any chemical
substances in my body.

That happiness is in fact an inside job.

You know, I put off retirement for a year because I was scared to
death.

What will I do with all my time?

comes naturally to me.

I can isolate very easily, it

I bought this place five years ago and I love

it, it's quiet here, it's nice surroundings.
for me too.

But it can be disastrous

So I did what I was taught—I talked to other people who

had retired, I talked to my brother—we've become close.
investigated the financial aspects of it.
alright, I can get by.

I really

A little shakey but it s

Change my way of living a little bit.

eat good things, buy nice clothes.

I like to

But you know, I'm working part-time,

monetarily it helps, puts gas in the car, it keeps me going, keeps me
active.
working.

So I discovered I am literally busier now than when I was
I've got less free time to myself now than when I was
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working.

The difference is today I can choose whether or not I want to

do certain things to get involved in.

I have choices.

You know

sometimes, I say what the hell am I doing here, why am I taking on all
these things?

Right away, I think oh I must be insecure and get very

psychoanalytical.

Bullshit, thank God people ask me to do things.

What's the best reward in life?

It's to feel needed and wanted.

And

people ask me to do things because they want me to do it, cause I have
something to offer so stop arguing about the goddamn thing and get out
there and do it.
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Sean’s Story

At 44 years old Sean has been without alcohol for 14 years and
without marijuana for 9 years.

In the past year he has also started

attending another Twelve Step Fellowship to help him after the discovery
of his son s addictive pot use.

His son accompanies him to A.A.

meetings today and has remained abstinent for several months.
This researcher had the privilege of interviewing Sean twice in his
place of business.

It all started on a day when I watched my body take a drink and my
mind was choosing for me to not take a drink.
tail end of my second marriage.

At that time I was at the

For the most part we were estranged.

We had a relationship that had deteriorated very steadily from its
conception but in particular over the three years after my son was
born.

In effect my wife gave up on trying to have a relationship with

me and instead formed a relationship with our son.
and despairing.

I just kept drinking

And sort of fooling around but not with any

relationship that I really believed in.

I had found a therapist about

eight months or so before I went into treatment.
well-informed on alcoholism.

He wasn’t especially

But he was well enough informed to

recommend right from the very beginning that I go to AA and he tolerated
my resistance.

He just quietly sowed the seeds that he thought it was

something other than a group of religious dogmatists.
My recovery started with grace because it started at the point
where pain was at an unacceptable level and I had no answers.
was that I somehow had access to sort of a state of limbo.
intersection between pain and understanding.

The grace

It was the

The understanding wasn t

there at the point where the pain was no longer acceptable so that there
was a period of about a week and a half—literally, chronologically
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that I was in a limbo and then understanding began to become available.
That limbo has always mystified me until it dawned on me that I was
addicted to two things—drinking and thinking.
simultaneously.

And they both failed me

And so my mind went into some sort of a state of just

suspended operation.

I surmise that alot of the blankness had to do

with the fact that for me letting go of control in a way meant letting
go of thinking.

I'd given up trying to think my way through life and I

hadn't the remotest idea that there was anything that might be put in
its place.

So when I stopped thinking I sort of stopped having that

particularly deliberate presence in the world.

I just was.

When I saw my body drink despite my decision not to I basically at
that moment started letting other people decide what would happen next
because I lost the last vestige of faith that I could make better
choices by myself.

The whole shooting match went out the window.

Prior

to that it was the whole assumption that when push comes to shove, I am
in charge of me.

And I discovered that I wasn't in charge of me.

surrendered to not being in charge.
emotions.

So I

I just went to minimal, functional

I didn't attempt to put it in an explanatory frame and I

didn't try to say this is happening because—it's just happening.

I was

reactive in relation to it, but looking back on it I was accepting.
mean I was in a state of surrender.

I

And it was less than euphoric, but

in a funny kind of way it was access to a sort of serenity that I hadn't
had a taste of in an authentic sense probably ever.
I was taken to three weeks of treatment at what you might call a
drunk farm.

It basically was a place that you went and had alot of time

to yourself and you didn't drink and you were around some sober
alcoholics, few if any of whom had any clinical training.
meetings, plus chapel.

Tons of

I thought I would hate the chapel and I didn't.

There I heard the basic descriptions of my dilemma that resonated with
total authenticity and I heard the Steps and the process necessary for
its resolution.

Some of them were repugnant at that time, but they all

had unassailable validity and plausibility for me.
matched perfectly the description of the dilemma.

The resolution
And the greatest
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difficulty there in treatment was an overwhelming fear that I would not
be able to actualize the Steps.

That it would be more than I could do.

Because they were talking about things—honesty, and rigorous
application, and most of all they were talking about transcending the
great, bloated ego.

And I couldn't help but recognize that even in this

most unsuccessful stance of my life—in treatment, with a second
marriage in shambles, the best job I ever had also totally unmanageable—
I still thought I was better than everyone at this fucking drunk farm.
So I was very, very afraid that I wouldn't be able to do it.

It was

even more primitive than that, I was afraid I was going to die.
real close to the recognition that

I was

"you're snuffing out pal," and

there's only one hope for you and that's sobriety and they told you how
to get it and you don't argue about that.
this stuff—Bullshit.

But, are you kidding. YOU—do

And therefore, you're gonna die.

I don't think

any less goad would have been adequate to sufficiently gather my
attention.

And get me to focus on the one thing I needed to hear, which

was; all you need to do is your best for one day.

And I did hear that,

and I heard it real clear and I wept in relief on the occasion of
hearing that.
The most compelling thing for me in treatment were sober alcoholics
who defined themselves as associated with A.A. and represented the
potentiality that A.A. had to offer.

And that much more than anything

that anybody said—that was compelling—the way they carried themselves—
the relationship they seemed to have with themselves.
accepting even when they were unhappy with themselves.

They were selfAnd the quality

of their laughter and light in their eyes—these were the kinds of
things that really engaged me very much.

Since everything that they did

was, in essence, to tell my story, not the story in particular, but the
emotional dimensions—the qualities of isolation and despair and so
forth.

So I kept waiting for them to tell me what I really had to do.

I figured I had to prove myself by patiently sitting through the rinkydink bullshit and after I proved myself they'd take me aside and say
"Here, alright, here are the real initiation rites, Buddy."

And it
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dawned on me gradually to my astonishment that they were telling me the
whole story right from the get-go.
When I went into treatment I was pretty subdued.

I remember

sitting on my bed the first night that I was not given medication to
sleep, still in the detox part of the place.

Sitting on my bed smoking

cigarettes, and for fifteen minutes reading my ashtray:
First Things First, Live and Let Live.

Easy Does It,

Reading those three concepts and

this awareness flooding me in waves that I didn’t know the first thing
about doing any of those.

It was all brand new competencies.

So the

first week in particular, but really the whole time that I was there, I
was constantly flooded with an appreciation that I was a real wise-guy,
I had alot of intelligence and knowledge and virutally zero
understanding of the important things one needs to know to live a life
successfully.

So I was pretty subdued, subdued in an authentic sense,

rather than in a tactical sense.

I was subdued in a tactical sense most

of the time.
Certainly there were spasms of resistance, for example when I was
scheduled to leave the detox I became very anxious about who was my
roommate going to be in the dorm,

because after all this is very

important, I have to be with someone with a good attitude, and
motivation and blah, blah, blah.

I went up to the counselor there to

express my concern and try to poke around and see if I could influence
the process, wind it up, maneuver and manipulate.

And instantaneously

he went right to that meta-level, paid no attention at all to what I was
asking about and said, "Sean, let go."
"Yeh, but .

.

. "

He said: "Let go."

And I was pissed.

And I said,

I went away feeling fairly

unhappy about it, and said "What a dogmatic ass, we still have to plan
in this life."

But it didn't take me long to know that he was right.

Letting go, humility and surrender.

I think that when I ran into

similar concepts, prior to that first moment of surrender, that I was
deeply offended by them.
dignity.

I felt that they were an assault on human

That they strove to rob humans of the one thing that kept them

from being other than mindless ants or robots and took them from the
path that would generate individuality.

And I also recognized that in a
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way that was a contradiction and a paradox and I couldn’t really defend
it except that experientially it seemed essential to do so.

And so I

found all those eastern kind of formulations having to do with surrender
and becoming nothing and joining the all and so forth to be pernicious—
dangerous.

And robbing of potential—whatever potential that I thought

I had for freedom.

But my experience from the time I went into

treatment to the point of reading about Step Three and being a hole in
the doughnut
the opposite.

somewhere in the first three week of my sobriety—was just
And I knew that that was remarkable, I knew that what had

happened for me was an 180 degree change.
Today I would say I’m a child of God trying to get back home. I’m a
good hearted person.

I’m a person who’s striving to become whole.

One of the ways I’m changing is that I'm developing the ability to
translate a fairly acute self-consciousness into more and more of a selfawareness. As that happens I don’t feel as trapped in selfconsciousness, as has been the case for these many years.

The other way

is, I've spent most of my life feeling that I was on a journey and that
there was a wall, an unassailable wall.

I feel that in a very

significant sense I’m on the other side of that wall.

I think that it’s

been true somewhere over the last two to four years that I've actually
had permission to not be stopped by that wall.

But it’s much more

recent that I’ve been able to sort of own with some wholeness that this
is really true.
about before.

And now I can accomplish things that I felt doubtful
Doesn’t mean I will but that I feel that I can.

Today I’m immensely grateful—gratified.

I am in a partnership

that feels like the kind of partnership that I’ve longed for all my
life.

Warts and all.

done by any means.

And there’s no such guarantee that the job is

But it is the partnership that I want to be in, and

one to be discovered rather than contrived.

And I have the virtually

daily experience of doing something that I enjoy immensely, that I feel
that I do well.

That’s the big piece and then there’s frosting.

The

frosting is recognition and remuneration and that’s very, very nice.
Both the recognition of being able to make what would be a half-way
decent living—if I wasn’t paying off so many debts.

But at least I m
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paying off the debts.

That's real gratifying.

Aside from that, and

this has been true for many years, it's been true throughout my sobriety-including some very, very scarce times materially—I feel in the midst
of abundance.

I've had a consciousness of that, and I have struggled

and still struggle with a sense of scarcity—internal scarcity and
external scarcity.

I don't mean to paint a picture that says there

ain t no problem but along with that I've had an awareness of abundance
that is pretty accessible to me whenever I remember to reach for it.
And sometimes it just overwhelms me whether I remember to reach for it
or not.

And that's a great blessing.

It's pretty satisfying.

I'm still at square one in some important ways.
to let go of doing things my way.
let go of doing things my way.
one of the lucky ones.
particular.

I'm still trying to want to try to

Being a recovering alcoholic means I'm

And I'm one of the lucky alcoholics in

You get to be alive, they have to be dead.

the lucky humans.
Challenged.

I'm still trying

I'm also one of

So that's one of the things it means—privileged.

It's just that sort of axiom that the more understanding

you have the more responsibility you have.

It's no longer okay for me

to do some stuff that was forgiveable for me to do when I didn't have
these understandings.

Usually that's okay.

Once in a while it's pretty

painful.
But I guess the greatest response I have to being a recovering
alcoholic is that I received a gift.

It's a splendid gift and I have a

great degree of latitude regarding how much I make use of it.

I can

treat it in a fairly cavalier fashion or I can relate to it in such a
way that it keeps emerging and emerging.
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Ellen’s Story

Ellen,

58 years old, has been active in A.A. since September 1976.

She presently sponsors newcomers,

is active in a home group, and apart

from A.A. she is director of a center in the area that is open for
coffee,

informal gatherings and 21 A.A. meetings a week.

She has been

pivotal in relocating and expanding the center to provide transitional
beds, counseling, and greater resources for recovering alcoholics and
addicts.
Ellen's interview was done in her bright, quiet home.

The

interviewer experienced a profound sense of serenity in Ellen's presence
from the moment of greeting and all throughout the meeting.

A

particular part of the interview brought Ellen to tears and
speechlessness several times as she was overcome with gratitude for the
wonderful changes she had experienced.

I remember that about 25 years ago Betty Freidan asked me the
question of who I am.

Back then I described myself as a student.

I was

working on my master's then at Harvard and that's how I really saw
myself,

that was the central thing.

I was working very hard at that

even though I had four children and a husband and a house to take care
of and a collie to walk twice a day.
was what I did—that was who I was.

Then anything that mattered to me
And I so definitely had to do all

things well, and be sure that all others were doing the right things the
right way as well.

And when problems arose it seemed quite simple.

was brought up to believe that you solve your own problems, you don't
ask for help unless you of course have gotten run over by a truck or

1
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something.
problems.

Don t brag, don’t bellyache and you solve your own
Very simple.

Then back in 1967, life began to feel like it was crashing in
around me and my marriage was deteriorating horribly. I was working and
doing all that I knew to do to keep the family together yet it continued
for the next five years to keep falling apart.
on a daily basis.

I started drinking then

For five years my drinking was a regular routine, and

for the last three was totally out of control.

It would start with two

or three drinks and be off and on all day, just enough and not too much
to keep me teaching and taking care of a mother’s duties.
outside the family could see the problem.

But no one

If I drank outside my house I

drank one or two drinks and said, that’s enough, and went home.

Then

after whoever I was with left, I'd finish my drinking until I passed
out.

Towards the end,

over eleven years ago, I had been drinking every

day that whole summer, and had to start in the morning before
breakfast.

And what I usually did was sober up periodically, enough so

that I could go shopping,

I could go to see my daughter in the hospital,

I could go to a school committee meeting.

That would be between series

of drinks.
One night,
drunk,

four days before the school year was to begin,

and I was no drunker than I had been many other times.

daughter was in the hospital,
differences here.
a letter.

I got
My

I had gone to see her and there were some

She'd asked me to pick up cigarettes for her and mail

I remembered the cigarettes and I had no recollection at all

of the letter.
put it there.
sort of report.

It was in my purse but I had no recollection of having
I had to go to a school committee meeting to present some
I’ve forgotten what it was.

And when I got there the

assistant superintendent said oh, he was so sorry I had come because
whatever it was that I was there for it had been postponed.

But I had

the feeling that there was something strange about the way that he had
told me that, as if perhaps he had called me and I didn’t remember.

I

left that meeting and went out with a colleague to Alexander s in
Florence and had a couple of drinks and went home.

It was my pattern.
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And as I always did I continued with the drinking alone expecting to
pass out as usual.
pass out.

That's what I started to do that night but I didn't

I felt like the world was closing in on me and could see

where I'd come to.

I tried to stop drinking and I couldn't.

couldn't go on teaching.

I knew I

I knew that it had gotten to that point.

I

could see very clearly what I was going to lose, which was everything
that mattered to me.

And could see my own helplessness.

hopeless at that point.

Saw myself as

The last thing I remember about the night,

before I passed out or fell asleep or whatever it was, was screaming
internally, God, help me.
the desperate person.

But it wasn't a prayer.

There was no help.

It was the cry of

I did not know how to

forestall what I perceived was happening to me.
When I woke in the morning, I had an appointment to see my doctor
for a physical, a yearly physical that I had postponed for three years.
My daughter had told him about my drinking so he made it very easy for
me to tell him what was really wrong.

He said, "What do you do when

you're nervous, when you can't sleep?" I said, "Drink".
"How much do you drink?"
a day".

And he said,

And I lied and said, "Oh, two or three drinks

I should have said, "Before breakfast, of course".

said, "Do you think you're an alcoholic?"
didn't know.

And he

I lied then, too, and said I

But he said, "Would you like to talk to someone in A.A.?"

And I said yes.

He called June.

point that anything could change.
where there was no hope for me.

And mind you I had no idea at that
I was still in my own head out there
And June met me about two that

afternoon, as I recall it, at Howard Johnson's and we sat and talked
about "my problem with alcohol".

We didn't call me an alcoholic yet.

She took me to my first meeting that night.

At the end of the meeting a

man walked up and said, you're not one of us are you?
introduced me.
for?

June had

And I said, of course I am, what do you think I'm here

And I realized that I had joined.

have any idea what it had meant.

But I was so unclear, I didn t

I just knew that I'd met June, I

hadn't had a drink, I had gone to the meeting, I was going to go home.
There was a great deal at that point of putting one foot in front of the
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other without having any idea where I was going.
in the cabinet.
weeks.

There was still scotch

I didn’t give it away for ten days, ten days or two

And when I did it wasn’t because I had made up my mind I wasn’t

going to drink anymore.

It was because I didn't need it there—I was

going to meetings every night.
a fresh bottle.

And if I decided to get drunk I’d go buy

It was not essential that I have it there, it was a

good idea that I not have it there.

Right then.

That was the beginning, all I did was listen.
anything.
recover.

I knew I didn't know

And I was not conscious at first that I had begun to
I just knew that I was doing what people told me to do and

that I was comfortable in those rooms and I was taking something out of
those rooms that helped me get through my days.
In the beginning of recovery it wasn’t much that I knew for sure, I
knew I loved my kids, I knew I loved my job.

I knew that my life was a

total mess and there wasn’t anything I could consciously do about it.
was bloated,

looked like I'd died and gotten rained on.

those first meetings.

I

I was subdued

I was in a brand new world and I knew it.

Looking around trying to take it in, I felt very much like an infant.
There were times when old words and old expressions came out of my mouth
but I didn't much take them seriously anyway.

Everything was strange

and I think I probably would have looked that way to you—everything was
strange.

Fear had been so intense with me in the previous, at least

three years,

but probably longer,

that finding out there wasn’t anything

I could do to prevent my own death, even, removed part of it.
Today I'm not what I do as I used to be.
first thing is I'm an alcoholic,
where everything begins.

I'm a recovering alcoholic.

I do alot of other things.

thinking of myself as, my name is Ann,
the grace of God.

Since I got sober the
That's

But I m usually

I'm an alcoholic, sober today by

And everything follows from that.

There would be no

life but for that.
Today I see myself as a useful person.
contented person,

sometimes a very happy one.

on the worst of days, a contented one.
finish,

I see myself too, as a
But almost always, even

I have things that I want to

but I'm content to be finishing them at the speed with which I m
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doing it.

I do see myself as coming down the home stretch.

have another 58 years of this life to live,
family are very long-lived.
valuable to me now.
-that s lovely.

I don't

although the women in my

Still the time is limited so it's more

I see myself as a person who is loving and is loved-

My friends and AA but my children,

too.

In the past

week, I've been with or on the phone with my children alot and I feel
their affection.

I nearly lost them of course in the drinking years.

They were terrible years.

But that's alright.

Now it's alright.

The

family is solid.
The big thing for me these days I guess is coming to terms with the
a§i-n8 process.

When I was bringing the wood up this morning from the

wood pile I tried to bring too many pieces at one time and had to come
and sit down and catch my breath.
oxygen.

I simply could not get enough

It frightened me slightly but I when I began to get my breath

back I remembered how many other times in my life when after exertion I
had been really out of breath.

And I realized that again I was trying

to do what I could do 20 years ago and I can't anymore.

I think there

was a period of time in which that saddened me and maybe angered me but
now I realize something else about it.

That I must accept my

limitations in order to be able to do anything at all.

And it's enough

to be able to bring up 70 logs in a morning from the woodpile to the
front porch and later today to take them down to the basement where the
wood stove is that I use all the time.
can still do that.

It's good exercise.

I'm glad I

But I won't be able to do it if I try to act like

I'm 40 instead of 58.
What I find most satisfying today is relationships with other
people,

in and out of A.A.,

meaningful relationships.

but A.A. gave me the tools to have warm,
And I really don't know of anything lacking.

I seem to get whatever I need when I need it, when I'm ready for it.
There was a time when I certainly wanted a marvelous man in my life, or
I certainly wanted much more money to spend.
anything that isn't right now.
help me to want what I have.

But I no longer want

Isn't there a prayer somewhere:
Something like that anyway.

Lord

I don't know
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if I ever consciously prayed it but that's where I've arrived.
my home,

I like the pattern of my days,

I like

I have a job, a way of earning

my living that I love—deeply, and have always, even when I was
drinking.

My classroom was a kind of sanctuary for me.

blessing.

It has always been a blessing.

It's a

I know so many people who

can't earn a living doing something they love.

My cup runneth over.

Being a recovering alcoholic these past eleven plus years in some
very basic way hasn't changed at all.

It's still a process.

I read a

book on Buddhism once called The Mind of the Beginner and I have found
in recovery whenever I get away from recognizing myself as beginning one
day or living one day I'm in trouble.
what I need to know next.

Yet.

I'm learning it now.

to A.A. I did a great deal of taking.
taught me.

People looked after me.

was horrendous.

I am a beginner.

I don't know
When I first came

People listened to me.
People stood by me.

People

The first year

And gradually that changed, I began helping other

people that were coming in.

It's all a process.

I don't know when I'm

going to be dumped on my backside because I'm operating on some past
understanding that no longer fits.

It keeps happening to me and I have

to pick myself up and figure, okay something's not working, something
I'm not seeing, and talk to my sponsor, other people, and try to see
things newly.

Cultivating the mind of the beginner.
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Dan’s Story

Dan is 61 and has been attending A.A. for 17 years.

During his

first three years Dan couldn't stopped drinking but continued going to
meetings.

Now with 14 years of sobriety Dan attends three or more

meetings a week,
three newcomers.

is active in his home group, and currently sponsors
The interview was conducted in his office at the

treatment center where he works.

The center's foundation of treatment

is based on the A.A. program of recovery.

Alcohol had been in my life since I was a kid.
I saw violence and divorce as a result.
my father.

My father drank and

I told myself I'd never be like

And for many years the way my life appeared to be gave me no

fear that I would ever be like him.
In my thirties I knew I was drinking alot.

It didn't seem to be a

problem because after all I had a wife, kids, and thought I was a pretty
well respected clergyman.
and rationally.

I was trained to take things intellectually

I was trained all those years in seminary and college

that if you had a problem you read up all the resources, then you wrote
out what the problem was and what you're going to do about it.
do it.

And I did that pretty well.

Then you

I was convinced that I would be the

bishop of a large diocese someplace and that I would be respected for my
abilities.
someday.

I guess it's like a little kid expecting to be president
And I suppose that's part of the growing up process, but it

fed into my alcoholism too,
special.

this notion that I was responsible and

But I guess I sort of expected some kind of recognition or

wanted approval.

I was always kind of aware of that.

But then in my middle forties I was feeling pretty miserable.

By

then Dan was a guy who for 10 years had been going through the motions
in his job.

I was very much aware there was a person inside—scared, so

I was hanging on to the externals.

I was working desperately to keep
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the externals going.

I could be pretty clever for a long time.

I had

helped build two churches and in those days my thought was it was all up
to me.

And I got the churches built.

such an exercise in ego-centricity.
sick,

But it was exhausting and it was
I did church services, visited the

and listened to people and all that stuff that goes on in the

parish ministry.

I did it for a long time but increasingly I was aware

that I was into a double life.

If you'd been a fly on the wall you

would have seen Dan locking himself into his office at 5:00 and hauling
a bottle of vodka out of the desk drawer and drinking half of it before
he went home.

I did my drinking away from the home, at the end, in my

car and my office.

If the fly could have gotten inside my head he would

have seen a guy who was just

totally obsessed with the next drink.

So

while going through all the externals of the minstry, still every waking
moment the thought of the next drink was there.

And then of course I

began to get pretty sick, and there was the morning drink or not taking
the morning drink which was worse and being sick and shaky all the
time.
I didn't know then that I was powerless over alcohol.

I really

thought that I drank too much, that was the problem—that I should not
get drunk.
much."

In fact my bishop used to tell me,

"Dan,

just don't drink so

He told me to pray for the grace of self-control.

thought it was all up to me not to be drunk anymore.
my brain was soggy.
anything.

And so I

I think my mind,

I really couldn't think rationally about much of

I was continuously in a toxic state.

I drank just about

every day and the days I didn't drink I was in withdrawal.
end I could hardly add two and two.

So at the

I remember the sensation that

things were just swimming around in my mind.

So my thoughts were all

pretty much disconnected, totally out of touch with my real feelings.
Just negative feelings and I thought the only way you get over those is
to pretend everything is okay.
I was,

"oh FINE,

fine."

Keep smiling, you know.

You ask me how

And I was dying inside.

My third psychiatrist was in A.A.. I can't remember the exact date
but in March of 1971 on a Friday I got to his office for therapy and I
was drunk.

He wouldn't let me in the door but he said I'll meet you at
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an A.A. meeting tonight. I went there with a chip on my shoulder.
just thought everybody was the enemy, I really did.
my bishop and everybody was against me.

people.

I was in my black clerical

And I got out of the car and walked toward the

church parish house, very angry,
in my head

I thought my wife,

I remember driving to the

meeting at night and I was still drinking.
suit, clerical collar.

I

just all these enemies swimming around

bishop, wife, and now it was going to be a bunch of A.A.

Just walking in there to do battle.

And sitting down in the

back row, and just opening my eyes and seeing some people standing
around, coffee cups in their hand—laughing, talking.

I kind of blinked

twice and I realized this was a roomful of happy people.
the first change in attitude.

And that was

I started going to A.A. but I just

couldn’t stop drinking and my wife eventually got into Al-Anon.
three years I was in treatment three times.

Within

But I just couldn’t help

but identify with things that I was hearing from recovering alcoholics
and it all added up.

I finally was unable to go on with my job.

My

bishop had to put me on the shelf and that was one of the final blows to
my pride.
At that first meeting with all those happy people one of them was a
guy I'd drunk with for many years—he'd been sober a couple of weeks.

I

had the sensation that something had opened up right here (around my
chest).

It was strange, very strange.

could be ever happy again.

I just couldn't believe that I

If you asked me what I was at that point I

would have denied being an alcoholic, of course.
deny that I was in any sort of serious trouble.
trouble.

And certainly I would
And I was in REAL

But I would say "Oh, yeh, I am very, very unhappy."

were happy people.

That just left a lasting impression on me.

somehow you could be happy.
I'd been to,

That

And I didn't get that from the psychiatrist

I didn't get that from my bishop

and make me feel guiltier than ever.
when she pleaded with me.

And these

who used to call me in,

I didn't get that from my wife

I got it by going to an A.A. meeting and

sitting there and suddenly seeing, walking in front of me, sober
alcoholics.

So I was drawn to go back to AA after that.

to meetings but I was like a spectator in the bleachers.

I mean I d go
I certainly
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wasn't part of the ballgame.

I'd be out there in the bleachers as a

spectator,

filled with guilt, filled with ... I

filled with shame,

just couldn't stand myself.
dying for the next drink.

I was pretending I was okay

and yet just

I guess it was my need for the next drink

that kept me that way, that made me stubborn,

that made me resist—as

politely as I could.
But over those three years on the fringe of A.A.
identify.

I began slowly to

I heard a man say, "I didn't get in trouble everytime I drank

but everytime I'd been in trouble I'd been drinking".
that is me."
judgmental.

I said, "Boy,

But the fact is that the A.A. meetings were not
No one was pointing the finger at me,

they let me react,

didn't make any demands on me, they just said keep coming back.

And I

did, kept coming—for three years, most of the time drunk at meetings.
They used to come up and sniff, you know like a pack of beagles.
almost got so I enjoyed that.

And I thought if I shined my shoes and

gargled with Listerine I'd be okay.

I came to a meeting once and of

course I had just gargled, I was intoxicated.
and my collar.

And then Margaret C.

I had on my black suit

just kissed me on the lips, she

smelled the Listerine, and she whispered in my ear,
drinking you silly bastard?"
not a judgmental statement.
"Of course,

But I

"Why don't you stop

And I really liked hearing that.

It was

She was saying what I was telling myself,

I've got to stop drinking".

But I couldn't at that point.

I guess it was the welcoming part of AA, the non-judgmental part.

It

was the funny stories, it was a whole lot of things that just kind of
drew me in.

And I had a sense that I was kind of on a collision course

with reality.

But somehow this was going to work for me.

Somehow.

That day came when I went into the Springfield detox, January 2,
1974.

That was the morning I wanted help.

help everything changed for me.
was open to it,

And when I honestly wanted

I was able to respond to treatment, I

I was a very sick guy just totally overcome with shame.

My self respect was totally gone because I did what alcoholics do, I was
a liar, a cheat and a thief and being an ordained clergyman in charge of
parishes, I felt that I was leading a double life.
ZERO as though there was nothing left inside.

I felt like a total

But recovering people to
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me showed that there was help.

I really think that part of my concept

of a higher power was the power of example of recovering people.

That's

what I hung onto when I first sobered up.
The morning of the last day I drank, my wife, who had been away for
a week, came into the house and I attacked her physically.

It was a

very brief episode but I remember pushing her away from me and going
into our bedroom and looking in the mirror and just bursting into tears
.

.

.

that I had done something like that.

that and I never thought I'd be like him.
and I guess it was my stubborness.
and haven't since.

Because my father had done
Something broke inside of me,

I didn't drink any more that day,

The next morning, of course I was in withdrawal, and

my wife said there's help and she meant the Springfield detox four miles
away.

I went to detox like a dog on a leash.

that was the crisis.

Looking in the mirror,

I wasn't aware of what was really happening, the

fact that I couldn't work anymore and support my family.
of how serious that was.

I wasn't aware

I wasn't aware of how my kids were really

getting upset and were afraid, and what I'd done to my wife.
really aware of the whole picture.
wanted help that morning,

I wasn't

All I could think of was me.

that's all.

I just

I didn't even know what that

meant.
My experience of surrender was a process.
happened in the detox that first week of 1974.

I didn't expect it.

It

I remember almost

nothing of my seven days in detox but I remember going into the bathroom
after a morning meeting.
mirror all alone.

I was washing my face and looking in the

And it hit me.

This was my third time in three years

in somebody else's bathrobe in a detox and I remember my telling myself
"It's all alcohol."
much.

I always thought the problem was that I drank too

But then I realized that I was powerless over alcohol.

And I had

this strange feeling that there was absolutely nothing left inside of
me.

And I said to myself,

"I'm going to join A.A.

for keeps".

And at

that point I felt and indescribable sense of relief that flooded over
me.

I was shot down by alcohol, and there was nothing left, there was

no place else to go except A.A.

And when I told myself A.A. is there it

was an instantaneous change—an emotional shift.
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Today if I were to describe myself the first thing that comes to
mind is a recovering alcoholic, that's for sure.
job, a job that means a great deal to me.
people.

I'm in a productive

I'm able to help other

I am a priest in the Episcopal church, and I see this job at a

treatment center as practicing my minstry in perhaps the most rewarding
way of my entire professional career.

I see myself as a husband, a

marriage of 35 years survived my active alcoholism.
children and five grandchildren.

We have four

The whole family, the relationships

with my children and my grandchildren are very important parts of my
life.
I think I'm alot more relaxed about things today.
perspective on issues that used to get me very bothered.

I've got more
I don't feel

that I'm essential to the recovery of the people that we treat.

I used

to feel in the old days that if it wasn't for me, then the parish would
collapse, everybody else would collapse.
anymore.

I just don't feel that way

I see myself basically in relation to other people.

I think

what it says in the Big Book of Alcoholics Anonymous, most good ideas
are simple and the idea that God is our father and we are his children
is the pathway to freedom.
of the human race,

So I see myself as a child of God, a member

and I do my specific tasks.

I am a participant in

the human scene. I still do services in the church, but I'm not at the
center of things anymore.

I don't have to make things happen the way I

used to think I had to do.

I think in the old days I had this alcoholic

egocentricity which really came out in my defensive posture and I was
terrified of criticism.

I guess fear was the motivating factor toward

the end, and now it's not at all.

It's just trying to do my best at my

job, at my work as a member of the treatment team, relaxed and on a peer
level with the people who come through here.

It is satisfying today to

be constructive in my relationships with my family and with the people I
work with and the people who come here for treatment.
I'm happy in my recovery.

I certainly have become relaxed about the

whole business of staying sober, not drinking.
anymore,

for sure.

That isn't a battle

I think that I'm much more living in the present.

expect to be retiring in a few years.

I

But it doesn t bother me. I think
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living in the present is being able to pay attention to the present.
There is not the old anxiety about the future that used to just haunt
me.

Alot of that’s pretty much gone, I’d say.

I think the aging

process gives me perspective and having grandchildren is an important
part of the whole scene because they love you unconditionally.

These

little people and their lives and you’re part of that, is a very
rewarding part of the aging process.
aging process.

I used to be really scared of the

Not now.

Being a recovering alcoholic—it's my orientation of my self.

I've

got to remember that I'm an alcoholic and that it carries with it the
connotation of out of all those years of pain,

that a new kind of a life

came which is so much more than I ever expected.
recovering alcoholic.
what of God.

I kind of like that.

So I like being a

I know of what I am and

For me the whole process of recovery has led to a totally

new kind of awareness and emotional and spiritual life.

CHAPTER

IV

A GROUNDED THEORY OF RECOVERY

This chapter presents the common themes of recovery and the
individuality of recovery for the subjects interviewed.
questions explored in this study are:

The two major

(1) What is the process of

transformation of the self for the recovering alcoholic? and (2) What is
surrender and what role does it play in the process of transformation?
As this study progressed with the objective of delineating phases
of the process of recovery, a different perspective began to emerge.
Phases were defined by several subjects yet more outstanding were the
subjects’
recovery.

sharing of significant turning points within the process of
On occasion these turning points were facilitated by external

circumstances.

More often turning points were internal shifts which

moved the individual into another form of perceiving, interpreting and
believing.

As distinct as these ways of being felt for the individual

it was apparent that across the range of subjects these internal
phenomena were generally similar.

In light of this unfolding a model of

recovery emerged which speaks to a multi-dimensional, multifactorial,
creative, dynamic process.
The organization of this chapter provides a sequence for viewing
this dynamic process from various perpectives.

The process is first

seen in terms of general descriptions and delineated phases.
is a presentation of a grounded theory model:
as viewed from four components:
choice.

Following

a gestalt of the process

action, awareness, connectedness, and

Next is a description and role of surrender with an address to
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forms of surrender.

And finally the individuality of the recovery

process and the meaning of surrender is summarized.
Other readers may see alternative themes or forms for understanding
the experiences the subjects shared.

As suggested in the review of

literature on recovery there are numerous vantage points to conceive
this complex phenomenon.

The richness of the data presented can be most

appreciated from a many faceted realm of perspectives and
interpretations. I invite readers to join with and leap from this single
perspective to learn and discover a colorful realm of transformation.

The Process of Recovery

. . . when I can look out the window and see a tree and
see God or when I can talk to somebody that I dislike and
see God or just feel God in my life, then I know—I don't
give a shit what's going on inside me, what's going on
around me—I'm alright.
(John, October 21, 1987)
As a back drop to viewing the four components of recovery and role
of surrender "definitions" of recovery need be explored.

All subjects

provided descriptions and several elaborated on specific phases of the
the process of recovery.

Descriptions
Half of the subjects specifically mentioned alcohol or A.A. in
their descriptions of recovery.
a place of trust and freedom.
'I came to believe’
free.

For Dan recovery served as a coming to
"'I came'

to A.A, — 'I came to'

and thus

that if I trusted in the A.A. program I would be

Dan’s use of "I came"

phrases parallels how A.A. sees the first
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three Steps of recovery:

admission of powerlessness and the seeking of

help, coming to awareness of the insanity of the illness and the need
for a greater power outside oneself, and making a decision to believe
and surrender to the care of a higher power.
Jude believed A. A. to be "the taproot" of showing her a life worth
living.
I was about to die from my alcoholism and there was no
power on earth that worked to help me stop.
I went to
AA and I haven’t had a drink since.
And I believe that
was only the material manifestation of my problems.
For Jude stopping drinking was just a beginning in a slow and gradual
process of challenging herself "at the deepest levels of my being".

She

credits the internal challenge available in A.A. as an evolutionary path
to sobriety and the only way she ever found "to feel joy, love, power
and be helpful".

Having been in therapy, highly educated and from a

family of solid economic and cultural heritage she emphasized how
nothing ever showed her that possibility before—"unless I was drunk".
Eddy saw recovery as "what was supposed to have happened anyhow."
He described his recovery as being "caught up in stuff which is going on
and really is probably going to carry me—wherever it carries me to."
For him his role was not outstanding for he was in a process "as strange
to me as it was when I first got sober."

He quite simply and humbly

expresses the results of his recovery:
I'm just a guy.
What I've done is I've returned pretty
much to a normal way of life.
I seem to be somewhat
useful.
And I know who I am.
By not drinking and by
trying to recover I think I've been allowed to do some
of the things I could do.
It appears that recovery is an unexplainable process which includes Eddy
in as a participant and requires not drinking and a little ' trying

in
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order to recover a normal life.

It’s a process that allows potential

and usefulness and self knowledge.
For Annette the change she experienced was a mending of a
fragmented self to a wholeness of self.
A fragile child became very
in A.A. it was a process of
healing.
Able to live from
well within myself.
And my
that is a higher power that
Even if I never drank again
well mentally without that.

fragmented and damaged.
And
becoming whole, like mending,
that world.
I need to be
wellness comes from the source
was given to me in AA.
Even
I could never, ever have kept

The picture of the fragmented self reflects self psychology’s object
relations concept of the self as threatened by regressive fragmentation
(Levin,

1987).

It touches the social psychological self divided into

warring factions (Denzin,

1986a), and speaks to the transpersonal

developmental process of gaining wholeness and spiritual wellness
(Sparks,

1987; Whitfield,

1985).

All four of the above subjects spoke of a process of mentally
healing into wholeness and potential, and of emotional and spiritual
wellness in terms of trust,

joy, freedom,

love and power.

The other half of interviewees gave succinct summaries of their
process.

Ellen half-apologized in using a "religious term" as she

thought of recovery as "rebirth".

In responding to the question Ellen

corrected herself with what she thought a more accurate word—
"redemption".

Whether popular or religious usage, redemption speaks to

"recovering ownership,

to fulfill,

to save from,

to rescue, deliverance,

and salvation" (The American Heritage Dictionary).

Rebirth can be seen

as opening to a new state of being, a new life, a new way of knowing.
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Sean found the word recovery irrelevant as he believed he had
little of a life to recover.
is discovery.

I can choose,

For him "a central feature of the process
I am loved, I love.

That’s the discovery.

The discovery is of those."
Bob also spoke of recovery as a discovery—an opening of the eyes
and the owning of a sense of power to cope and live.
It is like having cataracts removed and seeing life as
it really is for the first time.
And to know down deep
that with God's help and people’s help I will have the
power to survive it.
That recovery is not just the
abstinence from alcohol or druges, and it is not the
absence of problems in life, it is the ability to, in
spite of those things, to remain alcohol and drug free.
It is living.
Here again is another reference to the discovery of a new life, a new
way of seeing.

This new way is a "knowing" deep within, a connectedness

to a higher source of power and to others.

It is a new ability, a new

potential, a "being in life".
John spoke specifically of the process as "my journey through
life".

He spoke of being able to have and be in life and,

like Bob, he

saw this as only possible through connection to a higher power and
others.
My trip that I can’t take alone.
That I have to
have God in my life constantly.
And that in order
to do that I have to have people in my life.
On my
own resources I'm neither strong enough, or want to
be strong enough to try and do that alone.
And that
it’s useless to try it alone anyway—I know that.
In most of the descriptions a "having to" and "dependence on" more
than self was emphasized.

Critics have often cited dependence on A.A.

or a higher power as a transference of over-dependence and as an
obsessive or phobic preoccupation with "being sick".

Yet as emphasized
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in the transpersonal model this dependency beyond oneself leads to
expanded consciousness; wholeness of the self; recognition of a true
source of internal power; and mental,

physical, emotional, spiritual

integration. As subjects expressed this dependency allows and frees.
Each spoke of an opening to a more than what was known of life before.
Both the route and the result of this opening included joining with
others,

becoming aware, new behaviors, and expanded choices.

for connectedness;

the action of not drinking and of trying;

The need
the

awareness of self, a new life, and potential; and the choices that this
presented were explicit throughout subjects’

descriptions of the process

of recovery.

Perceived Phases
In asking subjects how they might divide their years of recovery
into stages or phases some zeroed in immediately on differences in the
first few years and the changing qualities of getting better through
membership in and the Steps of A.A..

Two subjects spoke of the process

from a meta-level, a level that addressed an internal process of its
only quality and motion, not explicitly linked to the progressive Steps
of the A.A.

program.

Two other subjects acknowledged A.A. as the diving

board from which they leapt into a process of developing faith and a
growing relationship with a higher power; a faith which gained momentum
and substance in response to different life circumstances.

Each

perspective involved interraction with A.A. yet emphasized differing
aspects of recovery.
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A Process Perspective.

From a philosophical and meta-level stance,

Eddy referred to a Hegelian system of the evolution of thinking.
Hegel the human mind was regarded as a manifestion of spirit.

For

In the

soul or spirit cosmic reason operates—a consciousness of subjective
spirit.

Objective spirit is expressed in cultural and social forms,

such as law and morality; and subjective spirit, or Absolute spirit,
which manifests in art, religion and philosophy (Runes,

1955, p. 475).

For Eddy:
. . . the first three years or so it’s more or less
a rebellion.
Then there's an acceptance that probably
lasted seven years or so and then there's a rebellion.
I think it just goes on like Hegel says:
a thesis, and
antithesis and a synthesis.
And the synthesis becomes
the thesis and there is always another antithesis to it.
That appears to be the way life has always been.
So
there's no getting off.
I've just gone through, I
think, a thesis stage.
Now I'll see what's gonna happen,
I can't tell.
But I'm in another process.
I don't
distrust the process as much as I did before simply
because it's worked.
And I trust more in God than I did.
I didn't trust at all before.
I only thought it was me.
Eddy elaborated on this Hegelian system through speaking of his former
need for control and how currently his life is viewed as being out of
control.

Yet he recognized that though he may still play by his "own

rules" the real issue was whether "I am on good spiritual grounds or
not"?

Eddy admitted that he didn't know that for sure

his reality or was it happening to him?
"God's been good to me so far.
not in mine.

was he creating

He could only recognize that

The path that I have is in God's hands,

My notion of what's going on is beside the point."

He

concluded by stating that God’s work for him "will be" and he won’t have
much to say about it beyond turn it down or accept it.

For him life

would proceed and his choices would continue to proceed as well, "even
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though my inclinations so far have been to turn it (God's will) down".
For Eddy, although this process appeared out of control, it contained an
inherent structure and motion of building upon itself, a process not to
be controlled yet one which demanded continual choice.
Sean s conception of the process also spoke to a breaking apart and
coming together progression, an exploration and discovery of limits and
expanded boundaries.
The first month was like an explosion.
It didn't fall
apart, it's like the entire universe blew apart.
And much
of the pieces gathered together in very new ways and I had
a very dim idea of how to relate to the universe and very
meager confidence of my ability to relate.
The first year
was an exploration of those questions:
How To? and Can I?
And there was tremendous fear and tremendous sort of
wonderment.
During the first five years of Sean's recovery he continued to use
marijuana quite regularly.

Yet for him he was able to participate in a

"shaping" progress of recovery.
Somewhere between the first and second year I gave
myself permission to not know what I wanted to be when
I grew up.
I didn't require of myself that I had an
answer to that, in fact I had it fairly firmly in place
that I didn't have to have an answer to that ever, if
that's the way it worked out—and just acknowledge that
something new was shaping itself without having to know
what it was.
In this fifth year Sean abandoned "cannabis maintenance".

He came to

acknowledge the limits marijuana applied to continued growth.
That was like a ceiling.
And for awhile there was alot
I could do within that ceiling.
As time went on that
became more and more the barriers.
For example I was
having a much heightened sense of spiritual principles
and an increasing corruption of them.
Trends were going
exactly antagonistic to each other.
The ceiling that marijuana created manifested in internal conflict,
dissonance, or what Bateson would term a competitive, "symmetric
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relationship".

For Sean it signified the necessity to let go of another

dependence and rebalance himself in a non-competitive, harmonious
"complementary relationship" with a new epistemology of spiritual
principles.

Sean spoke of other "punctuations" in his recovery, changes

in life circumstances but changes that didn’t necessarily demaracate
specific phases.

He concluded with stating that "the overal sense that

I have is of an unfolding, an evolution—I think it's all
interrelated."

He emphasized the interactive, accumulative quality of

recovery—the merging of cause/effect,

the non-linear, fluid nature of

growth.
A Faith Perspective.

John recognized certain life events which

spurred crucial movement in recovery.

His recovery centered around

surrender and acceptance of his powerlessness.

He conceived of recovery

as "steady growth" triggered by a realization of powerlessness. "The
whole process is just one continuous chain of showing me how little
power I have and yet how wonderful that is.
you can have if you do surrender."

And the amazing things that

John’s first year of recovery was a

slow process which accelerated in a major way in response to a lifethreatening illness.
I wanted to drink for the first nine months I was in
the program.
And then almost everything positive that
happened to me, it happened to me before I realized that
it had already happened.
I didn’t know if I really
believed in a God, or if I did believe in a God, was I
turning my life and my will over to him?.
And then I
got the cancer and the first thoughts I had were:
What
the hell did you give me these eighteen months for to
find out what it's all about?
Now you're going to take
it away from me."
And I walked out of a very traumatic
meeting with a doctor feeling quite good about life
because I knew I believed in a God and I trusted that
God.
It was a helluva way to find out but I knew that
day.
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For John the trauma of cancer showed him the depth of his faith and the
quality of a sobriety he had been struggling for so long.

Throughout

his surgery and physical recovery John experienced "alot of doubts, alot
of confusion, and alot of fear but there was always a quiet place inside
me where nothing touched me."

The gratitude for the first bit of faith

he did have brought him to a total surrender with the cancer.
it was devastating.
good.

I was able to be there.

"None of

Down deep I really felt

It was a peace I had never known before."

And it was that peace

that continued to be the benchmark of John's recovery process.

In

retrospect he admitted to different "eras", or preoccupations, yet he
did not distinguish specific phases.
For awhile I was chasing relationships, another one
thinking that prayer was cause and effect.
I'd pray
for God's will and try to steer it in my head.
Alot
of craziness went on but really I think all of this
is just a slow path that started before the desire to
drink went away.
From the time John felt that going to detox was so negative, John's
sense of recovery was hinged to surrender to his powerlessness and
helplessness.

His route followed a simple, straight-foward progression

starting with surrender of control and ending with the "control" in
God's hands.
Annette described specific changes in her person, her way of
relating to herself,

the world and a higher power.

Her first several

years of recovery centered around her marital status—leaving a marriage
and starting life as a single parent.

A major theme in her process was

of learning and coming to a greater expression of her true self.
I think the first four years were sneaking up on and
being able to act out a little on the courage of my
convictions.
And I couldn't make promises that I
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didn’t know how things were going to turn out.
That
I couldn't be perfect.
And learning to listen.
All
those kinds of things.
All learning and all touching
on things.
The loss of a cohesive family unit brought on tremendous loneliness.

It

brought her to a place of knowing that she could be who she was for
herself, not for others, or the images she felt obliged to maintain in
her former marriage.

In her fifth year she realized that all along she

had choice.
I could follow what I believed.
That was such a wonder
to me.
I could accept being criticized and I didn’t
have to run away.
And I learned I could leave anything
or anyone that I had to but I never had to run away.
That no matter how bad my emotions got not only I never
have to drink again, but I don’t have to crack up or
break down.
That really set me free from guilt.
Because it said I could want to, but I don't have to.
It helped me bring a little light on it instead of fear.
There was that dignity of choice.
God would give me
the courage but he gave me the dignity of choice.
This sense of having freedom to choose opened Annette up to a
protective,

loving relationship with a higher power.

She came to

believe that trust in the love of God could set her free and allow her
to do or be whatever she wanted in her life.

Annette claimed the

’’dignity of choice" and realized that each choice carried a consequence
and effect.

Yet in the protection of her spiritual relationship she

would not have to be afraid of "punishment", but rather be given the
power to self-correct and move forward.
I'm not the electricity, I just plug the plug in.
And
so as I contact God, I would be given the power to keep
whatever it is that would protect me or make a betters
way for me to go.
Even in my thinking, my min set.
You know when how we all run off into bramble bushes
and get scratched and scrambled, and my mind will just
hurt.
So I say: "Shepard my thoughts and keep me at
ease". . . . But it doesn't create a passive message.
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Annette admitted alot of adjustment to her life changes but keeping A.A.
"in front all the time" helped teach her balance among her priorities.
She found herself able to know that she was in the right place at the
right time for the right purpose without having to explain or be
defensive.
An A.A./Twelve Steps Perspective.

For Dan, Ellen, and Jude

recovery phases were explicitly linked to the Twelve Steps or to their
identification with the A.A.

program.

As they proceeded with the Steps

life began to take on new dimensions and certain events or "crises"
pushed them into new understandings of and commitment to their recovery
program and the Steps.

Acceptance was slow in coming for Dan when it

came to identifying himself as an alcoholic.

This illustrates Brown’s

transition stage of recovery in coming around to claim a new identity:
The word still to me meant someone who was a terrible
person.
And it was a couple of years before I really
was comfortable at an A.A. meeting.
I wanted to be
there and I loved it but I still kind of felt like a
fish out of water.
It was a long time coming but just
being able to be Dan, sitting in the front row and
listening.
When that came, that was a step forward.
Dan took several years while attending A.A. to accept his powerlessness
over alcohol and put down the drink.

As Brown has established in her

developmental model of the alcoholic identity, recovery starts in the
drinking stage.

As denial and the rigid system of logic of the

alcoholic begins to break down, as the alcoholic repeatedly finds
himself identifying with the stories of other recovering alcoholics, the
openness to admitting and accepting an alcoholic identity becomes
possible.

Brown emphasizes the vulnerability and helplessness of this

phase of recovery and emphasizes the crucial need of a supportive
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environment.

Dan illustrates this beautifully in his story about

polishing his shoes and gargling before a meeting and then being
accepted unconditionally despite the drinking he did in the car on the
way to meetings.

For Dan, phases were tied to the action of the steps

and resulting self-acceptance.
That first year was the withdrawal from alcohol and
from the long-term effects of it.
Just getting better
physically and getting involved in the fellowship,
getting a sponsor.
I also knew that as I cleared up
the Twelve Steps meant also Steps Four and Five—that
I had to take the inventory and had to share it with
someone. . . . And I had written out the inventory like
it says in the book and I just totally unburdened myself
for the first time in my life.
And just that act of
disclosing everything for me was a tremendous pouring
out and it was a milestone in my recovery.
What I got
from that was self-acceptance cause I always used to
wish things were different.
I was looking back in the
past and overwhelmed with guilt about it.
After doing
the Fifth Step suddenly I stopped thinking that way, I
could just accept the whole thing—it was the path I
took up to that moment.
Another illustration of acceptance and a "step forward" for Dan was in
making amends as suggested by Steps Eight and Nine.

As a parish priest

Dan believed he had amends to make to hundreds of people in his former
dioceses and found that his honesty with them released him from the fear
he had had so long.

It took Dan up to three years to get through his

amends.
Jude's phases progressed in individual or groups of years and were
hinged to her identification as an A.A. member:
The first year was just the getting my toes wet in A.A.
very slowly and very cautiously.
The second year I was
on a pink cloud where I was getting daily reinforcement^
from A.A. and really for the first time in my life didn t
experience the deep, deep depressions that I had had.
The
third year I began to deal with other issues like my having
been sexually abused by my father, of getting into another
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relationship, and life became a little more difficult to
deal with.
So it was more of a realistic period with A.A.
Although I was still going to alot of meetings, I was also
being more intellectually stimulated by different kinds of
counseling and psychotherapy techniques.
Life continued for Jude; graduate school, work in a half-way house for
women, another relationship, and decreased attendance at A.A.

As

mentioned by Eddy, Jude started to experience a "rebellion" phase in her
sixth year of recovery.

For her A.A. came to represent "a parental

figure in my life that I was going to rebel against".
I was going to rely on my intellect.
It was a period
when I knew I couldn't drink and that I would go to
meetings once a month, kind of just to be reminded
that I couldn't drink, but that I was going to figure
out who I was and get what I wanted through my own brain
and willpower and therapy.
And then, two years ago, my
life hit a bottom in many ways and I realized again that
the place I had turned to before I could turn to again
which was A.A.
And I started going to daily meetings
and I had been sober long enough and had done enough
therapy and growing that I was willing to go deeper.
It's always been A.A. that's been at the base of my
spiritual development and my surrender of all my
anxieties and fears—to God—and to those in spirit
that I believe guide me.
Jude's phases with A.A. changed in relation to an upsurge of selfreliance.

Although she remained identified as an alcoholic who couldn't

drink her recovery narrowed down to a mental exercise directed by selfwill.

She withdrew from an active collective identity. The separation

and isolation she eventually came to acknowledge brought her to a new
level of need.

In a return to actively claiming her alcoholic identity

and membership in A.A. she could as well claim her need for balance,
belonging, and shared reliance "to go deeper".
Ellen's phases of recovery start as a "novitiate" in the A.A.
program, a novitiate who quickly built a strong foundation through the
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Steps of Recovery and progressed through phases of self-awareness.

Over

the years several major crises peaked in Ellen’s family and in turning
to A. A. for support and perspective she came to some powerful
realizations about the nature of her true self.
The first year and a month was mostly taking, was working
up to the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh Steps.
It was
novitiate, it was mostly listening, mostly doing what I
was told.
Some arguments. Some faking I could do it my
way, but not for very long. And then there came a sense
that I had to finish, I had to get through those Steps.
I don't know where that came from. That's kind of like
knowing when there's something wrong with the kids. It
was knowing when there's something wrong with me and I
desperately needed to do that—then—soon. And I did.
Family turmoil between Ellen and her daughter brought on insight into
ways she expressed her vanity and need to maintain an image of the
perfect mother.
Because of the Steps I could see I wanted to make me look
good.
That was one of the most painful periods of my
entire life in the sense that I had to face how little
mother love was involved in what I wanted for my kids.
And how much just plain vanity. Super Mom really got
demoted in a big hurry.
Ellen turned to her sponsor for understanding and feedback on what she
was doing and what she could do differently.

The discomfort of looking

at herself was too much to bear alone:
I can remember going to bed at night for a week anyway,
maybe more, writhing.
I hated what was happening, I hated
the life that I was in. But I could see it.
I knew that
underneath my concern for her was this thing about I don t
want to be humiliated anymore. Oh I hated myself, I hated
that part of me.
And yet, I could see that there had to be
reconciliation with me. . . . There was a process going
on there, a process of I was reconciled again with
something over which I had no control and had no business
having any control.
But at the same time that was going
on I was being reconciled with a part of me that was
unacceptable to me—the vain, the 'I won't be humiliated
again’.
Seeing that I had seen my kids as an extension
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of myself.
And somehow that put me in a whole new gear,
Eighth and Ninth Steps became more meaningful to me and
through them the recognition that all my relationships
had been screwed up.
There's so much I had put off on
the son-of-a-bitch I'd been married to and I was getting
a chance to look at the bitch who was causing herself
the trouble too.
And yet, in A.A. that bitch was who
was being loved and who was being helped.
So it was
all mixed up in a marvelous pot.
Benchmarks for Ellen seemed to come through family changes and she could
recognize

other modes" she was in as she grew in recovery.

One such

mode was staying out of the business her children needed to attend to.
A son and daughter both joined the fellowship of A.A. and Ellen could
see that as part of a process separate from herself, yet connected in
that "it moved me somewhere else in relation to them—all of them.
much more comfortable, much more.

You know how you have the feeling

sometimes that things are fitting, appropriate.
of being graceful?"

It's

.

. fitting in the sense

As Ellen moved through varying stages of recovery

she came to an appreciation of a process she had been a participant in.
She gained a higher perspective as she saw the process as recursive and
progressive in nature.

As she ended her description of phases of

recovery she concluded:

"So as I'm getting older and have this sense of

losing some of the abilities that I had before I'm watching the kids
move into their own strengths."
The above phase perspectives were colored with different pigments:
philosophical,

self-actualizing,

spiritual, social, and environmental,

as experienced within the subjects distinctly different personal lives.
Yet each story confirmed the existence of a process that moved and grew
only through involvement with supports and powers beyond alcohol and the
self.

Each spoke of a process of restoring, recreating or discovering a

a new sense of identity.

Each affirmed the crucial role of guidelines
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and structure (internal and external) which facilitated periods of
growth.

Each credited an array of dynamics which entered their lives

through A.A. and entered their hearts and minds to free them and allow
changes they had not known before.

The following section will trace the

reader through a synthesis of these guidelines,

structure, and dynamics

which interract to create a process of transformation as seen through
the eyes of eight recovering "old timers" in the fellowship of
Alcoholics Anonymous.

The Gestalt of the Process

Through the grounded theory approach (Bogdan & Taylor,

1985) used

in this study a pattern of subjects’ responses began to emerge
throughout collecting and analyzing the data.

The stories shared were

all quite individual and yet there seemed to be a dialectic between and
among stories.

This exchange between varying experiences of recovery

and various individuals illustrated the complex dynamics of the process
of recovery.

And yet a clear simplicity filtered through the

complexities, whether subjects were speaking of early recovery or of
their growth in their 10th,

15th or 25th year of sobriety.

The following model is offered as a two-dimensional map of a multi¬
dimensional process.

It serves as a looking down to the foundation of a

gestalt which speaks to the motion and direction of the process of
recovery.

The concept of a gestalt is chosen to represent this process

as it implies a unified,

psychological or symbolic configuration which

has properties and qualities that are more than the sum of its parts.
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The gestalt concept is helpful for conceiving this process in that it
speaks to a changing phenomenon, one whose parts move from figure to
ground and ground to figure in relation to their perceptual significance
within an experience or process.
Figure 1 illustrates an interactive phenomenon between and among
four components of a recovery process in motion around a central core
hub of surrender.

These four components are:

connectedness, and choice.

action, awareness,

The process is set within the sphere of

Alcoholics Anonymous and its primary structure: meetings, the Twelve
Steps,

the Twelve Traditions, the fellowship, and service work.

set within the sphere of principles of living and a higher power.

Figure 1.

Recovery Process Model

A.A. is
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The Recovery Model
Each of the four components of the recovery process represents both
cause and effect in the motion of growth.

Within these individual

components and between each component are dynamic, interractive
processes which play out within the individual as he/she participates in
the recovery program of A.A.

Entry into the motion of growth may be

from any single component and does not necessarily have to proceed in
the sequence of how these components are placed in this model.

The four

components are catalyzed by an act of surrender and fueled through a
continuing state and repeated acts of surrender.

The role of surrender

will be more clearly illustrated in a following section.

For the

purpose of illustrating the model in Figure 1 the following narrative
will provide descriptions and examples of the components and show their
connection to continued movement through the model.

Examples will be

drawn from the stories of transformation in Chapter III and segments of
the full interview of each subject.
Action.

The action component signifies behavioral deeds or

performance that may be reflexive, contrary to former behavior patterns,
singular, compliant or habitual.

Action may be intentional or

unintentional—it does not necessarily imply that an act is preceded by
reflection.
In Dan’s interview, he stated:
in A.A.

"I just followed all the suggestions

and I applied the Twelve Steps as best I could to my life".

An

act could simply imply an event Dan mentioned in his story: "I was
washing my face and looking in the mirror all alone" as it happened for
Dan while in the detox.

John described actions he applied in recovery,
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such as:

"You know, you don’t have to look like a hero and you don't

have to feel like a hero,
to understand A.A.

you just do it and that’s life."

Or in coming

so he could describe it to his doctor, John stated:

So I had to ask those questions because I had to go see him again, and
of course I had to have the answers."

As shown in the above examples,

actions may be a following of directions; a singular, habitual act; an
intentional deed based on intrapersonal motives; or an act consciously
separate from psychological motives.
Awareness.

The awareness component represents various forms of

being conscious or cognizant.

It may imply knowing something either by

perception or by means of information.

Awareness can mean recognition

through something being sensed or felt, or becoming aroused or conscious
of the presence of something.

Jude’s story relayed how while in

therapy:

"I had an awareness that my therapist felt some sort of love

for me.

But it was very minute."

instincts,

Ellen often referred to her

intuition and senses throughout her story.

For instance she

acknowledged that there were alot of unknowns in her recovery—unknown
rationales and meanings.
I knew I didn't know anything.
And I was not conscious
at first that I had begun to recover.
I just knew that I
was doing what people told me to do, and that I was
comfortable in those rooms and I was taking something
out of those rooms that helped me get through my days.
Her initial awareness was in reference to her own sense of comfort and
coping with changed behavior in her daily life.

Coming to a state of

"being conscious" progressed with small recognitions.
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Connectedness.
and isolated.
to.

The term connected stands in contrast to separated

Connectedness implies being joined, united or related

It may refer to an association, a fastening together, linking, or

making contact.

As used for the purposes of this model, connectedness

signifies an external contact or joining, as well as internal
associations and acknowledgements, or relating an awareness to something
within one s self or one's life.

Illustrations of connectedness could

be Dan s knowing that he needed help and going to detox and A.A.

It

could also refer to Dan's process of claiming an alcoholic identity.
John spoke extensively of needing God and people in his recovery.
Another example would be Ellen's changing place in the process of her
daughter and son's recovery when she said:
in relation to them—all of them."

"it moved me somewhere else

Several subjects referred to "parts

of me" which became complementary versus antagonistic, or integrated
into a sense of a "whole me".
Choice.

The choice component represents the existence of

alternatives, options, selections, or preferences.

As it broadly

implies, choice involves the freedom and power to select among a variety
of possiblities available to a person.
decision or judgment.

It also implies making a

For the purpose of this study choice is an

internal free and empowered state of judging and selecting, of
consciously choosing a thing,
action.

person, attitude,

perception or course of

As evidenced through Annette’s story she refers to herself

today as free of dependency on anything or anyone for an identity or for
approval.

And yet she continually chooses to "yield her freedom to God"

which allows her true

freedom within.

Eddy elaborated on the freedom he
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felt with the discovery of choice.

He spoke of the insult when someone

tells another what to do and how he never felt that as others shared
their stories about getting sober.

He saw that in A.A. people "just

presented their stuff and I was free to choose it or reject it.
that was the first time that anyone had presented something.
gift.

And

It was a

The gift was presented to me in a way that I could take."
With basic descriptions of the four components of the recovery

model it seems important to show how active alcoholism blocked or
diverted full entry into the process of recovery.

Segments of the

interviews will be presented which describe blocks to the four
components.

Following will be illustrations of how the interraction of

the four components facilitated growth.

Blocks to the Recovery Process
Throughout the interview subjects were asked to reflect back on how
it was for them before A.A., what happened in recovery, and what it is
like now.

Many of them admitted that while something was changing for

them they weren’t always cognizant of it.

Eddy's statement about

hindsight speaks for many of the subjects as they identified aspects of
the process they went through:
Most of the time when I'm talking to you it's all hind¬
sight.
And I only interpret this later.
I don't have
any idea if that's what happened.
It's my version of
what's happened.
It's a subjective impression of what's
happened.
It's not objective, cause at the time I had no
idea of what was happening to me.

None.

Their experience and interpretations are what guide this study and the
emergence of the model presented.

With identification of the blocks to

entering the recovery process the subjects have been able to own
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patterns and remain open to continual choosing to either stay static and
bounded by a pattern or free and allowing of growth.
The blocks spoken of here are some of those which impeded putting
down the drink, the awareness of alcoholism,

the cry for help, following

suggestions, or commitment to aspects of recovery.

Annette spoke at

length about the blocks that functioned in her life and kept her from
not putting down the drink.

In her story in Chapter III she spoke of

the time she first called A.A. for help.

After speaking to an A.A.

member on the phone she decided to not drink that day and go to a
meeting that evening.

Upon returning from work her husband mixed a

drink for both of them, as was the usual evening ritual.

She found she

had no internal power to not act on taking the drink offered.

As she

shared:
Like he did that for me and if I don’t take it that
wouldn’t be right.
I didn't know how not to.
I didn't
know how to say: "I can’t drink that."
So I did drink it
and it was my first real conflict.
Within that story can be seen blocks to three of the model's components:
action, awareness, and choice.
choice not to drink.

Annette had no concept that she had a

She had no awareness of a "how not to" and no

awareness of the control that alcohol and her husband had for her.

With

the lack of awareness and lack of a sense of choice, Annette could not
;

summon the power to keep her from the act of drinking even though her
mind didn t want to.
She spoke of other blocks, especially in regard to becoming honest
about herself (awareness), and opening up to others to ask for help
(connectedness).

She told of how she had lived a split life, between
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where and how she thought she should be and where she felt she
belonged.

On one hand she needed the warmth and welcome of acceptance

and only knew how to do that by striving to live up to an image and
gaining approval.

Her life was ruled by a variety of shoulds.

When she

did begin to open up to the acceptance she felt in A.A. she continually
denied her alcoholism through the rationalization that she was
immaculate, clean and orderly.
I knew drunks weren’t clean.
So no matter how I had
acted, what had gone on, I took three baths, at the very
least a day, and clothes changed, taking the pills to
polish floors all night and everything else. You know,
as I disintegrated and fell apart inside, but I was clean,
so that alcohol was not a problem.
Eddy spoke of the pride, arrogance and egocentricity that kept him
from asking for help (action and connectedness).
An old rabbi said one time: How come nobody seeks God
anymore? And he simply said:
Because they won’t stoop
low enough.
And most of my troubles today are because
I won’t stoop low enough.
I won’t ask for help. See,
stubborn, opinionated, arrogant, can’t even write. And
even though I intellectually undertand this, emotionally
sometimes I’m too damn immature.
I'm too immature to,
for instance, carry out a principle I know is so. The
little kid in me won’t let me. And I heard Irish Pat
in Lake Wayland call it the "Big I Am". And if you look
at the favorite word in Alcoholics Anonymous it’s 'I'.
Yet, in the Steps of Recovery it’s about 'we*. But it’s I;
I this, I that, either way. Either I did this is wonderful
or I is terrible.
Eddy's owning his immature parts moved him from blocked awareness and
blocked inner connnectedness to the "all" that he is, as well as the
limits he has.

As he implied this growth happened through the Steps and

through joining with other alcoholics to grow beyond the "Big I Am".
Bob relayed a story in his interview about the patterns he had
which kept him from a deeper commitment to recovery through the Twelve
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Steps. He told of his involvement in service work and how he started to
organize meetings.
I had to get speakers and find out people did say no
because they went fishing or played golf on Sundays.
I
got pissed because now I'm threatened. But it made me
get out of myself and after that the therapy was at work.
Now a strange thing happened. An ego that I didn't know
I had erupted.
I liked the attention it brought me.
Through his service work he got involved with A.A. service committees
outside his home area.
I was getting scared now.
Because now by getting
involved in service work and going beyond the Springield
area and meeting other people, I realize now, I didn't
realize then, I was meeting alot of real spiritual
people.
I was confronted with rigorous, rigorous honesty
and I was full of secrets and I didn't have a sponsor. Oh
sure, I joined a group and I was active, but the Steps—
nothing.
Despite himself Bob continued with service work and took on tremendous
responsibility.

He had made leeway into the components of action and

connectedness and came to see them from a different perspective.
When you realize that you're sitting in a position of
developing policy for all of A.A. throughout the whole
world it's scarey.
I was scared of the tremendous
responsibility but there's no question, all this was
part of leading up to the point I had to reach because
I was confronted more and more with the things that I
was not doing, was not surrendering to.
As shown in the three examples, blocks to recovery included: pride,
dishonesty, arrogance, egocentricity, fear, denial, rationalizations,
blame, intellectualizing, and control.

These blocks appear to be deeply

internalized reactions to challenges presented to the individual s sense
of self, belief system, or behavioral patterns.
that disappeared once the drinking stopped.
carried on for 10 years.

These were not patterns

For some these blocks were

For others they are still persistent niggles
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Interaction of the Four

To distinguish between the

influence of the components in early

recovery and those in on-going
recovery, examples from subjects will be
presented here.
The action component was clearly illustrated by ___

an su ujects

speaking of entry into recovery.

Eddy came to see that:

through repetition you get to be the kind of
person you are.
As your drinking gets worse Wre
“de. 'T of co"tro1fall into repetitious patterns
and behavior that are beyond the mere confines of
ationalism.
And in many cases that's exactly how an
hphflh°llC re£°ve*'s*
He recovers through repetitious
behaviors.
So when he regresses, when he’s under stress
he regresses back to a principle. So you've got behaviors
that you ve got in place, hopefully, and that you practice
many, many times. So it's like muscle memory. So that under
duress, maybe you go to a meeting. Maybe you'll talk to
your sponsor. Maybe you’ll ask God for help. Maybe you'll
involk one of the principles or one of the Steps that you
iearned.
And maybe you'll do any of these things and maybe
it 11 stop you from going back to a drink. Cause a drink is
where you ended up.
From this example, repeated action: attending meetings, talking with a
sponsor, reading A.A. literature, doing the Steps, etc. helped to nudge
Eddy into making choices, maintaining connection, and becoming aware of
a principle or another alternative besides picking up a drink.
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And ab°ut six months later the desire to

rmk went away. And then right around that same time I
thought I was getting well enough—the desire to drink went
away-and then all of a sudden I started-! guess I was
getting too well’ because I started disagreeing with
p op e or ju ging people.
I didn’t want to hit anybody but
wanted to slap a few, or at least tell them they were
diots.
So I went to the same man again and he says,
6
’ y°w Can
d° that’
8° home and pray for them".
1 says.
Wait a minute, this is bullshit entirely.
Praying
T

J’ust

to a piece of wood on a wall is bad enough but now you
want me to go home and pray for these fools." But I did
and f I f°und out it’s very hard to stay mad at somebody that
you re praying for.
y
For John the action of asking for guidance, connecting with a higher
power (instead of his own self-will), and choosing to follow the
suggestion offered brought him to a different awareness and release from
the preoccupation with alcohol and with judging others.
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As for current movement through the components Annette speaks of
her practice of beginning a day with prayers of gratitude.

Dan tells of

creating a new position at work and the need to ask for help from
experts in a similar position.

And all of the subjects interviewed

continue to attend A.A. meetings, meet A.A. commitments, i.e. speaking
at meetings, and applying the Steps in their personal lives.
The awareness component was mentioned often in very explicit
terms.

Dan refers to his recovery as "a totally new awareness and

emotional life."

He speaks at length of the total awareness he had with

realizing that his troubles were really all about alcohol, as presented
in his story in Chapter III.
Eddy tells of the awarenesses he realized in telling his story to
other alcoholics.
I really believe that friends tell one another stories to
recapture the myth of themselves that they've lost. And I
found that always speaking from the podium—to look out at
a hundred people, or fifty people or five people—to have
them look you right in the eye, that you ought to tell them
the truth the best way that you can about what has happened
to you and what's happened to you now.
I found in many
cases I could tie what happened to me better to this public
exposure than I could often through private dialogue. Some¬
times I'd be riding in a car and I'd be telling myself my
story, different stories that I had.
See I had a thousand
stories, and sometimes these things would all come together.
Eddy's vignette shows the interaction of all four components in his
response to a question about awareness.
Ellen often referred to growing awarenesses in her first year of
recovery.

She used a variety of terms to indicate glimpses of

awareness, such as:

"knowing that I don't know", intuition, instincts

conscious, and "a process of learning the next step".
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The terms used by Ellen were often sprinkled throughout Sean's
story in such ways as:

conscious stance, trusting, sense of natural

purpose, inner/outer acknowledgement, naturalness, fits perfectly, back
to the essence and heart of matters.

He told of an intriguing interplay

between suspended awareness and lack of sense and a coming to a
"conscious stance" after one of his earliest A.A. meetings.
I was taken by a friend, and I was still in that sort of
black-outy stage, and all I remember is that a black man
spoke.
I sat by my friend, shook, and she held my hand.
And I haven’t a clue as to what he (the speaker) said.
My sense is that I neither rejected nor accepted. I
didn't have any sense that, oh yeh, there's something
here for me.
But what was missing which normally would
have been there was my exquisitely active critical process.
I don't remember having that stance at all, which was
extremely out of character. While I was in treatment, I
got that as a conscious stance that I carried with me to
the meetings.
And I would occasionally get distracted by
that person's who's an asshole, or they should've said it
differently, but that's exceptional.
What is striking about Sean's experience is that his normal stance of
critical judgment showed itself to be an obstacle to awareness.

The

suspension of that interpretive mode freed him up to a consciousness and
awareness that he found quite unfamiliar and yet quite illuminating.

In

on-going recovery Sean speaks of how that conscious stance endures and
how it incorporates the components of connectedness and choice.
And I have a way of being at meetings that knows what is
happening is exactly what's supposed to happen and what I
get out of it is roughly 98.13% my business. Whether I am
available in the right way or not, and it s not they did ^
xt wrong" so I couldn't get what I wanted.
I believe that s
not true.
Sean's awareness, his way of being, allows him a sense of connectedness
to a higher order, one that functions beyond his critical stance or
investment yet nonetheless responds to what might help him
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individually.

The choice of making himself "available" in an open,

receiving way, of being at the meeting for his own purposes, frees him
to realize that which he needs most.
The connectedness component was a strong theme in all subjects'
interviews.

They spoke of entering into the fellowship of the A.A.

program, of interactions with other recovering alcoholics and members of
their own families.

Many referred to being led to a higher power

through people they met and were helped by.

Many, as shown above in

Sean's statment, referred to their humble place in a higher order of
harmony and consciousness.

Several spoke of the cyclical nature of

recovery and the way their experiences were part of a "learning process"
which kept showing interrelations and applicability.

Some shared about

the parts of them which led them or were reconciled within.
A compelling example of the beginning steps toward connectedness in
early recovery was shared by John.
I joined a group after three months and we were going on
commitments.
I got a sponsor and he was taking me to
meetings.
I was going to meetings on the bus and I was
learning how to meet people and talk to them.
I had never
had a sober conversation until this time. And then they were
taking me on commitments and I'd be in a car with four or
five other people and they'd be talking about their every¬
day life. And I'd find out they didn't have two heads.
They put their pants on one leg at a time and they really
were caring people. They loved me when I couldn't love
myself.
And they always had the smile and they always had
the welcome—it wasn't superficial—they meant it. They
gave me permission to be me. They knew that I was screwed
up, but that's okay because they had been, too. And "don't
worry about things, just keep coming back." They started
giving me compliments, and it was driving me crazy and I
knew they were right. But I couldn't handle it.
I d go
running to one of them and tell them! What the hell is
going on?" "Don't worry about it John, they mean it.
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John spoke of many awarenesses and choices he had through interaction
with others in A.A.

When he wanted to drink, when he found himself

cynical and critical at meetings, he turned to someone.

Once a priest

trusted him with the key to the church so John could set up a meeting.
He was stunned that a "big gray haired old priest trusted me.
was no sap, he was a guy that had instincts.
things.

And he

I couldn’t deny these

For his first year and more John was just acting on the

suggestions given, he had no understanding of the meaning or sense of
what was happening to him.
months.

His craving for alcohol lingered for many

He often thought what he heard was "bullshit" and yet he went

to others for perspective and guidance about what to do.

In going to a

member of A.A. for guidance on his cynicism he was told: "Don’t worry
about it, it'll pass.

I was there, too, just sit in the back of the

church, something will happen that’ll turn that around."

John shared

how something did happen at a meeting where he arrived late.
When I walked in I knew something was happening. A young
woman had her arms around an older woman, they were crying
and this guy's shaking hands with everyone. This one woman,
it was her first anniversary and she’d been trying for nine
years to stay sober for a year. And I felt something in that
room and I couldn't bullshit myself that I felt it, it was
almost like a warm blanket on a summer night.
I wanted to get
out of there and I couldn’t, I wanted to deny it and I couldn't.
The acceptance and affirmation of John’s feelings,

screwed up

or not,

allowed John to grow in trust enough to look at his own denial, to
receive the power of what was happening around him and within him.
Through his connections with others, voluntarily or not, John could
recognize that he could choose either to fall back into ignoring his
feelings and senses, or open to the new awarenesses and love within the
collective of A.A. and the internal collective of who John was.
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Sean speaks of a connectedness he experienced in A.A. meetings
throughout his recovery and continuing today.

In speaking what A.A. is

like for him he states:
Like a well, and what I mean by that is I knew that if I
went to it it would sustain me. Two things I went to it
for regularly. The two things were:
(1) that it would
always re-orient my focus, always.
And (2) that it would
always let me know that I was not alone. My experience
usually was that if I could be re—oriented and directed
back to gratitude and living a day at a time and letting
go—those kind of basic principles—and relocate myself
as a participant in a community of people, of humans, of
spiritual children, whatever—striving with essentially
common dilemmas then whatever my trouble was was already
largely addressed or resolved or put into perspective. So
I rarely felt like, "yeh, but". A meeting would take
care of that.
Sean's perspective reinforces Brown's model of identity development and
the significance of identification with feelings, dilemmas and the
collective of other alcoholics striving for a new life.

The

connectedness which follows from attendance at meetings, and
identification versus comparison, proves to balance perspective and the
"existential aloneness" felt so acutely by alcoholics.
Bob spoke at length about the importance of building a relationship
with his sponsor.

He spoke of how embarrassed he'd get when his sponsor

would say: "Bob, no matter what, God loves you," hug him in public or
private, and share his own love for Bob.

As Bob elaborated:

But he de-sensitized me and he knew what he was doing.
And then he'd explain to me that touching is a very
important part of total communication.
It's not just
listening, it's not just talking, it's touching as well.
And so he taught me to get in touch with my humanness,
my sensitivity—that if used correctly it's a gift. And
that real love is the ability to feel other people's pain
and to share it with them.
So out of all this came a
whole new awareness of who God was in my life, so that I
was able to look back at the church from different eyes
and a whole different attitude. And I go to mass today,
and I'm a church organist and I do things cause I want to.
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Bob's connectedness (despite resistance or embarrassment) led him to new
awarenesses about relationships, a higher power and the healing nature
of relating to others.

These awarenesses helped Bob establish a new

perspective on the church he had held resentments toward and let him
redefine his choices and the advantages of those choices.

Another

example of connectedness is shown in Bob's daily practice of
establishing connection with a higher power and with himself.

This

daily time of meditation started early in Bob's recovery and continues
today.
So out of that has come not just an acceptance of God in
my life but the one most important thing in recovery—
self-acceptance of ourselves as human beings which
includes our frailties. If I can't accept myself how in
God's name can I accept anybody else. Today what that
means to me is that I'm going to start off my day by
establishing some sort of relationship with God and some
sort of relationship with myself.
I do that by providing
quiet time for myself early in the morning and I read a
couple of books here and I just spend 10 or 15 minutes.
Some days it don't mean zip and that's okay, I've come to
realize that it doesn't have to be a profound, ecstatic
experience every day.
Some days it hits me right between
the eyes and other days it's just okay. And that's
acceptable, it's alright.
But by doing that now I'm open
to at least having relationships with people on all levels
out there today.
This example goes full circle through the model of recovery in that it
shows repeated action in daily reflection; the connectedness of
establishing relationships within, with God, with others; the awareness
that the content of the exercise is not what's truly important; and the
choice of nurturing those connections made through daily practices.

A

common theme through the above examples that manifests a main outgrowth
of connectedness is the theme of acceptance.

The interplay of

acceptance within A.A. meetings, between members, and within one s self
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is emphasized repeatedly in all subjects'

stories.

As mentioned in the

literature on the consciousness perspective Whitfield (1985) credits the
level of acceptance as a bridge between the "lower" and "higher self".
It is that bridge that spans between the separateness and isolation of
the human being with all his/her frailties and the unified, integrated,
interconnected self.

As evidenced in the stories this study has

introduced, acceptance is the bridge to healing and wholeness as
practiced and experienced in one's life "a day at a time".
The final and fourth choice component appears to grow out of and
facilitates the growth of all three other components.

Choice may be as

simple as choosing to not pick up the first drink, to consciously decide
on an attempt for help,

or as stated in A.A. to "be willing to go to any

lengths" to get sober.

Choice in the form of willingness reappears

throughout recovery, in daily applications of choosing alternatives to a
drink or a bad attitude and in daily exercises of surrender to a higher
will.
A direct and concise example of choice appears in Jude's story when
she speaks of waking up in a "dinghy motel room and just realizing there
was a small part of me that did want to live.
little bit of willingness then to try A.A."

And I guess I got a
That small choice for life

opened up a willingness to live that had been buried long ago and almost
destroyed in a previous suicide attempt.
John spoke of exercising many choices in his attempts to develop
prayer and meditation.
Then I had alot of trouble with meditation.
I'm going
on a retreat here and retreat there and they re talking
about thinking of a place by the seashore and going out
into a field or going up into the mountains or out on a
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lake and I couldn’t do it.
It was driving me bonkers. So
what I started to do was to take, read something in a book
that put me in a good place and then just think about God
or think about life, or think about where I was at. Just
kind of let it go. Or try and say, "What I just read, how
does that apply to me in my life?” And let the thoughts go
from there.
And that seemed to help alot.
John s quest for meditation techniques required willingness to try other
approaches, to concentrate his thinking, to let go of the distractions
and judgments he may have made in automatic ways.
go

or

Often the phrase "let

letting go" weaved through John’s and other stories, a choice

that demands an initial conscious willing.

The habitual ways mentioned

by so many subjects were to fight, to intellectualize, to figure out, to
control, to manipulate—to do something in order to not be left in an
internal place that felt incomplete or unknown.
to not do—or to try other alternatives:

The choice to "let go"—

asking for help, sharing,

going to a meeting, applying a principle or a Step to a problem, etc.,
is a choice that allows for other choices to emerge.
Dan told of a time when he was facing a challenge and didn’t know
how to go about meeting that challenge.
I just very readily asked the experts and asked people
how to do it.
A real reversal from the old way of doing
things.
So I would say that's the most dramatic change—
just being willing.
It means getting honest about my own
limitations.
I was a people pleaser for so many years.
I
always had to look good.
This shows that Dan did not know he had other options in his life beyond
living up to the image or expectations demanded of him—a prison that
was as controlling as the imprisonment of alcohol.
The "people pleaser" theme was also predominate for Annette.
Perceived control by others paralleled the control of alcohol until
Annette came to see that she didn't "have to" drink if she didn't want
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to

or even if she did want to.

Today Annette knows she can go to a

source of greater power and ask for "the willingness to be willing" when
choices are difficult.

She speaks as well of her prayers of choosing

the will a higher power has for her when she experiences turmoil in
making decisions.
Eddy makes a paradoxical statement about choice in his address to
his understanding of surrender.
heard in meetings.

He uses a phrase, "Go or Grow" often

The meaning attached to this phrase can range from

the declaration to go ahead and drink or to choose to not pick up a
drink a day at a time, or may imply getting honest with oneself and
choosing action over the obsessions and wallowings that bring the
alcoholic so close to a drink.

In speaking of choice, Eddy talked of

the stresses which are present in daily living.
You usually get buried. And then it's either go or grow.
And why you pick what you pick I have no idea. Why one
person picks one way, why one person picks another, I don’t
know.
The paradox inherent in this statement is located between making
responsible choices and acts of will and the reality that the results of
those choices are "in God's hands".

For the person whose life has been

controlled by alcohol for so many years, who has fought to maintain
control over an uncontrollable illness to no avail, the concept of
making choices with results that are beyond one's ultimate control is a
paradox that has as much likelihood to serve as an excuse to drink again
as to provide the fuel to try a little harder to "let go

of control.

This paradox and many others which appear in the A.A. program do not
have concrete answers.

The understandings, the transcendence, the
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acceptance that each recovering alcoholic finds in response to the many
paradoxes can perhaps be glimpsed in the following descriptions of
surrender.

The Phenomenon of Surrender

. . . I ve always had the sense that when someone was
talking about surrender that what we're doing is coming
right back to the essence, right back to the heart of
the matter, and there isn't anything else to talk about.
And everything that we talk about, if it has truth, has
its rootedness in that.
(Sean, October 16, 1987)

This section views the core dimension of surrender in the model of
recovery described previously.

As evidenced in the stories of Chapter

III and in vignettes from the interviews of the eight subjects surrender
is central throughout recovery.

The review of the literature yields

several different references to this concept although most addresses to
surrender are based on Tiebout's (1949,

1953,

1954) ideas.

Research and

alcoholism treatment approaches have only recently recognized the
importance of surrender for recovery and no study thus far has attempted
a primary focus on this phenomenon.

Cursory references to surrender are

in regard to surrender to powerlessness over alcohol or surrender to an
alcoholic identity prior to or in the beginning stages of recovery.
This study designated a deeper understanding, a broader and more
specific description of surrender as one of its main objectives.

Five

of the 13 interview questions and 12 probing questions were specifically
directed toward surrender.

Three additional questions and several

probes were indirectly related to understanding experiences of
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surrender.

The organization of this section will present subjects'

responses to these questions in three ways:
surrender,

(1) general descriptions of

(2) shifts in perceptions about surrender over time, and (3)

forms of surrender.

The Meaning of Surrender
Several themes surfaced from subjects'

perspectives of surrender.

They spoke of surrender as powerlessness, relinquishing control,
knowing, and trust.

They also confirmed surrender as a process.

First and foremost,

subjects clearly saw surrender as the crucial

step in facing their powerlessness over alcohol and in opening up to
recovery.

In regard to the initial surrender some saw it as a process

"that just happened".
decided to do.
you.

No one spoke of it as something they willed or

As told by Eddy:

You can't put in for it.

being to make it happen."

"Surrender's a process that happens to
It's not within the power of a human

Dan spoke of his experience of surrender as:

"it happened—it was a process".

After three admissions to detox and

attendance at A.A. meetings for several years, Dan spoke of his last
detox stay in 1974 for seven days.
and "something just hit me.

He remembered looking in the mirror

And I had this strange feeling that there

was absolutely nothing left inside of me at that point."

He later came

to believe that, although he did not know he was doing it, looking in
the mirror was for him the point of surrender.

For John real surrender

was a process and his first admission of helplessness with his alcohol
problem "started the whole thing".

The first honest admission, his

admittance to detox, and asking for help were for John types of
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surrender which led him to a total surrender on "the first day that I
woke up without wanting a drink."

Some of these "types" of surrender

could be seen as decisions or acts of will, but John referred to them as
happenings which occurred during times he "didn’t know my mind wasn't
functioning".
Surrender was related by many subjects to control and being in
charge.

Sean spoke of his first surrender at the time when:

I watched my body take a drink and my mind was choosing
for me to not take a drink and I basically at that moment
started letting other people decide what would happen
next because I lost the last vestige of faith that I
could make better choices by myself.
Sean did not view this moment as a conscious act but as an occurance
that was "just happening.
emotions".

.

.

.1 just went to minimal, functional

He referred to the following six days as a time of "partial

black-out" and months later "I could look back and recognize that time
as my very first taste of surrender."
Ellen used a metaphor to illustrate her experience of surrender.
She remembers when she called out in the night for help without even
realizing that's what she was doing or who she was asking.

She did not

recognize that she was experiencing surrender until she heard someone
speak of it at an A.A. meeting.

The association she made was:

It was rather like the drowning person who struggles and
flails around and makes everything very difficult for the
lifeguard who's trying to save that person. It's when
that person can be subdued so that they stop fighting
the process that person can be saved.
She further spoke of surrender as a "knowing" that she couldn t help
herself anymore.

It wasn't that she had "relinquished any trying to

help myself" but rather that she fully knew that there wasn't anything
more she alone could do.
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Several other subjects also referred to a knowing they
experienced.

Dan spoke of an "instantaneous change" and an "emotional

shift" he experienced when he said to himself "it's all alcohol".
referred to

He

’an indescribable sense of relief that flooded over me".

When he realized that he was "shot down by alcohol", that he was empty
inside, that he had no place left to go, he shifted into a knowing
"where the help was" from his previous association with A.A.

For Dan

this was the first time that something "really made sense".
Bob clarified this knowing through speaking of a "total
acknowledgement".

He realized that in his first seven months in A.A. he

was only parroting being an alcoholic and went back to drinking again.
Later he understood that "admission by itself is not surrender" and
that:
Admission from the brain must become surrender from the
heart.
It's got to make that journey.
So that surrender
for me is acknowledgement, total acknowledgement of the
fact that I am powerless over any given situation.
Sean also spoke to the difference between admission and
acknowledgement in his comparison of compliance and surrender.

For him

compliance is just an admission which implies resignation and defeat.
The crucial difference here is in what Sean termed "an inner and also an
outer acknowledgment of both the impossibility and the
inappropriateness" of attempting control.

He admits that surrendering

alcohol was less frightening than his surrendering control.

John and

Judy also referred to the concept of surrendering control in all aspects
of their lives.
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How several subjects conceive of surrendering control leads us to a
discussion of trust.

As stated by Jude:

’’Surrender is a total trust in

God, and in the goodness of the universe without which I will not
grow.

Annette also speaks of trust inherent in surrender.

In the

beginning surrender primarily related to alcohol but she ’’found this to
be true with everything in my life".

Surrender related to not picking

up a drink and as well to attitudes—bad, negative or poor attitudes.
She believed she would always have the "right and the way" to pick up a
drink or a negative attitude", yet with surrender "I would always be
given the way,

the courage, the strength not to pick it up or to change

my attitude".

Ellen also spoke of trust in a description of what

surrender meant to her.
Surrender is not trying to make things happen my way—but
letting things happen.
Surrender, oddly enough, almost
seems paradoxical.
But surrender is sometimes doing
whatever the hell I feel like doing with a kind of conviction
that I’m doing the best I can and that’s plenty good enough
for right now.
I will be corrected as I go along.
Letting
be, being quiet and letting be.
Sometimes being quiet and
letting be in the midst of noisy activity, too.
It’s an
attitude of the soul, more than anything tangible or
external or physcial.
I cannot control.
I don’t control.
I don’t even want to control most of the time anymore.
But
that doesn’t imply any kind of passivity.
It’s not "what the
hell".
It's I can do what I want to do, what I can do and
we’ll see.
For Jude surrender meant trust in a universal goodness that enveloped
her life.

For Annette surrender meant trust that she would have the

resources and power she needed.

And for Ellen surrender was trust in a

self—correcting order which allowed her freedom to create the best
possible life for herself.
stance in life.

This trust implies a free and empowered
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Sean elaborated on the surrender and trust phenomenon when he
stated:
Surrender for me meant that I'd give up trying to think
my way through life and that I hadn't the remotest idea
that there was anything that might be put in its place.
I just was.
Yet it is difficult to imagine that anyone could surrender alcohol and
control with nothing to take its place.

The following words used by

subjects in free associating about the meaning of surrender shows what
they experienced in response to surrender

’

freedom,

acceptance,

forgiveness.

winning, no turmoil,

serenity, ownership of responsibility, and

Several also referred to results of surrender as the

integration of parts of themselves, opening up, and wholeness.
In all,

surrender meant far more than the admission of

powerlessness over alcohol.
subjects'

Surrender stretched its meaning into

sense of their selves, their freedom and personal power, the

progression and goodness of their lives, and their relation to others.

Shifts in The Meaning of Surrender
Subjects related their initial interpretations when they first
became aware of the concept of surrender.

They also spoke of how

surrender applies and effects their lives today.

This shift in

perceptions shows resistances to and stereotypes about surrender and
clarifies ways surrender is experienced in on-going recovery.
How It Was.

Both Jude and John at first denounced the possibility

of considering surrender in their lives.

Jude admitted she had no idea

of what surrender really meant but was quick in judging it in terms of
her own life.
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Surrender means being weak.
It means letting my guard
own.
.leans someone else will have power over me.
surrender is dangerous and only weak people would do it.
In her story in Chapter III Jude speaks of people being "too weak or
stupid" to take care of themselves and that would never apply to her.
She believed she could surrender to the fact she couldn't drink although
she admitted the possibility of that drinking sometime in the future was
in the back of her mind.
to drinking.

John also regarded surrender only in relation

In his story he speaks of believing that A.A. members had

brainwashed themselves

into something that he felt was not possible

for him.
Sean at first saw A.A. members as "trying to get me to surrender to
some kind of a doctrinaire belief in a God that I didn't believe in."
When he realized that what they were talking about was surrendering
control his resistance increased as he couldn't imagine that option in
his own life.
Dan's story relayed an exchange he had while in treatment for the
second time.

When he was told he had not surrendered, Dan asked: "Well

who do I give my sword to?"

In fact he did not have any idea of what

surrender really meant in his life.
it involved "some dramatic event".

He imagined that for other people
Dan believed that his own life was

meant to be a battle, a constant fighting off the "terrible craving to
drink".
And finally, Annette told of when she first entered the A.A.
program and heard the phrase:
care of God".

"turn your life and your will over to the

Her inside response told her she couldn't.
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Turn over I can't.
Sounds like a little bit of the giving
up so I used to say yield.
And turning over I tried to
use to be able to dive.
I was a good swimmer but I never
could dive
I couldn't turn this body over.
So turning
it over didn't fit me very well.
But to yield sounded
gentle and sounded like I could do that.
In their special ways the subjects quoted above and others interviewed
came to reconcile with their understanding of surrender.
How It Changed.

Annette clarified the role of surrender in her

life and recovery through experiences.

She spoke of current physical

pain and how similar that was to when she worked on a tug boat on the
West Coast:
And I liken it to a different scene and to how my mind
was running when I was at sea, in the tug boat, and the
storm was very bad on the way to Alaska in December.
The
boat tossed around and you had to hold on to stay in the
bunk.
I don't think it was fear so much, as it was an
extremely uncomfortable feeling because there was a sense
of such turmoil within and such being out of control.
Your body was being knocked around.
And I remember saying:
"Make it stop", in a childish way, "You could if you would
and you won't".
And being angry because the storm wouldn't
stop.
And Like, "Make it leave me alone".
Like now: "Make
my leg pain leave me alone".
It controlled me and my
disposition and the storm did the same thing in a different
way.
She spoke of coming to a place of surrender on the tug boat and with her
pain:
I call my God the god of my attitudes, because that's the
only vay I know God, that's the way God has proved himself
to me.
And I say:
"Let me be still in the midst of the
storm", whether it's my stormy emotions or the boat at sea.
"Let me trust in your care."
Pretty much the Serenity
prayer—give me the courage during this time of pain.
Admitting to the pain, admitting to the storm, admitting
to whatever.
But I can have peace in the storm and I can
have laughter.
I think the greatest gift I've had since
I've had this pain, is in the middle of it to have been
able to laugh so much with people.
And in the midst of
that storm at sea I was given being able to sleep.
So
that the proof of the yielding has come to me in those
ways.
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Ellen spoke of when her daughter started attending A. A. and how
tempted she was to

'go save my daughter".

Her daughter chose to attend

meetings with a brother in the program and Ellen: "knew, without being
hurt,

that that was as it should be, that she was going her way as I had

to go my way."

Ellen came to the realization that it had nothing to do

with the relationship she had with her daughter.

For Ellen it had to do

with her daughter's life:
. . . as it had to do with my life when it came to me.
It
wasn't that I didn't care at all, I care intensely, but I
knew that the same grace that had been offered to me that
I accepted was now in front of her.
And I had to turn it
loose, I couldn't do anything except meddle and hurt myself
if I did anything except just be there for her as if she
were any other newcomer.
In this situation Ellen had to surrender her motherly and A.A. member
instincts and rely on a greater plan, a greater order, a free gift
offered to her and now to her daughter.
Bob spoke of how he went to treatment believing he was crazy.
While there the man who did the intake spoke with him about not being
crazy but perhaps having a problem with alcohol.
referred him to A.A.

The intake counselor

There he confronted his powerlessness and

continues to do so every time he learns of another alcoholic friend who
dies from alcoholism.
So for me the grace of God was getting here, but I've got
to earn the right to stay here.
So that's a surrendering
situation, every day of my life.
Not just to alcohol, but
to my humanity, my humanness, to my frailties, my hang-ups.
But by the same token to recognize the power of the paradox
of giving in order to keep it. . . . So the surrender for me
is a daily thing.
Once in awhile, in my frailty it is not
what it could be, unfortunately I have to see something
tragic to make me realize how powerless I am.
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For Bob surrender was built into all the Twelve Steps and was pivoted on
his humility and "spiritual condition".
John spoke of his dealing with a recent job promotion that he
sorely wanted and his waiting to hear the decision.
Through it all I think a good deal of me has surrendered
to whatever will be will be.
Because I've been able to be
in the other areas of my life that I've needed to be.
Not
too many things have suffered over it.
And they haven't
suffered because of my absence even though I've been in the
room.
And I think I've been able to put myself into wherever
I've been.
So I think that's a sign of surrender even though
I might stil± be uneasy and might still be apprehensive or
anxious or anything.
I didn't do it totally, I didn't do it
perfectly, I did it the best way I could and I walked ahead
and it's working.
John admitted that surrender might be the last resort for him "instead
of the first one".

He credits his "ego and false sense of power" that

still wants to take charge.

He told of his inclination to surround his

problems with his take charge manner but "then inevitably I'll
surrender".

In conclusion he stated:

Well, for 43 years I let me run my life and I was almost
dead.
I started to learn how to turn that life aid will
over to God and my life got measurably better.
So surrender
is when there's no me in there and there's a good deal of
God.
Here John refers to absence of the ego and of his natural inclincation
to take charge and of his opening up to a larger, wiser, source of power
to allow him to be fully present in the moment.
In summary, the perspectives subjects have of surrender today does
not portray a perfect or total surrender.

It appears however, that

surrender has certain ingredients as identified by those quoted above.
These ingredients include a surrendering t£ powerlessness
situations,

or people;

over alcohol,

an acknowledgement and owning of the feelings,
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attitudes and resistances to surrendering; a letting go of those doubts,
emotions or reactions; and emptying and/or humbling oneself in readiness
for new understandings, feelings, strengths and attitudes.
following,

The

final section of this chapter will address those ingredients

as seen through the eyes of the men and women interviewed.

Forms of Surrender
Two distinct forms of surrender repeated throughout the stories of past
and present surrender experiences.

The first form was a surrendering

to, and the second was a surrendering of.
Surrendering To.

This form of surrender was most often referred to

in regard to the initial surrender which led the individual into
treatment, to A.A., or to another individual for help.

Powerlessness

over alcohol, or the admission of helplessness, was cited as the first
form of surrender.

Subjects noted that they often didn't know what

they were actually doing but did emphasize that the "moment of
surrender" was honest, authentic, and involved an inner, unameable
recognition or awareness.

As Dan described surrender to his

powerlessness over alcohol after so many years of thinking "the problem
was that I just drank too much", he was extraordinarily relieved and
"gladly followed the suggestions in A.A."

His awareness that he didn't

have to do things his way anymore fueled a "real change in attitude" and
emotional shift.
John spoke of "really surrendering to the inevitable fact that I
just couldn't drink".

An outgrowth of surrender to powerless over

alcohol was surrender to not being in control of reality as well.

It
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was a recognition that alcohol had come to define what was real.

John

understood this when he went to detox thinking it was the most negative
thing he'd ever done and finding later that it was the first positive
move he'd ever made.
Sean discussed how he "surrendered to not being in charge".

He

further elaborated how that "wholly authentic experience of surrender"
led him into a state of surrender which for him was a door to acceptance
and

access to a sort of serenity that I hadn't had a taste of in an

authentic sense probably ever".
Other examples of surrendering .to. included Jude's reference to her
surrendering to the fact that she needed help and that A.A. was where
that could be found.

Bob mentioned surrendering to the Twelve Steps.

Ellen and Annette both spoke of surrendering to trust and a higher order
and reasoning.

Many of those interviewed also referred to surrendering

to their humanity or humanness, to their limitations and imperfections.
Surrendering Of.

The second form of surrender was most often

spoken of in later years of recovery, except when it meant surrender of
control.

Many referred to this as a letting go and some saw this as a

giving up.
of thinking.

For Sean,

"letting go of control in a way meant letting go

I think that the surrender for me meant that I'd give up

trying to think my way through life."
In speaking of how his faith developed Bob talked of being
to take the risks to go ahead,
do."

willing

plunge ahead and do what I m supposed to

He told of how his instincts, "gut feelings" and the experiences

of those people who came before him would help lead him into taking
risks.

Yet he admitted that there was usually "some degree of quarantee
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when I took them."

Bob elaborated on how real surrender would involve

being willing to let go of guarantees.
Dan talked about letting go of the fight and of his way of doing
things.
But after the business of surrender, the war was all
over and there was no more fighting at all.
It was just
a matter of being as open as much as I could be at that
point, and just listening and talking to people.
Opening
up.
The closed down part of Dan which saw life as a battle and himself as a
victim was a part that Dan knew he had to let go.
Jude also spoke about "surrender of that part of me that’s very
demanding of me."

As she stated:

I can find alot of imperfections in myself and give them
more attention than who I am and the parts of me that are
wonderful.
Where surrender's important is to understand
that by surrendering—totally—I trust at some level that
those parts of me that I find imperfect are leading me and
are teaching me.
And are really the parts of me that I'm
going to become a very happy person from.
She further described how one of her first impulses is to blame herself
for other's discomfort.
needed to surrender.

That as well was a part of her she found she

In discussing this Jude, as did other subjects,

acknowledged how "enormously challenging" this form of surrender was and
the amount of work it requires.
Throughout the interviews all subjects spoke of the challenge of
"staying surrendered".
vigilance",
perspective;

They referred to the need for "constant

for "getting outside themselves" and their issues to gain
for maintaining close ties with those who knew them well;

for reminding themselves of what their priorities must be; and for
continued growth through applying the Steps,

practicing the principles,
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and using the tools available.

They acknowledged that they were within

a process which offered them many possibilities for moving from "selfconsciousness to God-consciousness".

No matter how many years of

sobriety they had achieved there was always room for growth—always more
lessons to teach them about letting go.

No one had reached a standard

of perfection and each spontaneously affirmed that they needed to keep
making progress,
a time.

to stay away from picking up the first drink, a day at

For those who participated in this study surrendering to a "God

of your understanding" and surrendering of the "character defects"

they

had come so well to know and recognize was the foundation of the path
that worked within their individual daily lives.

The Individuality of Recovery

The literature has shown that other forms of treatment for
alcoholism may have some effectiveness and yet there is a general
consensus that participation in A.A. and a continued recovery program
using the Twelve Steps has been the most successful.

In this study, all

subjects were active members of A.A. yet each of their individual
recoveries involved interpretations, experiences, and perceptions unique
to themselves and their life circumstances.

This study has primarily

focused on commonalities and it is hoped that generalizations, made for
the purpose of illustrating a model of recovery, does not distort the
very distinct nature and quality of each subject s process.

This

section will note the distinctions between subject's experiences in
recovery.
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Each subject's path through recovery exhibited different struggles
with different blocks and obstacles.

For John and Sean resistance to

surrender focused around "being in charge" and their turmoil in letting
go of control.

For Ellen and Annette, shedding their grip on the image

of being a good mother appeared to provoke great questionning,
searching.

pain and

Bob's story showed how extensively he explored the issues he

had with his church, a Catholic God, and his insecurities and confusion
with spirituality.

Dan spoke of his intellectual faith and the

structure of his theological training which kept him from opening up to
a personal God.

Jude told of the many defenses and facades she acted

out in claiming an alcoholic identity and membership of A.A.

And Eddy

focused on the journey of living more whole, living emotionally, instead
of "tied to my brain".
The fullness and commitment to recovery through A.A. varied for
some of those interviewed.

For instance, Sean continued using marijuana

for five years and acknowledged not having done the Steps
"systematically or collaboratively" until the past few years.

Bob had

become extremely involved in service work but avoided a commitment to
the Steps until after he had "bottomed out" emotionally in his ninth
year of recovery.

Ellen built a strong foundation through the Steps

within her first one and a half years.

Dan followed the suggested

guidelines to not do the inventory Step Four and sharing that Step
through Step Five until after the first year of sobriety.

He told of

making arrangements for Step Five on his 365th day and at three years of
sobriety he was finishing his list for making amends.
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Subjects reported using professional resources in addition to A.A..
For Jude individual therapy worked congruently with recovery in A.A.
over the course of 10 years.

Prior to A.A. Bob saw a psychiatrist and

was admitted for in-patient treatment for depression.

Again in his 10th

year Bob experienced another depression after the death of his sponsor
who nad resumed drinking.

He was briefly hospitalized and medicated and

saw a psychologist for a short period.

However, at that time he started

rigoursly pursuing the Twelve Steps and found his therapy "redundant".
Prior to full involvement in A.A. Dan worked with three different
psychiatrists for three years.

After he believed he "totally

surrendered" to his powerlessness over alcohol he stayed in a half-way
house for two and a half months before returning home.

During Sean’s

first year of recovery he continued intermittent work with the therapist
he had seen prior to admission into the "drunk farm", a non-professional
"in-patient" facility run by recovering alcoholics.

He also utilized

brief couples counseling in his seventh and twelfth year of recovery for
family work.

The other four subjects never sought professional help

apart from A.A. .

As Annette stated:

"I figured the grace of God was

free".
Personal relations and the support they provided in recovery varied
for subjects.

Annette spoke at length of other women outside A.A. who

showed through example that spiritual principles could be practiced in
daily life.

Other subjects,

such as Ellen and John, told of the role of

members of their family—some recovering, some not—and the lessons and
support gleaned from interactions with them.

Ellen and John also

mentioned the supportive role their doctors had.

Annette, Jude, Bob,
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and Sean referred to their professional occupations and the insights
derived through working relations and obligations.

For some

relationships and marriages were severed during specific periods of
recovery, yet most saw this as a result of patterns established during
their active alcoholic years.

For others;

such as Bob and his brothers,

Eddy and his children, Ellen and her family and friends, John and a
recent committed relationship;

interactions, understanding and love

increased in measures beyond their expectations.
Each subject shared a fundamental common bond in facing the
greatest challenge of alcoholism and recovery, yet each struggled with
distinctly different external, cultural, religious, ethnic, educational,
social and familial issues.

Their intrapersonal,

intrapsychic dynamics

bore uncanny similarities and hopefully these connections are clearly
portrayed within the recovery process model described here.

Even more

so it is hoped that this study reflects and honors each subjects’
exceptional "miracles of healing".

A Recapitulation

Summarizing the subjects’

responses, the recovery process model,

and perspectives on the meaning of surrender are present at the
conclusion of each section.

And yet an overall summary is necessary.

This researcher has chosen to delve into another question presented to
subjects and their responses will serve as a recapitulation of the major
points within this chapter.

The question asked was how they might guide

newcomers who are moving through their experiences of surrender.

The
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responses given are succinct outlines of what worked best for that
individual in their process of recovery.

They offer their "experience,

strength and hope" as examples of what worked for them, but not
necessarily as the recipe for others successful movement through
recovery.
A.A.
to

Their examples are suggestions passed on from sponsors, the

literature, and other recovering alcoholics in A.A.—in a gesture
keep sober by giving it away".

The perspectives each subject gave

in response to this question are presented as a way for them to pass on
what impacted on their recovery in both helpful and distracting ways.
Ellen spoke of the willfulness,

fighting, and pain of recovery by

offering the following words:
Sometimes I tell them go ahead and fight whatever it is
they're fighting, your're not going to get anywhere and
when they're through fighting if they want to come back
and talk about it again.
It's always a good idea to pray
about the situation you're in and then at least you give
your higher power an opportunity to take charge of what¬
ever it is.
But if you don't want to you don't want to.
You learn by bumping your head against stone walls.
Fighting doesn't cause anything except personal pain.
The truth stays the truth whatever that is.
It's beyond
words I know.
It isn't so much telling people what they
ought to do—you say you need to surrender.
But until
people have some sense of what that means for them it's
just words.
The emphasis in Ellen's perspective seems to be placed on personal
responsibility, awareness through experience, and opening up to choice.
She also went on to emphasize the wisdom of others who came before her
and how they were "a great deal of who were the kinds of people I
needed,"—an example of connectedness.

In this piece of guidance all

four components of the outlined process model all hinged on the
surrender".

need to
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The following responses emphasize specific components of action,
awareness,

connectedness and choice.

piece is surrender.

And for all responses the central

Annette shares:

y mig t use the words yielding to a caring and concerned
lgher power.
But I think that any power that's kept them
free from alcohol certainly can keep other areas of our
iiyes, and attitudes in our lives.
Same thing that's said
in A.A
but it's true, that it's the beginning of freedom.
If you feel locked in, whether it's inside or in your
situation, your marriage, or job, or whatever, the freedom
does come with surrender.
And do all the Steps:
One, Two,
Three, One, Two, Three.
Free and secure.
It's wonderful.
Dan mentioned that he had sponsored people who had sobered up and
people who are still drinking:
. . . and I've talked to them about surrender.
And I point
out to them, look as long as you think you're in charge
you're going to probably keep drinking.
Thinking of one
guy I sponsored . . . all alone he decided, oh my God, I've
got to stop this nonsense.
So I didn't tell him that,
circumstances brought him to the point where he surrendered.
So surrender kind of comes from within, it's a combination
of pressure from very painful events, humiliating memories,
and then things like loosing your job—pressures of reality,
things we suffer.
And I think all I could do is offer: "Look,
here's the help", and then people are in all this pain and
then suddenly that desire for help comes from them, comes
from within.
And then it all kind of clicks.
I don't
believe you can force surrender on people.
I think you
can educate them, you can say, look, this is the reality,
this is what happened in your life, this is what the
alternatives are.
And You can treat them with courtesy
and so on—but with honesty.
They're hurting bad enough—
the event is going to come.
Things add up enough that a
person throws up their hands and asks for help.
Again, in Dan's mind,
within.

the point of surrender comes from a "click" from

He states that the man he sponsored "decided", which could

imply a choice point as the lead in to the phenomenon of surrender and
the process of recovery.
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Eddy emphasized that awareness and connections come from
within and that one can only make a free offer of help.

He speaks of

what worked for him in coming to his own awarenesses:
Ten them stories. Most of them never really talk about
what they re talking about. It’s impossible for them. So
you tell them stories and parables. That's what I do. I
?KV!?anM°9fe£' Wann^ offer? Wanna try this? Wanna try
a,'
°'
lne*
be back." It's not personal. Our
way s not personal. Even though it is, it isn't.
John emphasizes the action component.

In a sense he also affirmed

the phenomenon of surrender in speaking of faith:
I'd just tell them the simple, basic things. Be kind to
yourself, do yourself the biggest favor you'll ever do in
your life go to meetings, go to meetings, and go to more
meetings. And keep calling me up everytime you think you're
going to drink.
If you have a fight with your girl, work
it out with her.
If you're thinking of a drink, call me
up.
They don't necessarily go together. Put your faith
in the program until you reach a God. You will.
I don't
have a capricious God, I don't have an elitist God, I have
a God that's available to anyone. And if that God is
available to me and I know where I came from it's available
to anybody that I've ever known or ever will know. Cause I
came from a rather scuzzy place.
I mean internally and
externally.
John's emphasis on calling if one wants a drink, and putting faith in
the program, addresses the other components of choice and
connectedness.

His statement also affirms the effectiveness of staying

focused on the "primary purpose" of helping another alcoholic stay away
from a drink, an aspect of A.A.'s success that's recognized by other
researchers (Brown,

1985; Denzin, 1987; Maxwell, 198A).

Jude's response to how to guide someone with surrender and recovery
issues focuses on action and connectedness:
I'd have them go to meetings, alot of meetings. And I d
have them do nothing but practice accepting themselves,
using affirmations—whether they believed them or not.
I would encourage them to take very small risks with me
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and with other people about their feelings.
And I think
1 wouid provide them with a presence of Leone whom they

Zl
r "
af
em to go into

u61 S3fe With1>d al-o maybe encourage
therapy depending on what issues they wire
going through.
But that they would have to go to a lot of
meetings and make, if it was a woman, make contact with
sober women who had their shit together.
Her suggestions include the possibility of professional help in
conjunction with A.A., a point recommended by Brown (1985) and utilized
by some of those interviewed.
As Jude mentioned, Sean also emphasized encouragement.

He spoke of

his experience and "my controlling self really had made that new kind of
sense of the simple principles".

Sean told of trying to live "that new

reality" and the "on-going startle" he experienced his first year.
added:

He

"And it continues, but abates in intensity, but continues,

hopefully all along.

He mentioned the usefulness of connnecting with a

"sponsor" to help make sense of those principles and the startle that's
often experienced.

In conclusion Sean stated:

"If I were to deal with

someone in my shoes, as it were, I'd want to offer encouragement.

And

some courage."
Finally, Bob covers all aspects of the process model of recovery in
covering all the bases of what A.A. has to offer.
When I tell my story I tell people don't do what I did.
Get a sponsor right away.
At least learn to develop
communication skills.
Join one group, get active with
that group.
Go to a Step meeting right up front.
You
don't go to Step meetings to take the Steps.
You go to
Step meetings to become knowledgeable of what they mean
to you.
That when you are ready, not before, with the
help of a sponsor who has had previous experience in
those Steps, you will then apply them to your life.
I
tell people, you will learn more about you, about life,
about the program, about your illness at a Step meeting.
So that the more knowledge you gain, the better prepared
you are.
Don't wait nine years because you might not
make it.
God only knows why I made it, pure stubborness
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or something.

It s not worth the turmoil, it's not worth

people°^I°don't"h Spirltual risk‘ J™P right in.
I tell
p opie, I don t have answers, I have opinions.
It's up
to you to take it or leave it. And I’m not one of those
peopie who say hey if you don’t want to take my opinions
screw you, find another sponsor.
I'm not a baby sitter and
I m not a father, and I’m not God. People have the right
to their own mistakes. And I think the thing to do is let
people make their mistakes and let them rub their nose in
it and say.
Okay that didn't work now what else can we
try.
But no matter what, I love you.”
Here Bob illustrated all four components.

From this researcher's

position Bob encouraged a surrender to action, awareness, connectedness,
and choice through the vehicles of the Steps, meetings, group
involvement, and fellowship.
The collective and individual experiences of all eight subjects
provides a tapestry of many hues and colors to represent alcoholism
recovery.

Their meanings and changes leap from individual to collective

fellowship, from connection to fellowship and program to individual
meaning.

Within the structure of A.A. each subject was free to

participate in an organic, natural progression of growth.

This study's

analysis of that growth identified aspects of how a person composes a
new sense of self and new structure of meaning.

This composition

manifests as a gestalt with various components as figure at different
times, with A.A. as a backdrop which is grounded in a new way of
principled living and surrender to a higher power.

CHAPTER

V

IMPLICATIONS

Since Jellinek's ground-breaking study on alcoholism and subsequent
model many researchers have attempted to create greater understandings
and models of a phenomenon which continues to baffle-professionals and
lay people alike.

This study has not meant to usurp the wisdom of

previous theories or models.

It has simply offered a perspective, based

on experiential validity, of a recovery process that has often taken
back seat to researchers' intrigue with alcoholism.

Recovery has

received greater attention in the past decade yet has been limited to
the first several years of sobriety.

Phases of recovery have been

identified within a continuum which spans drinking, transition to
sobriety, early recovery, and on-going recovery.

Most references to

long-term recovery have described that phase as a continuation of
patterns established earlier.

Some studies have included subjects with

over five years of recovery but long term recovery has not been
investigated in and of itself.
This researcher believed that a process-oriented perspective from
recovering alcoholics with over ten years of recovery could elaborate on
aspects of a fluid, changing phenomenon.

The study focused on the how

and the sequence of a process of transformation in order to more fully
describe the dynamics which play an enduring and fundamental role.

The

stories of eight subjects suggested a common pattern of how recovery
proceeds.

Through grounded theory analysis four components of the

recovery process were identified.

A sequence appeared which resembles
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more of an interactive consteliation than an orderly, sequential, stepby-step recipe.

The how and the interaction of the components showed

themselves to move in a gestalt like fashion in figure/ground patterns
throughout recovery.

And the catalyst for, as well as result of, the

movement of components appeared to be the core phenomenon of surrender.
This final chapter will examine the implications this study's
perspective may have for recovering individuals and the clinicians,
educators and researchers who work with them.

Before addressing these

considerations it is important to state that this researcher does not
intend to systematize a God-given, organic progression of wellness.

The

dangers of attempting control of the uncontrollable dynamics of
alcoholism and recovery, and their uncontrollable results, are obvious
within the stories shared by the subjects of this study.

One subject

interviewed spoke of the subtle process of taking the principles and
tools of recovery and creating a whole new system of control.

As he

stated:
And that was to integrate the technologies of sobriety
into a meta-control stance. And I see that as real
central to my plight at present.
If I’m really going
to succeed in the areas of my life that are important
to me I’m going to have to find surrender of that
system of using the technologies of sobriety for meta¬
control.
The major concern of this researcher in doing this study was that of
duplicating the above stated plight.

This study and the many questions

which it generated is a small offering to an enormous collection of
attempts at glimpsing a universal plight and of energizing the lightthat
millions of recovering alcoholics have seen as they "trudge the Road of
Happy Destiny” (Alcoholics Anonymous, p. 164).
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Implications for the Substance

Abuse Professional

Brown s (1985) objective for research and publication of her work
was to nurture a synergistic relationship among professionals, A.A., and
the recovering alcoholic.

Many other theorists reviewed in this study

called for a deeper and clearer connection among the same parties
although they did not present the possibility of an alliance in terms of
a primary partnership.

This researcher adds her voice and the wisdom of

eight individuals who have experienced a transformation of mysterious
and powerful dimensions.

Attempts to pinpoint the specific

effectiveness and success rate of A. A. have presented statistics that
are continually challenged and most studies conclude with a statement
such as:

"its effectiveness is not supported by adequate scientifc data

at the present time

(Miller & Hester, 1980, p. 53).

This researcher

wonders if such conclusions are more a reflection of the limits inherent
in standardizing a phenomenon that transcends beyond human control.
Grof (1987) and Sparks (1987) both speak to how A.A. and the Twelve
Steps challenge western forms of scientific categorization and the
reigning Newtonian-Cartesian model of reality.

As Bill Wilson, one of

the primary founders of A.A., stated repeatedly, medicine, psychiatry
and religion have contributed greatly to A.A.’s understanding of and
approach to alcoholism.

The role of these schools of thought and

practice are clearly represented in the four "founding moments" of A.A.
and the progress and credibility A.A. has established in the past 50
plus years of growth.

Yet as evident in the literature there is so much

more to Alcoholics Anonymous and the program of recovery—so much that
i
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investigation of the A.A. dynamics, the nature of recovery and treatment
of alcoholics and addicts is being taken up by all different schools of
thought.

The contributions to understanding the personal, intrapsychic

and spiritual dimensions of the human being through studying the
alcoholic continue to unfold and present enormous possibilities for
professional and individual growth.

In light of this any study can only

scratch the surface of conceptualizing what most A.A. members, and many
newly informed researchers, consider a divinely-inspired program of
healing.

The following sections will outline some considerations this

study may suggest in regard to the process of recovery, potential
phases, and the importance of surrender, and will suggest how these
considerations might be helpful in a partnership of professionals, the
alcoholic, and the A.A. recovery program.

The Process of Transformation
Subjects spoke of a multitude of struggles that reached into all
areas of their lives.

Though some utilized other professional resources

the most responsive resource they found was the program and fellowship
of A.A.

There they heard of others struggling with the same cravings to

drink and living lives that were burdened by similar contradictions and
dilemmas.

In struggling to achieve and maintain sobriety and to cope

with the issues of their lives they were likely to blur the lines of
quality sobriety with a quality life.

Several subjects spoke to this

and to the reinforcement they needed to keep their priorities and
progress in perspective.

They voiced that without sobriety none of

their life issues had a minute chance of resolution.

They also voiced
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that their internal dynamics, thinking, and feelings about alcohol were
distorted and overwhelming, that they felt they were going through great
losses, changes and deaths too painful to comprehend.

Basically they

affirmed a total "identity crisis" in all aspects and roles of their
lives.

They affirmed a disequilibrium which threatened their very

selves

as they knew them to be.

They affirmed the confusion of

learning a whole new epistemology, a whole new way of being.

And they

affirmed a spiritual/transpersonal transformation as the foundation of
this all-encomapssing upheaval.

This confusion, this "startle" did not

come and go in a week, month, or year.

As each person continued through

sobriety and the progression of life they repeatedly were confronted by
periods of disequilibrium.

What gave so many a sense of balance—a

grounding in the dizziness

was a re-focus on their Number One objective-

-to not pick up a drink a day at a time; to use the program, fellowship,
tools, Steps, and principles to the best of their ability; and to
surrender their old ways of taking charge, avoiding, or denying to a
higher power.
Brown mentioned that observers of the A.A. recovery program often
criticize it for its apparent preoccupation with alcohol.

She however

viewed the alcohol focus as the foundation of a new developmental
progression.

From the stories of subjects interviewed in this study it

appeared that the alcohol focus was a point to return to when other
issues arose.

Remembering "how it was" with active alcoholism allowed

subjects to gain greater awareness about fundamental thinking and
feeling patterns which were present in how they progressed into the
limiting, restrictive, closed system of alcoholism.

Thus awareness and
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insight into their patterns of closing down around alcohol could warn
them of other patterns which lead them into closed thinking or
perceiving.

On the other hand awareness of the components which lead to

openness and expanded interpretation could facilitate continued growth
in all areas of their lives.
This researcher suggests that in therapeutic relationships or in
designing aftercare treatment programs after in-patient treatment, all
four components of the recovery model should be emphasized.

Too often a

therapist may affirm a significant insight by the client as an end in
itself.

In light of the recovery model proposed the therapist could

view the one component expressed;

in this case awareness, as a means to

move further and help the client identify how that component could be
expressed in forms of connectedness, choice, and action.

This would be

a process of embedding a new awareness, or action, etc. into a dynamic
which could be applied to many different issues of varying degrees or
depths within a client's life.
Another aspect of identifying components is to help a client own
their strengths in relation to which components they more willingly or
naturally tend to utilize.

For instance, in this study, Roget and Ann

emphasized awarenesses throughout recovery.
clients,

In working with these

the therapist could help lead Roget and Ann into designating

ways these awarenesses could expand connectedness, with others or to
aspects of themselves; how the awarenesses impact on future choices; and
how the awarenesses could be put into action.

Thus, strength in

manifesting one component would not serve as sufficient evidence of
healing.
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Phases of Recovery
Subjects in this study viewed phases of recovery in differing
forms.

Some depicted phases of significant change in relation to time

and working the Twelve Steps, some saw phases in relation to faith and
connection with a higher power, and others conceived of phases in more
philosophical terms.

Specific benchmarks of growth and change for some

involved differing periods of time.

For instance, Eddy saw his

antithesis or rebellion phase as prominent in his first to third years
and again in this tenth year.

Jude’s rebellion phase was in the sixth

year when she viewed A.A. as a parental figure, and Dan’s struggle with
fear of others was played out through three years of making amends.

On

the other hand John saw change as symbolized by links in an on-going
chain or journey of recovery.
In working with clients it would appear fruitful to help the
individuals identify their benchmarks in order to help them affirm their
signs of progress.

Too often alcoholics will focus on how much more

they need to grow toward some illusory end-point of wellness, rather
than honor their progress and the hope and support inherent in affirming
the motion of recovery.

Significance of Surrender
As seen in the stories of Chapter III and the segments of the
interviews given, surrender was more than surrendering control over
alcohol.

The blocks and obstacles to surrender had commonalities and

differences for each subject.

There were references to moments of
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surrender,

states of surrender and "staying surrendered" throughout the

stories shared.
angles:

And finally surrender was seen from at least two

surrender to and surrender of.

It was not intended that this study show whether the components of
actions, awareness, connectedness, and choice lead to surrender or if
surrender leads to the components.
between all five dimensions.
dynamic.

What was evident was the interplay

Cause and effect appeared interactive and

Examples were provided which illustrated that missing

components may have stifled full growth.

For instance, Bob spoke of

extensive action, connectedness and choice in his service work but of a
lack of self-awareness in not surrendering to the Twelve Steps.

Dan

reported his block to not staying surrendered was connected to not
asking for help from his higher power and others and slipping back into
taking sole charge of situations in his life.
It was evident in this study that a primary surrender was the
critical turning point in moving a person into recovery.

Surrender thus

appeared to serve as a necessary precondition of self-transformation.
Through a continued process which incorporates taking on new actions,
awarenesses,
choices,

internal and external connectedness, and learning from

surrender is a recurring phenomenon.

It appears that surrender

to powerlessness and to a higher power, and surrender of resistances to
the above components can facilitate transformation beyond description
for the individual.
What also emerged through the interviews was the commonality of on¬
going resistance to surrender, as expressed in a variety of forms.

For

some subjects they termed their resistance as a "thick wall", as parts
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of themselves, a ceiling that became the barrier, "wall of doubt",

the

image they couldn’t let go of, "instincts in collision", doing battle,
ego, etc.

For some their resistances resulted in lost jobs,

deteriorated relationships and marriages, suicide attempts, abandonment
of religion, depression, and psychiatric hospitalization.

These

resistances were expressed through pride, fear, self-condemnation,
control, and all spoke of the final result, the final expression as
being that of

one last grasping"—isolated, alone, and hopeless—no

matter how surrounded they were by others.
Implications that the above findings have for therapeutic and
educational alliances with recovering alcoholics have been briefly
mentioned.

Other implications of this study are those which reinforce

recommendations offered by researchers reviewed.

This author wishes to

emphasize several points:
First, no matter in what year of sobriety a recovering person
enters therapy it is evident that a singular therapeutic approach cannot
be sufficiently effective.

It is paramount that the therapist allow

him/herself to be a student of the client's developing epistemology and
to be open to the particular benchmarks of truth and progress as defined
by the client..

As has been shown through the development of A.A. a

synthesis of wisdom from schools of thought and philosophy have expanded
the vision and hope inherent in A.A. recovery.

As helpers it is

apparent that our vision needs the enrichment of more than one model, or
even just several models, for authentic therapeutic empathy and
treatment.

Theorists from a wide range of fields are taking up the

challenge of researching alcoholism a.nd recovery.

If not professionally
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or academically bounded by traditional limits of medicine, psychiatry or
behaviorism, researchers are acknowledging the spiritual and
transpersonal dimensions of recovery.

This acknowledgement, and the

emphasis now being placed on incorporating spiritual objectives in
treatment, may likely raise many complex questions (and insecurities)
for the practicing clinician.

It is the hope of this researcher that

educators and clinicians who wish to work with alcoholics and addicts
will have the forums and supervision available to help them move through
their spiritual awakenings.
Second, several subjects spoke of negative and regressive
experiences with therapists before and during recovery.

Two subjects

affirmed that the most helpful piece of therapy was strong, if not
forced, recommendation for participation in A.A..

One subject reported

how a therapist suggested having a conversation with different parts of
himself.

Despite his resistance he came to accept "that there were

aspects of self—selves—within myself that had their own activity and
if they aren’t respected and cherished they will assert their interest
howsoever they must."

This example emphasizes the theme that was woven

through every interview—the theme of self-acceptance.

Most subjects

spontaneously offered that A.A. was the only place they ever found true,
authentic acceptance and unconditional love.

They also reported that

A.A. did not push them into identifying causes of alcoholism but helped
them discover the actions and self-knowledge to facilitate the how of
recovery.

These insights in A.A. may offer invaluable help to

therapists in reconsidering the nature of therapeutic relationships with
alcoholic clients.
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Third, another point emphasized by subjects was in learning the
extent of sobriety and recovery through others' sharing and example.
Several subjects credited honesty and direct confrontation—"stating the
facts —as most helpful from A. A. members.

A.A. has been able to d-aw

on its foundation of principles of growth and unconditional acceptance
and allow
action,

rigorous honesty" and confrontation to facilitate continued

awareness, connectedness, and choice.

Subjects reported how

they weren’t told what they "should" or "ought" to do but were shown
through example and thus able to establish their own internal standards
of principled living.

And many subjects spoke of these positive

influences as results of various interactions with a number of
individuals in and apart from A.A.

This indicates the necessity of

encouraging the alcoholic to establish a large support network, and of
the influential impact of direct, honest sharing between therapist and
client.

Balancing the two primary themes of honest confrontation and

unconditional acceptance (as mentioned in the second point), in a
therapeutic relationship is a challenge for any therapist no matter what
their theoretical background may be.

A challenge however that plays a

crucial role in working with alcoholics.

Maintaining this balance could

be helped through honest sharing on the part of the therapist to
facilitate mutual trust and respect and to act as a safeguard against
putting the therapist in an authoritarian or judgmental position.
Fourth,

it is apparent that surrender is preceeded by different

forms of "one last grasping" within an isolated, separate and lonely
shell of hopelessness.

For significant others, therapists, and

professionals the task of joining with the alcoholic in his/her
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isolation and continually sowing seeds of hope is an enormous and
extremely draining endeavor.
joining

Further resistances can be built when

turns into enabling and hiding the alcoholic from the reality

of despair, or when providing hope distorts into unrealistic
expectations and consequent disappointment.

When faced with unrelenting

resistance it is all too easy to resort to over-control or giving up.
Here is where those in an alcoholic’s life need to look to higher
sources of power and grace and to their own personal resistances to
surrender.
Fifth, and last,

the A.A. program of recovery and the

transformation experienced by members are sprinkled with paradox.
Paradox may be viewed by the helper as contradiction or inconsistency
and consequently mis-judged.

A.A. has trememdous appreciation for

paradox as will often be shown in the humor and recognition given to
what may appear to be contradiction.

A.A. members intuitively know that

defeat means winning, that independence is only gained through allowing
dependence, and that surrender is not giving up.

Most of the

traditional theories would not tolerate what A.A. members believe to be
inspirational and beyond intellectualization.

It is tnus of crucial

importance that professionals understand not so much the content of A.A.
and the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, but rather be educated and
aware of the principles inherent in the program and the transpersonal,
spiritual nature of recovery.

In reviewing the literature for this

study the support given far outweighed the criticisms made of A.A. and
recovering alcoholic members.

Criticisms often stemmed from

misinterpretations of A.A., the Twelve Steps, and sponsorship dynamics.
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Critics were apt to focus on discrepancies between A.A. philosophy and
their psychological perspectives.

Or A.A. idioms were defined through

jargon peculiar to a particular academic discipline and not within the
context of the "culture" and social structure of A.A.

As hopefully

glimpsed in this study, A.A. and the phenomenon of recovery and
surrender far exceeds a comprehensive—or even adequate—description.
Thus it is misleading and potentially pernicious to focus on pieces of a
phenomenon which is greater than the sum of all its parts.

Implications for Research

This researcher originally was led to investigating transformation
through the door of structural-cognitive developmental theory.

In

earlier stages of literary review the concept of surrender appeared in
Kegan's (1979, 1982) theory of developmental stage transition.

Other

psychological theories investigated did not address surrender and the
concept was emphasized only in the substance abuse literature.

Many

parallels appear evident between Kegan's concepts of "holding
environment", cognitive dissonance, and surrender and A.A. s
environmental supports, "hitting bottom" and surrender.

Parallels are

also seen in structural stages within Kegan's helix of development aid
stages manifested in early recovery and later recovery.

This author

believes it could be fruitful to apply Kegan's research tools and
paradigm to the process of alcoholism recovery in regard to
developmental stages and phases of transition between stages.
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Other possibilities for research could ba in replicating this study
with larger samples.

Also this researcher believes it would be quite

intriguing to present the interviews from this study to representatives
from all the fields mentioned in Chapter II to elicit their professional
interpretations of surrender, growth, and healing in order to provide
guidance in now communication and understanding could be increased
between schools of thought.

APPENDIX A
Introductory Letter to Interviewees

Box 97 Main Road
Colrain, MA 01340

Dear
I write to thank you for agreeing to be a part of this doctoral
research and to give you an overview of the nature of my study.
As we
agreed I will meet with you for up to an hour and a half on
> _,1987 at _ to proceed with an interview.
With
your consent I will tape the interview for my use only in order to
transcribe and analyze the data for this study.
Research regulations
require that an Informed Consent Form be signed by those interviewed
which we can discuss and sign before the interview begins.
I also want
to assure you that your responses will be held in strict confidentiality-all identifying information will be changed; i.e. your name, residence,
employment, names of others mentioned.
What is discussed in the
interview is only for the purpose of my doctoral dissertation.
The interview is meant as a discovery tool to help understand some
of the changes an alcoholic experiences throughout the process of
recovery.
The changes involved are those that deal with your experience
of going through a transformation.
Specifically, this could involve
changes in perceptions, beliefs and meanings you had about yourself and
the world. This study does not look at the quality of sobriety or the
specific nature of Alcoholics Anonymous.
It is primarily interested in
the phases of the process of change.
The interview will address questions about your internal changes:
your thinking, feelings, internal contradictions, struggles to
understand recovery, beliefs, and ways you made meaning out of different
aspects of recovery.
We will look at your sense of yourself today, your
experiences as a newly recovering alcoholic and your understanding of
differences in the experience of recovery.
I so look forward to our time together and know that your sharing
will be a true gift for myself and this study.
Thank you again for your
willingness to participate.
Warmly,

Jane M. Hart
Home phone:
624-3759

APPENDIX B
Interview Face Sheet

1.

Age

3.

Years without a drink or substitute

4.

Years active in AA

5.

Ways active in AA today

.
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2.

Marital status:

Sex:

Male

Single

Female

Married

Divorced
Spouse in recovery:

Yes

(long)

Separated
No

Times

Program

7.

Present town of residence

8.

Present employment

9.

Education:

10.

How long was alcohol a problem for you before you

Highest degree

Date of

stopped drinking? _
11.

Use of therapy or education: Yes _ No _
Kind _
Year

APPENDIX C
Structured Interview Guide
This interview is meant as a discovery tool to help understand some
of the changes you experienced throughout recovery.
I’ll be asking
questions about your internal changes, your understanding of surrender,
and different phases of recovery you may have experienced.
I’ve
structured the interview flow so we can look at where you are today, how
you were when you first encountered A.A., and how you changed throughout
y°ur _ years of recovery. Your responses will be important in
developing some clear insights, and they won’t be judged in right or
wrong terms.
To assure your anonymity I will be sure to change your
name, place of residence, and names of others you may mention.
We’ll start by looking at:
The Present
1.
How would you describe yourself today?
Probes:

2.

How do you see yourself in relation to the world?
How do you feel you are changing?
What is most satisfying in your life? Why?
What might be lacking in your life today?

How would you describe where you are today in your recovery?
Probes:

3.

Who are you?

What does being a recovering alcoholic mean to you today?
What aspects of life do you find perplexing today?

Describe your recovery experience?

In your own terms, how did it

happen?
4.

How would you describe your understanding of surrender?
Probes:

5.

What does surrender mean to you in your daily life?

Can you describe one of the more recent experiences in your life
that involved surrender?
Probes:

What was it inside of you which sustained you during this
experience?
What contradictions or paradoxes did you encounter and
how did you make sense of these?
What do you believe you were resisting during this time?

Now I’d like to have you remember back into the distant past.
We’re going to talk about some of your early memories in recovery and
AA.
Is there anything you'd like to add before we move back in time.
The Beginnings
_
t
-As a newcomer, how did you feel when you first heard about
surrender?
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Probes:

What was you initial understanding of what surrender was?
What was your definition of surrender?
How were you making sense of the idea of surrender?

Could you describe for me your first real life encounter with
surrender?
Probes:

8.

How did you know you were experiencing surrender?
If I followed you around during this time what would I
have observed about you?

During this surrender experience in what ways were you resisting?
How were you holding back from surrendering?
Probes:

9.

How was your sense of your own self resisting?
How were your relationships causing resistance?
What about your world seem resistant?

How was your involvement in A.A. giving you support during this
time?
Probes:

10.

What were the helpful aspects of A.A.?
What about A.A. might have added to your resistance?

What did you need or desire from the rest of the world (apart from
A.A.) during this period?
Probes:

Could you describe how education or therapy could have
helped you during this time?

11.

What were the resolutions/conclusions/understandings you came away
with?

What settled inside of you?

Probes:

If you were sponsoring someone now who was going through
a similar dilemma how would you guide them?

Before we move onto some general and concluding questions is there
anything you'd like to add about your understanding and the changes you
had regarding surrender?
Summary
years of recovery you had to divide
12. If in looking back on your
those years into phases or stages, what would they be?
Probes:

What
that
What
What

would you term those phases?
You might use anything
comes to mind; metaphors, analogies, concepts.
time periods were involved in those phases.
were the different characteristics of those

different phases?
13. If in twenty-five words or less you had to describe the change that
you went through, what would you say?

APPENDIX D
Contact Summary Form

Date

Location

Interviewee _
General impressions:

Unanticipated responses:

Points needing clarification:

Questions needing elaboration:

Interesting points:

Further contact:

APPENDIX E
Informed Consent Form

I agree to participate in the research study conducted by Jane M.
Hart, M. Ed., a doctoral candidate in the School of Education at the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA.
I understand that the
research intends to study the experiences of recovering alcoholics as
perceived throughout their process of recovery.
I am aware of the extent, nature and purpose of the interview and
understand that I may choose to not answer particular questions at my
discretion.
The researcher has fully discussed the possible effects of
participating in this study.
These effects may include increased
awareness and insight as to my experience of recovery through discussing
both positive and difficult memories.
I understand that I can choose to
end the discussion and my participation at any point without question.
I have been assured that the information I offer will be kept
confidential and that my anonymity will be protected through changing
all names and identifying characteristics.
If the interview is tape
recorded I have been assured that the tape used will be erased after the
interview is transcribed.
Ms. Hart has answered all my questions about the study.
I
understand that a copy of the interview transcription will be made
available for my review.
I am also aware that I have access to the
final dissertation results if I so choose.

Signature of Participant

Researcher

Date

APPENDIX F
The Twelve Traditions of Alcoholics Anonymous

1.

Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends
upon A.A. unity.

2.

For our group purpose there is but one ultimate authority—a loving
God as He may express Himself in our group conscience.
Our leaders
are but trusted servants; they do not govern.

3.

The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking.

4.

Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other
groups or A.A. as a whole.

5.

Each group has but one primary purpose—to carry its message to the
alcoholic who still suffers.

6.

An A.A. group ought never to endorse, finance, or lend the A.A.
name to any related facility or outside enterprise, lest problems
of money, property, and prestige divert us from our primary
purpose.

7.

Every A.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining
outside contributions.

8.

Alcoholics Anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional, but
our service centers may employ special workers.

9.

A.A., as such, ought never be organized; but we may create service
boards or committees directly responsible to those they serve.

10.

Alcoholics Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; hence the
A.A. name ought never be drawn into public controversy.

11.

Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than
promotion; we need always maintain personal anonymity at the level
of press, radio, and films.

12.

Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, ever
reminding us to place principles before personalities.
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